Control Line
Unfortunately, glow engines are
difficult to handle because
they have to run on pressurized
fuel tank systems, either of the baby
pacifier/surgical tubing variety or
using crankcase pressure fed into a
sealed metal tank. A pressure
system is essential for steady supply
of the vast amount of fuel that these
high revving engines (24,000 rpm
is not unusual) require. The models
approach 160km/h (lOOmph) and
can turn so sharply that the G-force
is quite remarkable; normal suction
feed fuel systems simply would not
work. The practical disadvantage
of a pressure feed system is that the
engine is much more sensitive to
needle valve settings, and that if
(when!) the model crashes, the fuel
is still being pumped into the engine

more

under pressure, making

it

hard to

re-start.

Most

diesel engines operate hap-

on suction feed as they feature
smaller bore intakes (which makes
for good fuel draw) and usually
operate at a mere 14,000 rpm. High
performance diesels can be compily

petitive, but then they, too, require
pressure fuel systems.
To produce a really acrobatic
model there is one essential ingredient: lightness. Or, to be more
exact, a light wing loading. To save
weight, every non-essential part is
dispensed with. Conventional fuselages are unnecessary, they simply
serve to carry the engine and tailplane, so mount the engine on
simple hardwood bearers glued to
the wing and save some weight! The
tailplane can likewise be removed
and the elevator hinged directly to
the wing to save weight. Fins are
not required either, so leave them
off. After all, if it's not there then
it cannot weigh anything or get
broken. That is how the universally
adopted flying wing of today
evolved.
High mortality rate requires
quick and cheap replacement. Complicated structures are out - what
is the point of spending weeks
making a model when its future
competition life might well be
measured in minutes, or even
seconds?
Practical experience has shown
that approximately 27.5dm^ (425sq.
in) of wing area is near the ideal;
this, combined with a ready to fly
weight of 425gm (15oz) gives a very
favourable wing loading, without
providing too much drag for a high
performance glow engine to pull it
through the air at 145km/h (90mph).
A 15% thick wing section provides

a good
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aerodynamic performance

without loss of airspeed, while a
wing leading edge to elevator hinge
line

measurement of around 330mm

has proved best for a tight
turning radius. Mounting- the
engine as close to the leading edge
as possible means that a centre of
gravity of approximately 10% chord
can be achieved without resorting
to adding tail ballast.
During the 1960s the models
tended to be built quite strongly 25mm (lin) square leading edge,
3mm (^in) balsa ribs and a 6mm
(|in) sheet trailing edge, all nylon
covered. There were no spars, the
models being of quite low aspect
ratio, and there was frequently
spruce reinforcement for the leading and trailing edges. Typical
weight for a 19.4dm^ (350sq.in)
model (near the ideal for a 2.5cc
diesel) was 450gm (16oz). Gradually
models became weaker as the
(13in)

experts strove to make them lighter
and nylon covering gave way to
iron-on plastic film. Then around
1975 the all-polystyrene model
began to emerge. Produced from
solid sheets of expanded polystyrene foam with the aid of hotwire cutters, the models now in use
are extremely light and just sufficiently strong to withstand aerodynamic loads.
Typical construction consists of
a wing cut from this super light
material, often with internal portions hollowed out to reduce weight
further.
Spruce spars are frequently let into the top surface and
the whole covered with brightly
coloured gift wrap paper pasted on.

The engine bearer assembly is then
glued on to a central balsa rib, the
tailplane fixed directly to the trailing edge and a model is quickly
born. A competition modeller who

has made his own assembly jigs can
mass-produce models very quickly
and cheaply. Six models in a weekend is not unusual!
To reach success in combat flying, a fast engine, a stock of good
models and a great deal of flying
ability

matched

to

super-quick

reflexes are not enough.

The

pilot

must have a well-rehearsed pit
crew of two mechanics.
Their task is to get the model in
the air initially and to keep it off
the ground for the duration of the
match. The usual technique is for
the pilot to have two models fully
prepared (the maximum number of
models per bout allowed under FAI
rules). Each mechanic will be fully
conversant with handling the
models and their engines and while
one model is airborne, the reserve

will be kept fully fuelled and the
motor running, just in case. If
(when!) the model being flown

crashes, their duty is to retrieve it
and decide whether to concentrate
on re-starting the engine and getting that model back into the air
again, or whether to transfer the
streamer to the reserve model,
running a new set of lines and
control handle to the pilot, and
then to continue battle again. Much
will depend on the state of the
crashed model. It may be broken or
it may be fine. But has the engine
been flooded with fuel from the
pacifier tank? Has the glow plug

burned out?
While the reserve model is airborne, all these points must be
checked out by the pit crew and
temporary repairs made to the
model. Control lines too should be

checked for damage. If all is well,
the tank is refilled and the engine
started just in case. All the while,
of course, they must be aware of
how 'their' pilot is faring and

keeping an eye open for another
contact with the ground. With
penalty points being incurred for
every second that a model is on the
ground, they must work fast, and
as a team. Misunderstood orders
from the pilot cannot be tolerated
if

success is to be gained.
Yes, combat flying is fast, furious,

and above

all,

fun.

Speed and Combat

Opposite: Italian speed champion for
1978 was Renzo Grandesso whose
model is shown above. Asymmetric

layout has aerodynamic advantages

form of flying. A similar model
Peter Halman's top class English

this

in
is

machine, shown without propeller
below. Note 'processing' label from a
recent competition, validating entry.
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Pulsar
Control-line flying can be
fun. This

little

trainer

is

and inexpenand capable of
many hours of flying. If you
strong, simple

sive to make,

easy to repair.
Any diesel or glow engine of
up to Ice (.06cu.in) can be
crash

it,

it

is

used, and alternative
mountings are shown on the
plan.

the parts,
6mm (^in) balsa for the
wing and fuselage and 3mm
(Jin) for the tail surfaces.
First

trace out

all

Two 1.5mm

(re'n) ply
panels are needed for the

nose, and

decide

at

it is necessary to
the start which

mounting will be required,
depending on the engine to
be used. Double cement the
ply panels each side of the
fuselage and leave to dry
under pressure. Sand the
wing to the section shown,
and round off the tailplane,
elevator, and rudder edges.
Cement the tailplane and
fin to the fuselage and when
dry, add the rudder, offset as
shown, and hinge the
elevator to the tailplane with
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four short lengths of tape.
Try to avoid cementing the

centres of the tapes, so that
they remain flexible. Cut the
elevator horn and fit it
securely in place.
Slide the wing through the
fuselage slot, filing the slot
out as necessary, and

cement

firmly in place.

Make

sure that wing and tailplane
are parallel and that the fin is
upright. Add the wingtip
leadout guides, make the
bellcrank and mount and
assemble securely. Pass the
leadout wires through the
fuselage, make the pushrod,
and hook the three wires
through the bellcrank.
Soldered washers are the
best means of retaining the
wires while still allowing free

movement.
Bend the undercarriage,
slide over the fuselage and

sew

in place with strong
thread before running a
fillet of cement along the
wire. Drill the motor

make up

mounting

holes, or

the radial

mount from

a ply

disc epoxied to the fuselage

and reinforced with balsa
block, which can be
laminated from 6mm. (^in)
offcuts.

The tank should now be
soldered, or a suitable

commercial one bought, and
mounted on the fuselage
side as shown. Make sure
that it does not foul the
bellcrank. Remove tank and
engine and apply several
coats of sanding sealer. It is
best to cover the

whole

If

a

glow motor

is

used, apply a coat of fuelproofer.

Replace engine and tank
and connect up, add wheels
(if

not fitted previously)

and

propeller.

Check

that

the balance point is on or in
front of the front leadout
line. fVlake up the control
lines as described elsewhere,
and you are ready to fly.

The manufacturer
engine

will

of your
have specified a

suitable propeller; controlline

pitch.

Line length for this model
will

props are usually slightly

5-7m

(say

depending on

how

be about

22ft)

model with tissue attached
with dope or sealer. Rub
down well and colour dope
to taste.

smaller in diameter and of
coarser pitch than those used
for free-flight, the extra
pitch being needed because
the smaller model flies
faster. Reducing the
diameter allows the engine
to turn at the same speed
despite the increased
braking effect of the coarser

15-

powerful an engine is used
and how windy the flying
site may be. More wind
requires shorter lines or you
may have difficulty in
maintaining line tension. Lay
the lines out across wind so
that the model takes off (or
is

launched) downwind;

this

means

that the

wind

is

blowing the model away
from you in the first half-lap,
while

it

is

accelerating. Hints

on flying appear in Chapters
5 and 7. Good luck!
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Radio Control Equipment
Methods of exercising control over
model aircraft have taxed the wits
and ingenuity of modellers since

Probably the most frequently used
aircraft radio is the

four-function set,

usually used to control rudder,

and engine.
such sets, from Britain,

elevators, ailerons,

Examples of
Japan and the USA, are illustrated;
the basic form is common, but there
are detail differences in circuitry and
mechanics and, to some extent, in size
and weight. The standard of
performance and reliability of modern
equipment is remarkably high.

the

first

The

fact that aircraft

successful flying models.
move in three
dimensions not only provides an
extra fascination and challenge but
also adds to the risk of operating
the model at all. After all, the comparative fragility of a model aero-

plane cannot withstand repeated
heavy crashes and some degree of
control over its flight path is essential. Careful trimming of free-flight
models, use of pendulum operated
controls and tethered flying systems are all means of controlling
the flight path.

All the systems mentioned have
disadvantages, and with the exception of control-line (C/L) flight, still
contain elements of unpredictability and risk. Modern radio
control, however, provides the
modeller with the possibility of
seeing his model aeroplane perform
free of lines and virtually free of
risk.

Most types of aircraft can be
successfully modelled and controlled by radio control (R/C).
Accurate scale models, aerobatic
types, racing types, gliders and
simple free-lance 'sports' models
are all possibilities. Race, soar,
perform aerobatics or just take off,

-^o f"-^

%^k^
1

Radio Control Equipment
and his model. Once
established, the RF link can be used
to carry information from Tx to Rx.
troller

Currently the commonest method
of carrying this information

is

to

vary (modulate) the volume or
amplitude of the RF link (or carrier,
as it is sometimes called). This
system of imposing information is
called
Amplitude
Modulation
(AM). An alternative system is one
in

which the rate of

oscillation or

frequency of the carrier is modulated. This system is known as
Frequency
Modulation
(FM).
Whichever system is used, the Tx
contains electronic circuitry which
controls the modulation. Consider
a modern R/C transmitter, a simple
box which is bristling with apparently mysterious knobs, switches,
sockets and meters. To help understand what is actually happening,
imagine that you have it in your
hands and are about to switch it on
for the first time.

Find the on/off switch and move
it

to the 'on' position.

Most

sets

have a meter which should now
indicate that the

The

Top: Radio installation in a helicopter.
Centre: A straightforward glider set-up,

reached through a removable canopy.
Bottom: Three functions in a beginnertype power model, where the wing
must be removed for access.
fly

around and land - the choice

is

yours.

Modern R/C equipment can quite
reasonably be described as totally
is, as reliable as the
other electronic equipment that
forms a familiar part of the
domestic scene. It is not necessary
to possess any knowledge of electronics to install or operate it;

reliable, that

manufacturers have all taken advantage of the electronic marvels
of the computer age to produce
control equipment that anyone can
use. Plug in, switch on and operate
the expertise needed.
Free from the necessity to understand the electronics, the would-be

is all
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R/C modeller can devote all his
energies to building and finishing
his model, secure in the knowledge
that his efforts are unlikely to be
wasted in an early disastrous crash.

How it works
An

explanation of the principles of
for practical purposes need not
go into detail of the more technical
aspects. Several basic assumptions
must be made, not least that the
reader is aware that a Transmitter
(Tx) is a device for broadcasting
Radio Frequency (RF) energy, and
a Receiver (Rx) is a device for
detecting the presence of these
energy waves. Explanations of how
both the Tx and Rx perform these
functions are beyond the scope of

R/C

this introduction.

Before any form of R/C can take
place an RF link must be established between the would-be con-

Tx

is

aerial fitting to the

operating.

Tx

is

now

radiating RF energy. If you have a
portable radio, switch this on and
move your Tx aerial close to the
aerial of the portable. A buzzing
noise should be heard over the
portable's loudspeaker which is the
signal yo\*r model control Rx will
dete^ when in operation. (A good
quality portable radio will only pick
up the transmission of a model
control Tx from a very short distance, usually only centimetres and
rarely more than Im.) Move the
control sticks and a slight variation
in the pitch of the buzzing may be
heard over the loudspeaker. What
is happening is that the Tx is transmitting a series of pulses. For a twofunction system there will be
'frames' of two information pulses
followed by a reset or synchronization pulse. For a three-function
system there are three information
pulses plus a reset pulse, and so on.
These frames of pulses are repeated
at a rate of around 20 times per
second. When detected by a portable radio the pulses are amplified
to a buzz like a front-door buzzer.
The variation in pitch noticeable
when the control sticks are moved
is caused by the length of the individual information pulses being
changed slightly. It is this variation
in the length of the pulses which
contains the information that the
control system acts upon to operate
the aircraft's control surfaces.
Continuing with the example of

Radio Control Equipment
the
ing
the
the

two-function system and movone step forward, assume that
control stick which

moves

in

vertical plane, that is from the
bottom of the Tx towards the top,
controls the elevators in the air-

and assume that the second
control stick, that which moves
from left to right, controls the
rudder. The information pulses are
always sent in the same order
(elevator, rudder, reset, elevator,
rudder, reset and so on) and a
movement of the elevator control
^^tick towards the top of the case
will, say, lengthen the elevator
pulse and vice versa. A movement
of the rudder control stick to the left
or right will shorten or lengthen the
rudder pulse, but, irrespective of
the position of either control stick
the reset pulse always remains the
same length.
craft,

buted in their ordained sequence
to the servos.

Returning to the Tx for one

moment and

in particular to the
elevator control stick, recollect
that a movement of the control
stick towards the top of the Tx case
lengthens the pulse - a small movement of the stick, a small increase
in length, a big movement of the
stick, a big increase in pulse length.
The pulse length is proportional to
the position, or amount of deflection, of the control stick. Ultimately the control surface moves
proportionately to the control stick
movement. The servo is the electronic
and
electro-mechanical
device which converts the carefully
transmitted, detected and decoded
pulse into actual driving force in
the model.
Inside the servo case there are an

amplifier,

The receiver
So the Tx is radiating modulated
RF energy in a high speed pulsed
code which can be heard over a
portable radio. What happens when
the Rx is switched on?

The signal must first be detected
via the long flexible aerial which
emerges from one end of the Rx
case. This aerial should not be
coiled up or shortened, as either

action will de-tune the Rx and
seriously affect the range at which
it is capable of detecting the signal
from the Tx. The Rx detects the
signal and filters out all the
unwanted interference. Simple
examples of the type of interference
rejected are the noises caused in an
ordinary radio by inadequately suppressed electrical appliances or car
engines. The remaining signal,
which should be as pure as the
strident buzz heard over the portable loudspeaker, is now amplified
and fed to the part of the Rx package
known as the decoder. The decoder
has to sort out the information
pulses and distribute them to the
appropriate control-actuating devices.

The decoder

designed to recognize the long reset pulse first. Then,
when it has recognized its first reset
pulse after being switched on, it
sends the next pulse to the elevator
actuating device, a servo; the next
pulse goes to the rudder servo, then
is

comes reset. Elevator, rudder, reset
Almost on the instant that the

etc.

Rx

is switched on, the decoder falls
into step with the pulse train that

being transmitted. Moving the
control sticks on the Tx does not
affect the Rx or decoder, the varying length pulses are simply distri-

is

gearbox

and

electric

drive motor. The amplifier contains
circuitry for driving the electric
motor in either direction, plus
circuits for detecting whether or not
the servo output arm is in the
position demanded by the system
operator using the Tx. Assuming
that the whole system is in a neutral
position what happens if the
elevator control stick is moved? As
already explained a lengthened (or
shortened) pulse is transmitted,

detected and decoded, finally arriving at the servo. Circuitry within
the servo deduces that the lengthened pulse it has just received does
not match up with what is necessary to maintain equilibrium, i.e.
servo output control arm stationary in the required position. It
therefore decides which way to
drive the electric motor in the
servo, which in turn drives a device
called a 'feed-back potentiometer'
as well as the output control arm.
The feed-back potentiometer alters
current levels within the amplifier
until there is no error detectable
between the position demanded by
the lengthened control pulse and
the output control arm position
relayed to the amplifier by the
potentiometer, which 'feeds back"
information on the output arm
position to the amplifier.
Whichever way the pulse length
changes, the servo amplifier drives
the servo motor until a state of
equilibrium is achieved; however
small an amount the pulse length
changes, the servo moves a corresponding amount. Of course there
are differences in accuracy, speed
of response and driving power from
one manufacturer's system to
another, but all well-established

systems on the world markets provide adequate performance for the
average modeller and can be purchased with confidence.
Most manufacturers are able to
offer a range of systems to cater for
the varying demands of different
modellers with regard to servo
power (pull), accuracy (resolution)
and speed (time of transit from
extremes of movement). The actual
Tx radio frequency section and the
Rx and decoder do not affect these
aspects: it is the quality of the
control stick electronics and the
servo mechanics and amplifiers

which govern them.

More than one?
Most modellers will at some stage
wish to indulge in their chosen
hobby in the company of other
fellow enthusiasts. It is often puzzling for the layman to appreciate
how it is possible to operate several

R/C models simultaneously without
any apparent interaction. This is
due to 'frequency' which was mentioned in the explanation of R/C
principles. The frequency of the
radio wave is the rate at which it
oscillates. For model control purposes there are numerous frequency
bands or slices of the total frequency spectrums available. Most

common,

world-wide,

is

27mHz

(27,000,000 cycles per second) but
this is losing popularity as Citizens'

Band (CB) voice communication
radio (also on 27mHz) becomes
more widespread. Other bands in
use are 29, 35, 40, 53, 72. 433 and
459mHz. These frequency numbers
do not indicate specific 'spot' frequencies, but bands or slices of
available frequency. For example,

UK

the 27mHz 'band' covers
26.960 to 27.280mHz. All of these
bands are subdivided by unwritten
international agreement into sections or 'spots' carefully spaced out
so that transmitters can operate
simultaneously on all 'spots' withto
interference
causing
out
in the

operators using adjacent frequency
spots.

the frequency on
transmitter radiates a
'crystal' is used. This crystal is a
thin .slice of quartz, ground to
extremely close tolerances, which
the
precisely
vibrate
at
will
required frequency and thus control the RF output frequency of the
Tx. A matched quartz crystal is
also fitted to the Rx, thus only
signals of precisely the right frequency are passed through the
initial section of the Rx to be
amplified and fed to the decoder.

To control

which

a
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Range

Colour coding
All of the

27mHz

spot frequencies
have been allocated colour codes,
and users are expected to attach a
flag or pennant to their aerials to
indicate with which spot frequency
crystals their Tx is equipped. Most
modern R/C systems are capable of
accepting 'plug-in' or changeable
crystals and can thus be operated
on any one of the waveband spots.
A few words of caution to users
of plug-in crystal systems are
appropriate. Crystals are very delicate items and should be carefully
stored in a tin or box. It is not a bad
idea to keep the spare pairs of
crystals wrapped up in their frequency pennant. This serves the
dual purpose of protecting the
crystals if they rattle about inside
the box, and is a reminder to change
the frequency pennant when changing the crystals over. The modern
trend for identifying crystals is not
to colour code them or stamp the
frequency on the case, but to attach
a strip of fabric or paper with a
channel number printed on. Either
can become detached, because with
most R/C systems the only way to
pull out the crystal is by tugging on
this strip. A very good course is to
paint with a suitably coloured
enamel the spot identification
colour (or colours in the case of
split frequencies) plus the letter T
or R to identify Tx and Rx crystals
respectively. Although the R/C
system will work with the crystals
reversed, the Tx will, in most cases,

then be operating on an

illegal

frequency.
It is not advisable to use crystals
of doubtful origin: use only the
crystals marketed by the manufacturer of the equipment, as these
crystals will be selected to suit the
requirements of the particular
system. There are many different
types of crystal of any nominal
frequency and while all may apparently work, only the correct specification crystals will allow the set
to perform at its best in terms of
range and interference rejection.
Finally, avoid continuous changing of crystals; repeated pointless
changing accelerates the wear of

both Tx and Rx crystal sockets.
Every time the crystal is changed
there is a possibility of introducing

and corrosive perspiration into
the socket and on to the crystal

dirt

pins.

A faulty crystal socket or poor

contact between socket and pins
can cause a malfunction that will
crash a valuable model. The moral
is: wait for five minutes until the
frequency you wish to use is free.
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As already intimated, the operational range of R/C equipment is
quite extensive. Most modern R/C
systems have a ground to air range

1000m (| mile). Output
power of the Txs is limited by the
licensing authorities and is comparatively modest. The range of the
in excess of

system is not, however, totally
dependent on Tx output power, but
is a combination of factors which
include aerial efficiency,
tivity

and Rx

Rx

sensi-

selectivity. In fact

some of the best systems on the
market have comparatively low
output power and rely on a sensitive
Rx, as it is often the case that
boosting the output of the Tx can
also boost the spurious signals (side
band emission) that it produces,
which could interfere with R/C
systems operating on adjacent spot
frequencies.
R/C receivers are
designed to be able to operate from
very close to the Tx up to a distance
of possibly 1000m (| mile). The
variation in signal strength of the
low power signal will be considerable over this spread and the
receiver has to incorporate an

Automatic Gain (volume) Control

(AGC)

to enable it to operate with
the very high power signal close to
the Tx, yet still have the sensitivity
to pick up the signal at maximum
range. Although it is possible to
make the Rx operate at much
greater ranges, this would be of
little or no practical advantage,

because without making it more
complicated the greater sensitivity

would make the Rx more susceptible to interference and, even more
it is not practically
possible to control a model further

significant,

away than it can be seen and 1000m
mile) is probably the maximum
distance at which even the largest
of models are visible. Much the
same argument can be raised for
vertical distances; human sight is
the limiting factor.
(I

Power supply
Although the description of the
principles of R/C systems began
with the instruction 'switch on',

more correctly

this might have
been either 'charge up batteries' or
'fit

appropriate dry

cell batteries'.

Most systems are designed

to

fit

either rechargeable batteries or dry

batteries (torch-type batteries of
the non-rechargeable type). Some
are convertible from dry batteries
to rechargeable, although it is less
likely for R/C systems with more
than two functions to be available
as dry battery systems.

Both Tx and Rx have stated
nominal operating voltages, commonly 9v and 4jv, respectively.
Most modern electronic components used in both Tx and Rx are
capable of operating on any voltages in a range of 3 to 18v, so the
fact that the voltage of the supply is

not exactly the nominal voltage is
not very important. What is important, however, is the current required, that is, how much electricity
in milliamps the Tx and Rx consume. A typical four-function Tx
will

consume up to 150ma (j^ of an

amp

or 0.15a) while a Rx battery
could be required to provide anything from three or four milliamps,
with all servos at rest, to over one
amp with all servos pulling hard.
Obviously the Tx is working full out
all the time, so the current consumption remains a constant; the
only variation would be between
aerial extended and aerial collapsed
conditions.
It is possible for even a fourfunction Tx to operate on dry
batteries where the current demand
is constant and not too high, but
the dry battery falls down where
high currents are required, even
for short periods, as can be the case
with a four or more function system.

The demand for high current
results in the dry battery 'polarizing' and it is unable to supply any
current, df at best a very much
reduced amount, until it has recovered. The resulting voltage drop
has adverse effects on the performance of the Rx, which loses
range and is unable to reject interference. This situation can be
avoided quite simply by only using
rechargeable batteries for Rx and
servos on systems employing more
than two servos.
rechargeable
batteries
The
already mentioned are invariably
of the nickel-cadmium (nicad) type.
Nicad cells are extremely robust,
long-lasting cells capable of withstanding a great deal of abuse over
a very extended period. Nominal
voltage of a single nicad cell is 1.2v.
There are two common styles of
packaging, the button cell and the
cylindrical cell. The former is
similar in appearance to a chocolate peppermint cream while the
latter,

as

the

name

implies,

is

Both types of cell are
available in a range of sizes (or
ranging from tiny
capacities)
cylindrical.

button cells only 12mm (}in) in
diameter to huge, doughnut-sized
high-amperage monsters. The most

common

sizes for R/C applications
are 225 milliampere/hours (ma/h)
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and 500ma/h. The capacity in milliampere/hours refers to the amount
of current in amperes that can be
drawn from the cell on a continuous
basis for a stated number of hours.
In general terms the 225ma/h size
is suitable for airborne packs (Rx
and servos) and Txs for twofunction systems, while the larger
500ma/h cells will supply sufficient
current for the requirements of the
four-function and up systems. Unlike the dry cell, the nicad is
capable of supplying very high
levels of current for short periods,
and for airborne pack application,
where a servo motor could be
stalled by overloading, thus drawing very high currents, the nicad
will not 'dry up', but continue to
supply power. It should be pointed
out, however, that the long term
result of overloading of nicad cells
will be to shorten their life.

Charging
Most modern R/C systems employ
either eight cells (9.6v) or ten cells
Tx and four cells (4.8v)

(12v) for the

A helicopter starting stand and
box embodying accumulators for
glowplug and electric starter.
Below: The complete radio modeller's
outfit. Starter, transmitter, and other
items fit in tool box/model stand for
Right:

tool

portability.

for the Rx. Either button cells or

cylindrical cells are used, depend-

ing on the manufacturer. Chargers
are supplied with rechargeable
battery equipped sets and are
usually of a very simple nature. An
indication of charge is normally by
a warning light, although some
of equipment indicate that
charging is taking place via the Tx
mounted meter. As the charger is
essentially very simple, it is important that the correct output
from it is connected to the correct
battery pack. It is also very import-

makes

ant that correct polarity, i.e.
positive to positive (red to red) and
negative to negative (black to
black), is observed. Connection of
the charges with the polarity
reversed will
batteries.

destroy the nicad

The instruction manuals

most equipment contain a section on charging, but a few pointers
and amplifications may be helpful.
for

A full charge with charger charging a 500ma/h pack with a 50ma
current will take 16h. Subsequent
charges will take a somewhat
shorter time. The following simple
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formula will help to calculate the
of charge time required
after all varying times of usage
other than the aforementioned full

compared with the
Not that they
should be charged at a rate that
causes them to gas, however; the
rapidly

as

amount

unvented

charge:

vent is merely a safety device to
prevent violent explosion which
could result from overcharging.
The secret of the cells' ability to
withstand higher charge rates is
not in the venting arrangement but
in their construction. One very
obvious advantage of this type of
cell is that the batteries can be
charged rapidly between morning
and afternoon flight sessions, thus
enabling the modeller to pack in
more hours of flying during the day.
A number of fast chargers are
available on the market, both for
mains electricity operation and for
12v operation. Twelve volt chargers
are particularly interesting as they
enable the modeller to charge Tx
and Rx batteries on the flying site
from a car battery. Some chargers
incorporate a plug to fit the cigar
lighter socket in many modern

Charge time

=2

X

for

number

of hours of use + ^h
each day that equipment has

stood
It is

idle.

obviously not advisable to

undercharge batteries, as failure
in flight would be disastrous, but it
equally

is

inadvisable

to

over-

charge them. Most chargers are not
capable of continuously supplying
current into a fully charged battery

and it is therefore difficult to overcharge, but continued pumping in
of even a low level of current can
cause the cells to overheat and
eventually a breakdown of the
cells' internals may occur. A simple
rule is: do not overcharge the
batteries.

Equally damaging to nicad batcan
be caused by leaving equipment
switched on overnight. The requirement of voltages greater than 1.2v
entails joining cells together (eight
teries is over-discharging. This

types.

cars.

Different

manufacturers

claim

different operating times for their

cells for 9.6v, four cells for 4.8v),

equipment, varying between three

and despite most careful manu-

and four hours. Modern equipment
design using integrated circuits
has cut down the current consumption of the detector and decoder stages of the airborne
system, but the servos continue to
demand the same level of current.
The stiffer the linkage from servo
to control surface and the more the
servos are actually used to drive
the control surfaces, the more current will be consumed. It follows
that a two-function system installed
in a glider with free-moving control
connections which spends a high
proportion of its flying time without
the servos driving will be capable
of staying airborne for far longer
than a powered model fitted with
many servos, all of which are
operating continuously under high
load conditions. A safe maximum
for most airborne battery packs of
500ma/h capacity would be in the
order of three and a half hours for
a glider and up to three hours for a
powered model with four servos.
Tx battery life is far more predictable, as the current drain is constant. Usually about four hours is
claimed, but the facility of a meter
or battery condition indicator is a
great help in monitoring the state
of the battery in the Tx. It is advisable to monitor the battery condition indicator carefully until total
familiarity with the system is
achieved, so that the meter can be
correctly interpreted. Possibly a

facturing tolerances it is virtually
impossible to produce even two
cells of identical capacity. This
slight variation in capacity means
that if the cells are over-discharged,
some cells in the pack may well be
discharged to a zero voltage condition while others still retain a
charge, with the result that the
cells still retaining charge feed the
zero charge cells with current, but
in reverse polarity. Consequently
some cells in the pack may be
irreparably damaged by over-discharging the full pack. In most
cases, however, this effect is only
slight and a full charge of 16h will
return the pack to full operating
efficiency.

any reason to suspect
that pack of cells has been damaged
by over-discharging, replacement
of the pack will be necessary unless
test equipment is available to
If

there

is

identify the

damaged

cells

within

the pack.

Many

sets of

R/C equipment on

the market at present are fitted
with a new type of nicad battery,
the sintered plate vented cell. This
type of cell contains a vent, unlike
the earlier sealed cell, which allows
any gases developed during charging to escape. Unvented cells can
be irreparably damaged by pressure
build-up if overcharged. A bonus
provided by the fitting of a vent is
that the cell may be charged very
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three-hour test on the Tx could be
made to see to what point the
meter needle falls; it is very easy to
accumulate three hours of air time
in one flying session without realizing, and a look at the Tx meter
before each flight is a good habit.

Some manufacturers now

offer

users the option of lOOOma/h (la/h)
battery packs for their Txs, and
those whose models spend very long
periods in the air, particularly
slope soaring enthusiasts, would
do well to investigate the possibility
of fitting these larger batteries.
It has been proved that nicad
batteries have a peculiar property
known as the 'memory effect'. Quite
simply, if the cell is continually
charged then only partly discharged, as would be the case if
only one hour's flying was done
between charges, then the apparent
usable capacity of the battery is
reduced. This means that after a
prolonged period of partial discharge the battery is only capable of
producing current for the one hour

which

has been accustomed.
effect is allowed to
develop, it can result in failure of
the batteries the first time that the
system is used for over one hour.
In normal service it is almost
inevitable that the Tx or Rx, or
both, will be left switched on and
the battery fully discharged occato

If this

it

memory

sionally.

.Jhe

full

error*^is usually

'discharge

enough

in

to break

the memory effect, but should there
be any reason to suspect that the
cells are susceptible to developing
a 'memory', steps should be taken
to break the pattern. It is possible
to buy expensive nicad 'cyclers' to
perform the job, but they are of
doubtful value to the individual,
although useful as a model club
property to be loaned to members
as required. It would be cheaper to

buy new
cycler in

sets of batteries

some instances.

than a

A simpler

method is to discharge the batteries
with a car light bulb. A 12v 2 to 3w
bulb suits the average Tx battery
pack and a 6v Iw bulb the Rx
batteries. A voltmeter is necessary
to check the voltage of the battery
so that the fully discharged point
can be identified. Nicad cells are
fully discharged at l.lv. Therefore
an eight-cell (9.6v) Tx battery will
be fully discharged at 8.8v and a
4.8v

Rx

battery at 4.4v.

When

the

fully discharged state is reached,

Radio frequencies permitted vary
different parts of the world.

in

The chart

opposite shows current allocations for
major modelling countries.
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band

frequency

colour

flag(s)

band

frequency

26.975

black

26.995

brown

27.020
27.045
27.070

25

UK

MHz
USA

53-^00

53200

brown/

53 MHz
Europe

red

USA

red

red/

orange

brown/
black
[,^^/^

153.300

S^/

53.400

V^a'cr

53.500

g--/

white

27.095

orange

27.120

orange/
yellow

72.080

27.145

yellow

72.160

27.170

yellow/
green

72.240

Europe
S. Africa

colour

flag(s)

code

code

I
I
I

brown/

Rhodesia

Canada

New Zealand

72 MHz
Europe

72320

blue/

white
red/

white
violet/

27.195

green

27.220

green/
blue

72.400

orange/
white

27.245

blue

72640

green/
white

27 270

blue/
grey

72.960

yellow/
white

34.40

check/

29745

black

29 785

brown

29825

red

^{^

29.865

orange

|^

29905

green

|@

29.945

blue

^

29 985

white

136

USA

white

yellow
black

3470

yellow
check/

brown

MHz

35
Europe
New Zealand

3500

AM

red

Australia

35.30

yellow
check/
orange

35.60

yellow
check/
yellow

40.665

29MHz

yellow
check/

|

green
check/
black

40.675

green
check/

brown

40MHz
Europe

40.685

green
check/
red

40.695

green
check/

orange
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transmitter

a-

battery

-switch

aerial

-servo

transmitter

1

-servo 2

-servo 3
receiver
aerial

V

Diagrammatic

illustration of the basic

of radio control

equipment.

re-charge for a full 16h. This discharge/charge cycle should be
repeated two or three times to
break the memory. Commerciallyproduced cyclers carry out the
operation described automatically
and continuously for as many complete cycles as the operator desires.
Given that the user does not maltreat nicad batteries by overdischarging and charging they are
capable of providing many years of
troubleand
maintenance-free
service.

cells

system is designed for dry cell
operation there will be no provision

If the

When the battery
voltage falls the dry batteries have
to be replaced. As there are several
types of dry battery available in
each size, it is important to purchase the correct type of replacement. At the very least the batteries
should be of the High Power (HP)
for recharging.

series

HP7

i.e.

is

HP7

(pencell

High Power

is

AA

AA

size,

size cell).

Ideally alkaline cells should be
used, as these have a much higher

capacity than the conventional
acid type dry batteries, but they are
considerably more expensive.
It is desirable to check the onload voltage of dry cell packs before
flight, for while they last considerably longer than fully charged
nicad cells (in a typical twofunction system) they cannot be
charged before use, thus guaranteeing their ability to perform satisfactorily. An on-load voltage check
means checking the battery pack
voltage while it is connected on the
load i.e. Rx and servos, with Rx
switched on. If the onload voltage
falls much below 1.5v per cell the
batteries should be discarded.

soon become apparent to
experienced user when dry

It will

the
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components

Dry

-servo

batteries are starting to flag. Servos
will start to slow noticeably and the
Tx meter or battery warning light
will start to go down in level or
brightness. Unlike nicad batteries,
which almost appear to switch off
when the l.lv per cell level is
reached, dry batteries will continue
to supply current at a reduced level
for some time before ceasing altogether. It should be emphasized,
though, that in the interests of
safety the batteries should be
changed every other flying session.
Batteries should ideally only be
bought from a shop that appears to
have a good turnover of stock to
ensure that those purchased are as
fresh as possible.
Before many sets of dry batteries
have been bought the false economy
of dry battery powered equipment
will

be

strongly

and

appreciated

recommended

it

that

is

re-

chargeable nicad batteries are
purchased and fitted to the equipment as soon as possible.

Controls

R/C model

aircraft are usually
controlled in a similar way to their
full-size counterparts in 'pitch',
'roll' and 'yaw'. Pitch control is via
the elevator, a movable control
surface attached to the tailplane
(stabilizer) which makes the aircraft climb and dive. Roll control
is

effected by ailerons,

coupled

and elevator control.
In addition to the basic aero-

dynamic controls, a powered model
usually employs an engine throttle
control. Other working features
can be retracting undercarriage,
flaps, brakes, carburettor mixture
strength, bomb, torpedo and/or

parachute dropping, simulated gun
noises etc. Gliders are essentially
simpler aircraft and after the full
complement of aerodynamic controls, rudder, elevator, ailerons and
flaps, normal additions would be
spoilers and towlaunch line release.
All the primary controls are
'trimmablei by means of a small
auxiliary lever set to one side of
the control stick which provides an

adjustable
servo.

If,

neutral

offset

for example,

when

to
a

the

new

model is first flown it shows a
tendency to turn to the right continuously, then by moving the trim
control to the left this tendency is
cancelled without moving the main
control stick to an unnatural noncentral neutral point. The same
correction can be applied to all the
controls, including fine tuning of
the engine tick-over with the
throttle control stick 'trim'.

one on each

together so that
when one rises the other drops,
causing the wing with the downgoing aileron to lift more. On most
model aircraft the result of
extended application of aileron control is a roll or axial rotation of the
model. Rudder operation has a
similar effect when applied to a
simple model without ailerons but
with a fair amount of dihedral, but
on models with only minimal dihedral the rudder controls yaw, that
is the fore and aft (directional)
attitude of the aircraft, and it is
quite possible for the aircraft to

wing,

continue straight ahead, albeit in
a crabwise fashion, without turning
when rudder control is applied.
Many simple R/C trainer type
models and gliders use only rudder

Installation

Commercial R/C systems usually
comprise Tx, Rx, servos and batteries plus an assortment of different sized output arms for the
servos and the necessary screws for
installing the airborne items into
the airframe. The hardware necessary to connect the servos to the
control surfaces or other features
needing actuation on the model are
the responsibility of the model
builder, or in the case of a kit built
model, the kit manufacturer.
Most R/C manufacturers include
instructions on installation of their

Radio Control Equipment
equipment, but they are usually
brief. Some kit manufacturers are
equally cursory in their instructions, tending to leave the details
to the ingenuity of the builder.

There are several basic axioms
that should be borne in mind when
installing an R/C system: (a) Keep
control runs short, direct and rigid,

Make

hinges are free
from friction and slop, (c) Insulate
all parts of the R/C system from
vibration, (d) Prevent dirt and oil
from reaching the R/C system, (e)
Do not overload servos.
Control runs are usually considered right at the beginning of
the design of the model. Most
powered 'sport' models are designed
around the engine, fuel tank and
R/C system, so that all linkages are
simple. Most gliders are also very
simple, as the majority have only
two servos. Scale models, however,
are usually much more difficult.
Connection from servo to control
surface can be made by: (1) push/
pull rod, usually balsa or spruce
with wire fittings at either end and
never less than 6mm (|in) square;
(2) flexible cable inside a tube; the
be
either
inner
can
flexible
'Bowden' cable or plastic and it is
essential to anchor the outer tube
(b)

sure

all

securely both at the ends and at
intermediate points; (3) closed loop
cable, where a double control 'horn'
is fitted to the surface and two
cables are used, both in tension,
connected to a double arm on the
servo.
A parallelogram action
results.

Each system works

in a

satisfactory way, but for freedom
from friction and positive control
the push/pull rod system is the best.
Various plastic moulded parts

are available for fixing push-rods to
servos and control horns, for providing adjustment and for improving appearance by fairing-in exits
etc. Most good quality kits include
the necessary items, and most
plans illustrate the recommended
methods of connection.
There are three methods in common use for hingeing control
surfaces: (1) plastic film hinges;
(2) moulded hinges; (3) sewn hinges.
Plastic film hinges are usually of
mylar or polypropylene film, resistant to fatigue fracturing and simply
pinned and glued in slits in the
control surface and wing, tailplane
etc. Moulded hinges, similar to
those on doors, are freer moving
(but more expensive) and are installed in the same way.
Sewn hinges are gradually going

out of favour as mylar film can
provide a similar cost advantage to
thread used for sewn hinges, with
the bonus of being completely rotproof.

Whichever form of hinges are
essential that they do not
which may load the servo or
prevent the surface from moving to
its full extent. Also the gap between
main surface and control surface

used

it is

bind,

should be kept to a minimum to
allow the surface to operate at

maximum

efficiency.

Vibration insulation of the servos
is usually provided for by the manufacturer with rubber grommets in
the mounting lugs of the servo. It
is most important to follow instructions relating to the fixing of the
servos. Servos should be screwed
down to hardwood or plywood
beams securely built into the model.
A loose servo or servo rail will in
all

probability

result

in

a

lost

model. A minimum of 6mm (jin)
square hardwood or 3mm (^in) ply-

wood

is

required.

Protection for the Rx is usually
in the form of foam rubber packing.
The transmitter and

receiver of a

typical set giving four basic functions

and two further optional

auxiliary

controls.

crystal
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Rx from engine

stick

is

vibration and also acts as a shock
absorber in the event of crashes or
heavy landings. A properly packed
Rx can survive undamaged a crash
which totally destroys the aircraft.

back

for closed.

This insulates the

Avoid

foam

plastics

and

rigid

foams; rigid foams give no protection against vibration, and synthetic foams give little protection
against shock, as they compress to
virtually nothing.
The Rx battery pack should be
protected in a similar way and
placed so that it cannot shoot
forward and crush the Rx in the
event of a crash. Position the on/off
switch on the fuselage side away
from the engine exhaust so that the
switch will not be damaged by oil.
A very important point frequently neglected is the correct
routing and installation of the Rx
aerial. The very fact that the Rx
aerial is a simple length of flexible
wire can lead to the R/C user not
treating it with the respect that it
deserves. Remember that it should
never be shortened. It forms an
integral part of the tuned detector
circuit of the Rx and shortening it
can seriously affect the sensitivity
and range of the Rx. It should be
carefully routed away from the
servo and battery wiring harness,
as it may pick up interference from
these sources. Aim to get the
majority of the aerial outside the
fuselage, routed through a grommet
to prevent chafe after first tying
it round a piece of dowel or a button.
This will prevent the aerial being
tugged out of the Rx if it becomes
snagged during transport of the
model or is in a crash. The most
common point of attachment for
the aerial is the tip of the fin; a
glass-headed pin can be pushed in
to form an anchor point and a small
elastic band tied to the end of the
aerial to keep it taut. Try to avoid
getting sharp kinks in the aerial or
the stranded core may become
fractured, effectively shortening
the tuned length.
When the entire system has been
installed a full check should be
made, preferably with the assembled model supported to allow
operation of all items such as
retractable gear, steerable tail or
nose wheel etc. Stand behind the
model, switch on the Tx, then the
Rx, and methodically check. Tx
elevator stick back, elevator trailing edge should rise. Rudder stick
right, rudder trailing edge right.
Aileron control stick right, right
hand aileron should rise, left hand
depress. Operation of the throttle
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normally forward for open,

Check

controls
at the extremes of their travel,
including full trim. If there are any
foul-ups or any servo stalls before
reaching the limit of its travel,
correct now. Finally, before any
attempt is made to fly the model
replace dry batteries, or charge the
nicads, as a surprising amount of
current will have been consumed
during installation and checking.
all

Before flying
the excitement following the
purchase of a set of R/C equipment

In

too easy to forget several
an operating licence,
adequate third party insurance protection and somewhere suitable to
operate the model. Most national
government departments grant a
licence for model control purposes
without formality and at a very
modest cost; failure to obtain one
could result in confiscation of the
equipment plus a heavy fine. Insurance is a common-sense precaution
that most modelling clubs insist
on, and one which no responsible
modeller would be without. The
third item, the flying site, does not
at first seem worthy of consideration; after all there are many
commons, fields, and public open
spaces around. Unfortunately very
few of them are available or even
desirable for first attempts at R/C
flight. Many are ruled out by local
bye-laws, or are too close to noisesensitive areas of population; almost all are frequented by other
leisure-pursuing members of the
public. People could be described as
a hazard to model aeroplanes but
more correctly the reverse is true,
particularly powered models. Few
onlookers realize the space required, the lack of manoeuvrability
(that is, ability to take violent
evasive action) or the potential
hazard of a fast flying model weighing several pounds, and thus fail to
make the necessary allowances
when they inevitably wish to take
a closer look at the action.
The local hobby shop can usually
help with information about the
nearest model club, who will doubtless be able to recommend flying
sites and even provide willing
instructors. Beware of striking out
into what appears to be virgin
territory for those first flights, for
that noise which sounded like a
chain-saw may be the local R/C
boat or car club just over the fence.
it is all

essentials,

Switch on your Tx and their models
are out of control, launch your
model and it goes out of control.

Beware of other R/C modellers
and check out any new site very
carefully before switching on your
equipment. If you are a dedicated
loner, purchase a monitor to check
the airwaves with before attempting to fly.

When you do finally arrive at
your chosen site complete with all
modelling equipment, fully licensed
and insured, there is a certain
etiquette to be observed. Most sites
operate a simple form of frequency
control which is intended to pre-

vent models being inadvertently
'shot down' by unauthorized transmission. Usually a board is set up
with a series of numbered or colour
coded clothes pegs. If such a system
is in operation never switch on your
Tx without the appropriate peg
clipped to the aerial. Providing
everyone abides by the system
there can only be one person using
each frequency at any one time.
Sometimes a reverse system is used,
in which each site user provides his
own peg which he clips to the
appropriate place on the board
when it is vacant; with this system
only switch on when your peg is on
the board. (Flying is covered in
detail in Chapter 9.)

After flying
the model is safely back in
the model room there remain the
very ^mpo^tant checks that help
ensure a long and trouble-free life
for the model and R/C equipment.
Careful checking before the model

When

is
put away prevents
points being forgotten

essential

when

the

model is next taken out. A thorough
clean up of the whole model, including the engine, silencer etc. is
on the list, as the oil residue
from the fuel soon becomes very
sticky and hard to remove. Use a
detergent and a stiff brush to clean
the engine and wipe down the
remainder with a soft cloth moistened with detergent. Make any
minor repairs to covering that may
have been damaged before oil has a
chance to attack the structure of
the model.
Adjust all control linkages so
that the control surfaces are in
their correct positions with Tx
trims at neutral. It may have become apparent during flight trials
that an adjustment to the engine
thrustline is needed, if so, make the
necessary adjustment now and
remember to re-adjust the throttle
linkage of the engine after doing so.
first

session is contemplated
the following day charge the nicads
or check the on-load voltage of the
If a flying
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Top: Three basic types of hinge for
The simple film and
the backflap type are usually fitted in
slits, the other in drilled holes.
Centre: The last short length of pushrod is often external, as on this glider.
control surfaces.

bushes should be friction-free.
Bottom: Rear end of a scale Fokker
D8. Note the sewn thread hinges and
the engagement of the push-rod

Exit

clevises

in

the control horns.

dry batteries. Check all plugs and
sockets, including the plug-in crystal in the Rx, to make quite certain
that they have not vibrated loose
during the flying session. When all
these checks are complete it can
be assumed that all will be well for
further flying.

R/C maintenance
From time to time it

will be necessary to check over the R/C system
completely for signs of possible
trouble. Likely trouble spots are
all those points where plugs and
sockets are employed or spring
contacts carry current, that is
battery boxes and switches. Use
aerosols of switch cleaning fluid
(from electronics specialist shops)
to clean plugs and sockets periodically and also the contacts in the
on/off switch and battery box.
Examine all plugs and sockets
carefully for signs of wear, particularly the aileron connection,
which is the most frequently unplugged. If there is any cause to
suspect damage to electrical leads
into plugs have these repaired
immediately by the equipment service agent. Check that the Rx aerial
has not become chafed; if it has.
have it replaced. Make sure that
all servo mounting screws are tight
and inspect servo arms; they can

become cracked after a heavy landing, and the push-rod holes can
become worn and oversize.
Last but not least clean the Tx.

Avoid strong solvents, as some may
attack the case surface. .X strong
detergent solution used on a damp
soft cloth should be sufficient to
remove all dirt. Do not forget to
clean the aerial. pulU'd out to its
furthest extent; check that it is

screwed firmly into its socket. Clean
charging sockets and buddy box'
sockets with switch cleaner. Do not
lubricate the stick mechanisms,
since oil will attract dust and
eventually the mechanism will become stifFer than it ever would without lubrication. Providing that the
equipment is kept clean and not
treated roughly these simple main
tenance procedures should keep it
in good operational order for years.
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Models

Gliders
Power and Sport

/

Helicopters
One of the
model

Cliff-top soaring at a popular
site, Torrey Pines, with a
popular American R/C glider, a
'Hobie Hawk'. On-shore breezes make

Californian

such flying possible on most warm
days, and a flat cliff-top often means
less violent turbulence behind the
flier. On the other hand, loss of lift can

mean

a landing on the beach and a
long climb to retrieve it!

greatest growth areas in

flying in the last three or

four years has been in radiocontrolled glider flying, or, as it is
frequently termed, radio-controlled
soaring. Soaring is the maintenance or gain of height relative to
the ground of a gliding model,
which might be a rubber or power
model when the motor has stopped,
but is more usually a glider or sailplane. At one time a glider was
expected to lose height throughout
its flight, whereas a sailplane was
a more sophisticated and efficient
machine capable of soaring, but in
recent years the distinction between the two types has become
blurred and the two words are

synonymous.
There are two basic forms of R/C
gliding, in slope

with

slope

lift

or in thermals,
the more

soaring

popular, since flying is possible
in slope lift. Flying
'on the flat', as thermal soaring is
sometimes called, relies on reasonable thermal activity and although
there are very few occasions on
which there are no thermals at all,
there are a good many days when a
model can be launched without
contacting usable lift. On a hill
site, on the other hand, there is
almost always a breeze, and provided a slope facing approximately
into wind can be used, flying is
possible, especially as models can
often be changed to suit the conditions prevailing.
How the two types of lift are

more regularly

generated

is

touched on in Chapter

the methods of using them are
considerably diff'erent, and there
are some differences in the types of
model used.
14;
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Launching
Hand-launching directly out from
the slope, into wind, is almost
universal on hill sites, and only
very rarely is any other form of
launch necessary. In hand-launching it is essential that the nose is
kept well down to build up flying
speed quickly, and the model should
of course be well clear of obstructions such as bushes and trees, not
only for the risk of physically
striking them but because of the

turbulent air surrounding them.
The model should be steered
straight out from the slope, probably 100m or so, into smooth air
before turning to fly along the
slope. Exactly how far out it is
necessary (or at the other extreme,
safe) to fly will

depend on wind

strength, angle of slope, and surface
characteristics; a smooth grass hill
will obviously create less turbulence than a rocky, irregular
slope.

Thermal soarers are launched in
several ways, but basically either
by towline or catapult. Hand towing, where the towline is held at the
winch end by the tower and the
model launched, or released, by an
assistant, makes the most of the
towline length, since no line is
wound in until the model is free.
In a breeze, the tower can stand
still and the assistant let the model
lift from his hand; the tower may
even have to walk or run towards
the model to reduce the speed of
ascent and the strain on the wings.
In a light breeze he will walk or trot
into wind, at least to start the model
climbing, and in flat calm he would
have to run. If the model has a high
wing loading and thus a fast flying
speed, he may not be able to move

enough to tow it up, but
winding in on the winch may produce the required speed. Once the
model has climbed 15 to 20m (5060ft) through the wind gradient it

fast

enough breeze to
carry on, and the line can be paid
out slowly to achieve maximum
will often find

height.

The usual winch is a converted
small portable grindstone with a
ply drum replacing the stone and
the gear body clamped on to a
handle, but purpose-made handwinches can be obtained. A gear
ratio of not less than 7:1, up to
25:1, is usual. The line is frequently
20kg (40-501b) breaking strain
nylon monofilament fishing line
(which tangles fairly easily) with a
maximum length, under most rules,
of 150m (492ft). A small wire ring
on the free end engages the glider's
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towhook, and 60 to 90cm (2-3ft)
from the ring a silk pennant about
20cm (Sin) or so square is firmly
attached. This pennant drags the
ring off the hook when line tension
is slackened, provides a visible
indication of release to the timekeeper, and slows the descent of
the line, enabling much of it to be
winched in before it lands.
Power winches are beginning to
be used, avoiding a lot of running,
the drum being attached to a gear
train on an electric motor powered
by a car battery and having controllable speed. One disadvantage is
that line is wound in and cannot
easily be paid out. Where unlimited line length is allowed this
is no real problem, but if a competition limits line length, valuable
potential height is lost. The model,
too, has to be carefully controlled
on the line by radio, whereas in a
running tow the tower can veer and
slow at will, thus keeping a
straight, constant-speed controlled
climb.
Variations with towlines employ
pulley systems to reduce the speed
at which the tower has to move. If
he carries a pulley with an
anchored ground end to the line,
the model, released above the

anchor point,
requij^ed

will

travel at the

^eed when

the tower

is

moving half as fast, and he can
gradually work the pulley back
towards the anchor to gain extra
height. If the line runs from an
anchor to the tower's pulley and
thence to a second pulley beyond
the anchor, the ring end can then
return to the tower who can launch
his own model. In calm conditions,
the second pulley can be held by an
assistant who runs in the opposite
direction to the tower to create
enough initial speed; once the
model has settled in the climb, the
operators can move towards each
other to gain extra height.
For the second basic launch
method, called 'bungee' or 'hi-start'
launching, about one quarter of the

launch line is 8mm latex surgical
tubing or bungee rubber cord. Latex
tube gives a better launch in that
its recovery rate is slower than that
of bungee, giving a steady pull, but
it is necessary to keep it clean and
stored out of light. Bungee is a
nylon or cotton-covered multistrand elastic rope available in
various sizes, 6 or 9mm being usual
for this purpose. The line is laid out
downwind of the anchor point, the

model hooked on and drawn back

Gliders

Opposite, top: Spoiler panel retracted
wing on large thermal

flush with
soarer.

Opposite, bottom: Power-assisted or

motor

glider, limited to

2cc engine

for

competition work.

Above: Methods of towline launching.
Above, right: Launch attitudes for
various methods.
Right: Correct

datum

line,

hook

position.

DL

the line from which

is

all

angles are measured.

to stretch the hne. How much
stretch depends on wind strength
and model weight, but it will not
often be as much as two times the
length of the stretchable part of the
line.

In anything but a light breeze the
ring may be reluctant to leave the
hook, because the line will remain
tensioned from the kiting effect of
the model. Using a parachute instead of a pennant provides a
greater force to pull the ring off,
but modellers who use the system
regularly may incorporate a radio
release mechanism for the hook, as
on full-size gliders. Without such a
release, the model may have to be
flown free of the line by downelevator to relieve tension on the
line.

The hook position is quite critical

and ideally should be on a line
drawn through the CG at 60° to the
datum line. Small
horizontal

Flying

adjustments to the CG position
during trimming should not make a
significant difference, but with an
unknown design it may be that an

are willing to advise a newcomer.
Radio discipline is essential and
most regularly-used sites have a

adjustable hook is desirable. A
simple way is to make the hook
longer than necessary and blank it
off progressively to restrict how
far forward the ring will slide,
making it permanent and clipping
off excess wire when the best
position is found. Alternatively, a
ply keel extending slightly beneath
the fuselage can be drilled to
receive a wire hook sprung into
two holes and thus adjustable by
drilling further holes. Epoxy will
secure the hook when the best
position is found.

Most slopes good for soaring attract
a number of fliers, most of whom

peg-board

wind of 16

or

similar

system.

A

25km/h (10-15mph) is
ideal for new models and/or inexperienced pilots. Study the area
and,

if

to

other people are flying,

where they are launching and landing. As will be clear from Chapter
14, landing needs to be on top of
the hill but the model must not fly
too far back from the edge or it will
be in heavy turbulence or downdraught.

Launch the model down the slope
fly it out into smooth lift before
turning to fly parallel with the
slope. Keep the flying speed fairly

and
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Always turn outward away from

level. Roll and yaw control are not
too effective in the initial part of
the climb, though pitch control is

the slope - the

always present.

high, especially when turning, and
fly too far along initially.

do not

lift area is likely to
extend out at least the same distance as the height of the hill - but
bring the model back to continue a
pattern parallel with the slope and
just far enough out to avoid turbulence. If the model loses height
in the turn it will regain it as soon
as it heads back into the area of

strongest lift, which is the band
close to the slope but just clear of
turbulence. Because of the sideways drift the model will appear to
be crabbing when maintaining a
course parallel to the slope, and if it

turned downwind its groundspeed may well take you by
is

surprise.

enough
height, turn towards the slope and

To

land,

start

with

either maintain a gentle turn or fly
only a very short downwind leg,
then turn to fly parallel with the
slope, 50m or so behind you. Allow
the model to lose height to perhaps
10m, then turn into wind and land
on, or close to, your pre-selected
spot. If the last turn is made too
high, the model may scrape over the
edge, but in this case it will fly out
into lift again and give a second

chance. If, however, it is allowed to
drift too far back from the edge, it
may well be dumped on the ground
by the downdraught, with the possibility of damage. Depending on the
site, there may be a car park or
spectators to be avoided.
Launching by to wline for thermal
soaring is usually more of a team
effort, the pilot entrusting the
actual towing to an assistant,
though he himself may participate
by holding and releasing the model.
This may entail moving a few steps
along with the tower until there is
sufficient line tension and speed for
the model to be virtually towed out
of his hand. With a small or light
model, one hand for the model and
one for the transmitter is enough,
but for large models a second
assistant is desirable, even if only
to hand the flier the transmitter
quickly.

On tow the pilot can assist by
holding on a little up elevator and
may even be able to correct tendencies to veer by use of rudder. As
with any teamwork, a little practice
is necessary to achieve top results
every time.
For single-handed flying the
double pulley system can be used,
but a bungee launch is much better
provided the model is released only
slightly nose-up and with its wings
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pete in speed and distance events,
usually round a quadrilateral
course. Both types of flying combine
different events into multi-task
competitions, and in both there is
a growing swing to scale or stand-

An

off scale sailplanes.

obvious difference between
slope and thermal soarers is that
the latter tend to be larger and
lighter than the former, on average.
Wing loading (that is, weight related to lifting surface area) for a
thermal soarer may well be in the
range 2 to 2.5kg/m^ (6j-8^oz/sq.ft),
while few slope soarers are less

than 3kg/m^ (lOoz/sq.ft) and many
are much more, up to twice this
figure in fact. This is partly because
slope models are flown in winds
and, if the wind is right, have an
inexhaustible supply of lift, whil-e
thermal soarers have to be towed
up and need to make the most of
what lift can be found; a larger
model is more efficient but too high
a flying speed may make staying in
lift a little difficult. A high wing
loading means higher airspeed, in
general, which in turn means
higher groundspeed. The ability to
make headway into wind, called
'penetration',
is
important in
strong winds, especially on the
slope.

The other reason is the type of
competition which has evolved. On
the slope, acrobatic models are
entirely feasible, as are pylon
racers and cross-country machines.
Actual duration is fairly meaningless when a model can stay up till
the wind dies or the batteries run

out.

Thermal models can measure

skill in

times

achieving minimum flight
duration) and can com-

(i.e.

Model sizes vary from under 2m
for an aerobatic slope machine

(6ft)

to

7m

(23ft)

scale-type

models.

Other than maximum sizes and
weights allowed for any model by
various governments there are no
restrictions on slope soarers in
average competitions, but for flying
from the flat there are one or two
categories, one of the most popular
'100' class, limited to
lOOin (2.5m) span.
In some scale classes a division is
made between vintage gliders, perhaps pre-1950, 'standard' and open
categories. A standard machine is
a model of one of the full-size 15m
class gliders; scales in normal use
are y or ^, and a 15m glider at I size
is 2.5m, or back to a lOOin model.
These models are becoming very
popular for slope soaring; at present there is simply Class 2, which

being the

demands reasonable adherence

to

scale but does not require details
such as a fully-fitted cockpit. No
doubt in due course a Class 1 category will come into being. There is
again a difference between models
built for slope or flat soaring in that

Below: Slope

lift in diagrammatic form.
Opposite, top: Even quite a gentle
slope will provide enough lift in the
right wind conditions.
Opposite, bottom: A high aspect ratio
glider. Span is unlimited but area must
not exceed 150sq dm and weight 5kg.

Gliders

the former fly better with bi-convex
section wings, but thermal soarers
are likely to produce higher per-

formance

if

built lighter

and with

flat-bottomed or undercambered
wings.
Some multi-task models are fitted
with storage for water ballast, or
are designed to carry solid ballast,
to increase flying speed while maintaining much the same rate of sink.
For a cross-country or speed event,
where the model can quickly find
in an emergency, this may have
advantages, as it may when flying
in strong winds. In multi-task
events, however, often three separate tasks are set in one flight, the
first being aerobatics, where the
additional ballast is likely to prove
a disadvantage.
lift

Many

gliding events, slope or
incorporate points for landing
on or close to a marked spot, and
some incorporate with this a precise
flight time. Air brakes or spoilers
are helpful for accurate landings
but for fun competitions are a complication that a newcomer may care
flat,

to omit.

As

something with
inherent stability is
desirable, and a guide is the amount
of dihedral compared with other
gliders. Reasonable dihedral, or
polyhedral, suggests the likelihood
of other stability factors being
generous. Rudder and elevator control are all that is needed - most
experts advise against ailerons for
a first model. A built-up structure
may take longer, but is cheaper and
straightforward and, most impora first model,

reasonable

tantly,

is

easier to repair.

Some-

thing between 2 and 2.5m (80-lOOin)
span is usual for a trainer for either
slope or flat.

Construction
lot of R/C gliders use glass fibre
(grp) fuselages, a few moulded ABS,

A

but the majority use built-up wings.
Veneer-covered foam wings are
available in kits, or as separately-

purchased wing kits, but a surprising percentage of models are
built-up throughout.
Construction follows conventional style, except that the length
of components is usually greater
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are sometimes seen.
Ailerons are used on all aerobatic
models and most top contest gliders,
but it is illuminating to note that
only one quarter of the scores of
currently available kits are designed for more than rudder and
elevator. To travel really fast round
a quadrilateral speed (pylon) course

requires vertical turns at
corners, for which ailerons
essential,

and without them a

the
are
full

aerobatic task could not be performed.

A closely faired hinge line is
required to maintain efficiency,
since the aileron will of necessity
be long and narrow on a high aspect
ratio wing, and such a wing is less
willing to roll, so the aileron needs
to occupy a fair area. This reluctance to roll fast is why most top
aerobatic gliders are under 2m
span and usually have rather lower
aspect-ratios.
Some
advanced
models provide, by means of a
second servo, a flap effect by drooping both ailerons without affecting

the

differential

aileron

action.

These are called 'flaperons' and
have the effect of increasing lift
(and drag) for flying at reduced
speed. A development is to have the
entire wing adjustable in camber
while

still

movement

retaining differential
for aileron control. Pre-

cise building is necessary to benefit

from any Tjif these refinements.

Radio
There

is little unusual in radio
installation except that linkages
tend to be longer and therefore care
must be taken to prevent bowing.

Above: A simple boxy model equipped
with a power pod. The engine is a

means

of gaining height in place of a

towline.

than the average building board;
veneered chipboard can provide a
reasonable board up to about 2.5m
long. Wing mounting depends on
the degree of cleanliness required,
and for a first model or a trainer
the crash-resistant advantages of
rubber-banding the wing in place,
with the halves tongued or do welled
together,
should be employed.
Shoulder-wing gliders can use a
fuselage tongue or dowels with
boxes or tubes in the wing halves,
and it is also possible to buy
moulded
wing-mounting
strips
which adequately locate the wings,
using concealed rubber bands, passing through tubes, in the fuselage.
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This type of fixing

is

not always

recommended for large towline
models, which take a considerable
strain on the wings, but enables a
a nice clean joint to be made on
slope models and moderate size
towliners. Because of the strain
when towed, spar strength is higher
than on most other types of model.
All-sheet tail surfaces are frequently employed, with the tailplane often fixed in place with
nylon bolts, the idea being that
these will shear if enough force is
applied. The amount of force is,
however, likely to damage the
structure. Some experts use nylon
bolts to secure the wing, with the
philosophy that a bad landing with
the model is going to damage it
anyway. Fully floating (i.e. allmoving) tailplanes and even fins

Frequently 'snakes' are used - a
stiff nylon
tube sliding inside
another; the outer tube can be
anchored at regular intervals to
the structure and thus cannot
distort.

Mounting the battery pack in
the extreme nose is usual, depending on its effect on the overall
balance of the model. Most builders
try to avoid extra ballast on the
average model, moving the radio
gear to balance out before permanently installing it. Wrapping
the batteries and receiver in foam
is customary, as is the use of
adhesive pads for the servos. The
aerial can be taken outside or, if
the fuselage is long enough, carried
inside, through a plastic reed from
a sunblind or a series of drinking
straws to prevent possible tangling
with the control linkages.
Radio functions are usually
rudder and elevator, and possibly
ailerons. Other functions might be

and releasable towhook or water ballast release, the
water being carried in a plastic
bottle on the CG and dumped
through a large diameter thin
rubber tube normally kept folded
spoilers, flaps

closed by a servo.

Other launch methods

On

quite a numlicr of gliders it is
possible to attach a small power

pod with an engine of
(0.0&-O.09cu.in)

1

to

Ucc

which will climb
good height in a

the model to a
minute or so. when it reverts to
being a soarer. The drag of the pod
and small propeller has some effect
on the glide, but long flights are
common and it is a simple means of
getting the glider up. especially for
single-handed fliers. The pod is
usually mounted above the wing

centre-section and if over the CG.
does not aft'ect the towing or slopesoaring capabilities with the pod
removed. A limit of 2cc (0.12cu.in) is
placed on engines for competition
flying, with a run of 45 seconds.
Aero towing is quite feasible,
using a docile and very controllable
power model and 15m or so of nylon
monofilament line. The line is at
tached above and slightly aft of the
tug's CG and to the extreme nose
of the glider. Flaps on the tug and
airbrakes on the glider help to
balance flying speeds and keep the
towlinestraight. but the lineshould
be releasable from either model in
an emergency. This is rather
getting away from the basic advan-

tages of gliding

Above Preparing

for a

towline launch

making a last-minute
check on controls Note the p>ennant
on the line just ahead of the model
and the nose-up attitude in which the
assistant is holding the model Towing
must be dead into wind, checked just
with the

flier

before launch by observing the curve

which should hang
between model and tower

of the towline,
vertically

simplicity, virtu-

running costs and no noise an enjoyable diversion.

ally nil

but

is
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Power and Sport
often suggested that a glider is
the best sort of model on which to
learn to fly R/C, and this is true so
far as self-tuition is concerned.
It is

Many model

gliders will almost fly
themselves and, as long as they are
kept straight into wind, will land
themselves in a way that few power

models

would.
Unfortunately,
learning to fly the glider qualifies
the beginner to do no more than
that. It is still likely to take time
and practice to adapt to a power
model, particularly the tricky landing phase.
For this reason, it is considered
better for the prospective R/C flier
to start with a conventional enginepowered model and learn to fly with
the help of an experienced instructor via one of the various 'dual
control' systems, where the transstudent
mitters
of
the
and
instructor are joined by a special
link and the instructor is provided
with a switch which enables him to
'hand over' to the student or take
control himself at will and instantly
by releasing the 'over to you'
button. This is particularly important during the phase of instruction
where the pupil is learning to land.
From about 15m (50ft) until the
model is on the ground, split-second
reversion to instructor control is
often the only factor in deciding
whether the model lands intact or is
reduced to a pile of expensive litter.

Choosing a model

A

bewildering array of models
claimed to be suitable for beginners
is now available, and, since the
novice will not yet appreciate the
finer points of model design, he
would probably be well advised to
get his prospective instructor to
decide for him.
A few years ago it would have
been considered imperative to start
with one of the established, docile
'trainer' types, but many beginners

now start with a more advanced
type of model, sometimes even a
low-wing scale design. Provided
that an experienced instructor and
dual control are available, this
approach has the merit of making a
better pilot of the novice, though
it will usually take longer before he
'goes solo' than if he had elected to
use the 'stable trainer' course. The
best advice is to find the instructor
first, then be guided by him as to
the choice of model.
For the beginner unable to find a
willing and qualified instructor, a
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primary trainer is absolutely essenor, better still, one of the
excellent 'powered gliders' avail-

tial,

able in kit form. The 'do-it-yourself
trainee would also be wise to study
the various magazines and books
on the subject; although this has
pitfalls,there is much to be
learned and the study of the working drawings usually appearing in
magazines can be particularly

its

useful.

Construction
Confusion for the beginner is likely
to arise on the question of the most
suitable type of construction for his
first model. In the early days of R/C
flying there was very little choice a strip balsa framework covered
with paper, silk or nylon. The first
variation on this theme was the
'foam wing' described in Chapter
tail
surfaces are another
12;
obvious use of the foam/veneer
formula. In recent years they have
even been used for quite major
components such as
fuselage
curved rear top decks, engine fairings and so on. More commonly,
however, plastic materials are used
to mould the entire fuselage; sheet
plastic 'ABS' is perhaps the most

common. Vacuum forming is used
to produce two thin plastic half
shells which the modeller is left to
join and complete with the necessary internal fittings and stiffeners.
These fuselages work quite well in
spite of their flexible, 'squeezable'
nature, but sometimes, especially
with more powerful engines, they
tend to develop cracks at stress

which recur even after
repeated repair.
Best of all, perhaps, is the glass
fibre fuselage, usually presented to
the kit purchaser as a complete
shell with just the internal fittings
to be added. These fuselages are
very resilient and usually have a
fine finish but are expensive and
usually, for a given strength, rather
heavier than the corresponding
fuselage of conventional balsa conpoints,

struction.
oldProperly
designed,
the
fashioned balsa skeleton type of
construction is by no means out-

moded, for some applications, at
any rate. Because of the low inertia
of the light individual members of
the structure, crash damage is often
limited to the actual point of impact
and the paper or fabric covered
structure is easy to piece together
again. Modern sheet/block/plastic

structures, on the other hand, have
relatively high inertia and often
parts of the airframe quite remote
from the 'scene of the accident' are

badly damaged. Foam wings damaged by crumpling or crushing can
be repaired only by cutting out and
replacing all the damaged material,
followed by the tricky process of
splicing into place a new section
of veneer covering. If the damage
affects more than about one tenth
of the total structure, replacement

more economical than repair.
There is plenty of room for both
old and new construction techniques; the achievement of a satisfactory end product, that is, a
flyable model aeroplane, is mainly
dependent on the knowledge, skill
and patience of the builder.
is

Before flying
Assuming that the beginner has
produced an appropriate model,
installed

a suitable engine,

fuel

system and R/C outfit and found
an experienced pilot to teach him
to fly it, it might be thought that
nothing remains but to go out to
the flying site and get on with it.
There is, however, just one final,
important formality which should
be completed at least a day or two
befoi:^ theT!)roposed first flight. This
is an all-embracing check of the
aeroplane and its control system.
The whole airframe should be
checked for integrity and compliance with design. All units, screws
and other fixtures should be locked
against vibration and the fuel
proofing of the outer finish carefully checked. If fuel gets into any
of the woodwork, this can be considered a disaster of the first magnitude. The engine installation and
fuel system should receive a careful
going-over. Engines of the almost
universal single cylinder twostroke type cannot be completely
balanced, so some level of vibration
is bound to be present and anything
that can shake loose, sooner or
later will shake loose, perhaps with
serious results.
Fuel tanks are usually of the
plastic bottle type, described in
Chapter 13, in which three pipes
run through the cap. This kind of
system is nearly fool-proof as long
as the flexible pipes are secured to
Opposite: Radio-controlled pylon
racers require experience and quick
among four models at
reflexes

—

perhaps 240kph (150mph) on a tight
course is no place for a beginner!
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Left:

This

World War 2
Mustang has

fighters are popular.

retracting under-

and an inverted engine.
Flooding of the plug is avoided when
starting by turning the model over.
Diagram below shows basic layout of
carriage, flaps,

fuel system.

the rigid ones by a tight turn or
two of copper wire and the tank cap
seals properly. The flexible pipes
should be renewed from time to
time, especially the one inside the
tank, while the vent pipes inside
the tank should point vertically
upwards to end at the highest part
of the tank; these sometimes 'creep'
out of position which makes it
impossible to fill the tank completely. Obviously, the tank should
be made accessible so that it can be
got at with the minimum of dismantling, in order to make these
periodic examinations.
The radio equipment should be
installed in accordance with the

maker's instructions, paying particular attention to antenna location. The most common error made
by beginners is failing to get full

and

free

movement

of all the con-

Check, particularly, that the
throttle servo is not stalled at the
trols.

full

throttle position,

a position

normally occupied for most of the
flight, as this can easily result in
complete loss of control after a few
minutes, due to the abnormally
highn^battery consumption, especially if the flight controls are also a
bit stiff and causing their servos to
take more current than normal.
The flying surfaces should be
carefully checked for alignment
and compliance with the designed
rigging. An experienced modeller
can do this by eye, sighting the
model from some distance directly
astern, but the less experienced
should chock up the model in the

level flight position on a bench and
verify the rigging by measurement.
At the same time the centre of
gravity should be checked. If this
is incorrect, small adjustments can
be made by re-locating the radio
battery or in more extreme cases,
adding ballast. In this connection
it should be noted that, due to the
balance point being about a quarter
of the model's total length back
from the nose, a tail heavy condition of 28g (loz) will need 85g (3oz)
of ballast in the nose to correct it,
so it is well to keep in mind during
the entire construction of the
model that the tail end must at all
costs not be overweight.
This final check-out phase should
always be a leisurely, contemplative operation. Nearly always,
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the modeller will find that by simply
looking at and thinking about the
new model, a number of important
snags will be eliminated that might
have gone unnoticed in a check-out
conducted at a brisker pace. One
thing is quite certain. It is impossible to give a new model a sufficiently thorough inspection at the
flying field, with its distractions
and lack of facilities, and any R/C
model aeroplane, even of the simplest type, costs far too much in

time and effort to risk flying it
without the most strenuous probing
to eliminate all possible snags. It
should be noted that, when the
model is in flight, almost any malfunction or structural failure will
lead to immediate disaster.

First flights

And

so, finally, the great day
arrives when the model is taken to
the flying site for its first flight. In
the early days, there would proably have been a long wait for suitable weather, but, providing that

an experienced pilot does the test
flights, the weather is not now a
very important factor. If the instructor helped with the previous
check-out, he will be able to proceed more or less at once, but if not,
he will do a careful test of the
controls and probably range-check
the radio; a typical set is considered
to be 'within limits' if the radio
functions perfectly at 50 paces with
the
transmitter antenna
fully
retracted. The instructor will want
to check the flying surfaces for any

mis-alignment that might have
gone unnoticed, as well as the
location of the all-important bal-

ance point. The engine will be
run-up to check that it will hold
full power and idle slowly and
reliably. Most instructors have got
fairly blase about first flights, and
if all has gone well so far, take off
will be marked with little more
than a nod of the head by way of
ceremonial - an epic occasion for
the beginner but an everyday
experience for the instructor. For
this reason, he is unlikely to have
overlooked any serious snag.
The first and essential part of
any training flight is the 'pre-flight
briefing'. Little will be achieved
unless

the

what he

pupil

the instructor taking the model off,
bringing it round in a climbing
circuit and first giving the student
control just after the model has
gone overhead, into wind, the
object of this phase being simply to
fl}' the model straight ahead, into
wind at a steady height. This is
perhaps the most difficult ana discouraging part of learning to fly.
Most people who have not flown
R/C tend to think, 'You push the
stick to the left and it goes left, to
the right and it goes right, what
could be simpler?' Anyone who has
'had a go', however, knows that
there is a lot more to it than that.
The first shock is to find that with
both sticks central, the model does
not necessarily fly straight and
level, much less does it recover to
straight and level flight simply
because the sticks have been released! Another difficulty is that of
deciding just how much the individual sticks should be displaced and
for how long, to achieve a required

Above: Many modern

light aircraft

with simple constant-chord wings and
squared-off tips make excellent scale
subjects.

Below: Typical rigging

of Free Flight or

Elementary R/C Trainer.

Bottom: Typical rigging

of

advanced

R/C model.

change of

attitude. This is complicated further because the effect of
the controls varies with airspeed,
and, as soon as the model starts to
turn, the nose starts to drop. This
in turn causes the airspeed to
increase which further causes the

rudder effectiveness to increase.

So that what frequently starts as a
gentle turn quickly develops into
a screaming downward spiral with
no help from the pilot at all!
So when the prospective pilot has
learned to fly more or less straight
at a more or less constant height,
while the model is going away from
him (the significance of the underlining will bo apparent in a minute)
he is then introduced to turns.

difference

wing and

between
tail

incidences ("longitudinal dihedral")-

3 to 5°

thrust line often
inclined

downwards

for free flight

nose down couple
from lift/weight
relationship balanced
by down load on tail

knows exactly

supposed to be doing,
why he is supposed to be doing it,
and, most important, given a few
minutes to think about it. Flight
training is one of those activities
where going too quickly can waste a
is

wing and
tail

thrust line

through balance
point and in line

no load on

in line

tail

in level flight

with fore/aft axis

lot of time!

The

first

exercise will consist of

weight
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Contrary to possible expectation,
these do not consist of applying
rudder until the desired heading is
achieved, then bringing it back to

What

3 reduce power to
fly level

turning

—

"CROSSWIND LEG"

before
-height about

downwind
model has

happens is
that rudder (it is assumed that the
trainer will not have ailerons, if it

central.

really

to crab

to maintain track
at

90°

centre

to

*

r

/^

^,

100 m

/
practise circuits

both ways

runway
/

\

line
\/

-2 gentle turn crosswind

does, simply read 'aileron' for every
reference to 'rudder') is applied in
the appropriate direction. This
causes the model to both yaw and

it

I

-climbing on

wind

that direction, but while the
is held on, it continues to
build up the roll and yaw, so that
as soon as the model's wings are
banked over at, say 30° (usual for
training turns) the rudder has to
be centralized or even moved a
little in the opposite direction, to
prevent the turn steepening. At the
same time, the nose will have
markedly dropped so that some up
elevator will have to be applied to
maintain height and airspeed. To
stop the turn, the correcting control
movements have to be applied a
little before the desired heading is
reached (because of the time taken
for the controls to take effect, plus
the inertia of the model). This
consists of applying rudder in the
direction opposite to the turn,
neutralizing as the wings level,
releasing the up elevator, or, if as is
likely, the speed has been allowed
to build up during the turn, apply a
little down elevator to prevent the

sky and even keep

consequent 'zoom'.

the right

The final obstacle to be overcome
before going on to take-offs and
landings is to learn to operate the
rudder 'back to front' when the
model is coming towards the pilot.
Obviously, when the model is going
away, left is left and right is right.
But when it is coming back, a turn
to the model's left becomes a turn
to the pilot's right. All a bit tricky
to work out in the split seconds
available, so it pays to do the
thinking before the flight rather
than during it. Even after getting
the hang of it for some time, most
novice pilots will suffer the odd
lapse of concentration and try to
recover from a right turn by applying the right rudder.
All this will take some time quite a few flying sessions, perhaps,
and can be quite discouraging in
the early stages as the novice makes
the same old mistakes time after
time and begins to wonder if there
is a streak of insanity in his family!
However, it really does get easier,
and by the time the instructor
deems it appropriate to start circuit
training, the pupil will be reasonably confident that he can direct
the model into a specified piece of

From

roll in

100

full

power

m

rudder
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-1

\i

"DOWNWIND

LEG"

after take-off,

maintain track on
extended centre
line to about

100

aim

to

be

at

height about

30 m
70 m

from runway threshold.

upwind

T

Vary power as
necessary, keep speed
constant

-4 reduce power
to start descent

m

wind is not lined-up
with runway, model
will have to "crab" to
fly along centre line

-if

/

f—if too

low increase

/

power and bend base /
leg toward runway
/

/

------

"FINAL"

r

5 vary power as

f

much

too high,

bend base

necessary to give
required rate of descent

leg

downwind

"BASE LEG"

it

more or

less

way up

all this, it

in the process.
will be appreciated

even with a docile training
aeroplane, an experienced instructor and dual control, learning to
fly R/C models is not easy. It is
certainly not impossible to teach
yourself, but the difficult bit comes
right at the beginning, so you cannot 'work your way up' to the
tricky bits.
that,

Below: This Sopwith 1i Strutter makes
a do(iile fiVThg model, though not too
easy on takeoff and landing. The name
comes from the wing strut arrangement.

Power and Sport
-2

/

•3

if

engine

fails

if

engine

fails here,

remedy seems obvious, simply put

PUT NOSE

DOWN TO

down the nose to maintain

and turn

and land straight ahead. But even
this is complicated, in that, having
taken off - say fifty yards - climbed
to fifty feet - then glided down, the
model is quite a long way from the
pilot and so judgement of the

MAINTAIN SPEED
downwind immediately

\

here,

DOWN

PUT NOSE

TO MAINTAIN
SPEED and incline
downwind leg
towards runway

1
2 bring downwind
close to runway

2

I

V

if

\

\

height insufficient

\

/

^

engine

fails

here,

SPEED and land
ahead, turning only
slightly to avoid
major obstacles

to regain runway, turn
early and land upwind

'

if

PUT NOSE DOWN
TO MAINTAIN

leg

/

\

\-

-2 early continuous
turn towards

make

final

continuous, tight
low, wider

runway

turn
if

if

high.

Maintain steady

/

speed throughout

,'

/
/

\

\

/

/

/

\

/

/

/

With trainers of the type
fied,

and

specitake-offs are relatively easy
most instructors will encour-

age the pupil to have a go as soon
as he has shown that he can keep
the model straight without dramatic losses of height. With the
usual tricycle undercarriage model
it is a matter of applying full power,
keeping the model straight into
wind and holding some up elevator
until the model leaves the ground,
then adjusting the elevator to give
a steady climb. The circuit will be
best understood by reference to the
diagrams. Although apparently
straightforward, such terms as
'adjust base leg as necessary to
arrive at final position one hundred
feet high and fifty yards downwind"
do involve shrewd judgement of
speed, height and distance. As in
full-size flying you cannot do a good
landing unless you first do a good
approach. This again takes time.
First

exercises

will

consist

of

dummy approaches when the model
back into the climb
to, say, twenty
feet, but thereafter, any approach
that looks good will be continued

will 'overshoot'

after getting

right

down

down

to the ground.

With the usual
cart, the landing,

tricycle under-

although involv-

ing quite a bit of quick judgement,
is

relatively simple.

The model

is

held straight in a steady glide down
to about six feet, then up elevator
is progressively applied, a little at
first, more as the decreasing airspeed reduces the effectiveness of
the elevator. Just before touch
down, the stick will have to be
fairly well back to ensure that the
main wheels touch down before the
nose wheel. If the nose wheel hits
first, a pretty horrific bounce usu-

and if this happens it is
open the throttle fully and
climb away for another try. A some-

ally follows,

safer to

what

illogical error

many

novices

to open up the
throttle less than fully when they
have decided to abandon a landing.

are guilty of

is

Staggering around on part-power
at very low altitude is the very last
thing you want, so, whenever you
decide to 'go round again' always
apply full power, smoothly, of
course, but fairly quickly.
Some instructors regard this as
the end of the matter, but the more
imaginative ones include one final
stage before the pupil is allowed to
fly on his own. This consists of
dealing with emergency situations.
Loss of power soon after take-off is
perhaps the most common one. The

airspeed

landing is quite difficult. If there
are obstructions or irregularities
in the lie of the ground the pilot
may not be able even to see the
model at the point of touch-down.
Engine failures later in the circuit entail doing something of a
normal circuit but much abbreviated, and the important thing here
is to decide what to do and then do
it quickly. The widespread practice
of getting the model some waydownwind of the landing area, quite
low, then 'dragging it in' with quite
a lot of power is another possible
cause of serious trouble if the
engine stops unexpectedly. If there
is smooth ground downwind of the
landing area, all well and good. If
not, unnecessary damage will be
done to the model which will hold
up the training. The best technique
is to turn 'final' at such a height
that the throttle will be more or
less closed from that point down
to the runway. If the engine then
stops at some point during this
phase, although the glide will
steepen slightly with no engine 'dead stick' or 'fan stop' are the
slang terms - unless you are cutting
it pretty fine, you will still get into
the landing area.
By this stage, the budding R/C
pilot
will
have already flown
several times entirely unassisted
with the instructor merely standing-by in case of difficulty, but there
are one or two final points that the
conscientious instructor will want
to cover. Most important and
usually demonstrated rather than
practised, is to acquaint the pupil
with what happens when a heavily
possibly
loaded,
under-powered
model leaves the ground when it is
travelling too slowly. This often
takes the form of a sharp climb to
about ten feet followed suddenly by
an uncontrollable roll to either
side. This is caused by the model
stalling as soon as it gets out of the
'ground cushion' familiar to hovercraft enthusiasts, and the roll is
caused by the fact that the engine,
running at full power and generating a lot of torque reaction, suddenly overpowers the controlling
force as the wing stalls. This will be
demonstrated at a safe height, of
course, and with a more advanced
type of model.
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The same model will be used to
demonstrate what happens if full
power is applied suddenly when the
model is flying on the point of the
stall - probably an uncontrollable
or 'snap' roll in which the
wing is stalled while the
other is still flying. A spin is
exactly the same thing in a different plane. In these circumstances, the model cannot be
brought under control until the
offending wing is un-stalled, either
by an opposing yaw from the rudder
or by increasing speed or both.
The novice will by now be getting
quite competent, and will be able
to operate on his own and at this
stage will be looking around for his
'follow on' model. If he has started
with a simple trainer, it is a good
idea to have the construction of
his second model actually under
way while his initial training is
'flick'

falling

TRIANGULAR
ROLLING LOOP

SNAPPING LOOP

SQUARE
HORIZONTAL
EIGHT

FAI

HORIZONTAL
EIGHT

SQUARE OUTSIDE
ROLLING LOOP

going on. That way he is ready
make the transition to the 'inter-

still

to

mediate' type as soon as his flying
skill reaches the required level.
Since flying scale models seems to
be the ultimate aim of most R/C
modellers, an ideal choice for the
second model is one of the semiscale 'stand-off scale' or 'S.O.S.'
models of which there are a number
on the market. The 'stand-off' bit
refers to the fact that they are not
intended to be subject to close
scrutiny and that, in contests, the
judges do not approach closer than

5m (5^yds) when marking them for
their 'static' scores. The choice of
types is very wide. A 'Great War'
type, such as the Sopwith '1^
Strutter' illustrated, is as easy to
fly as most trainers and takes the
same type of engine. It is mildly
acrobatic, capable of loops, half
rolls, rolls off the top, stall turns,
and so on, but not very good on
rolling manoeuvres. With its high
centre of gravity and narrow undercarriage take-offs and landings
have to be executed with care to
avoid tipping over. Cross-wind
landings are not its strong point.
Perhaps more modellers are
attracted by the World War 2
fighter types, however, and there
are plenty of these to choose from.
Spitfires being, of course, the most
popular, closely followed by Mustangs and Me 109s. The Mustang
with its long nose and wide track
undercart is perhaps the easiest for
the not-too-experienced modeller
and again, need not be any more
difficult to fly than the average non-

Advanced aerobatics demanded of
fliers at the annual Championship of
Champions at Las Vegas.
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scale intermediate model. Landings

and take-offs, however, again need
rather more accuracy than the
novice will have been used to,
particularly if he has trained on
tricycle undercarriage types.
It might be apposite to point out
that, from the take-off and landing
point of view, the properly designed
tricycle (main wheels well apart

and 'at
down)

rest' attitude slightly

superior

nose

the 'old
fashioned' tail-wheel type undercarriage in every respect. To start
with it is directionally stable
whereas the tail-wheel type is not is

to

sometimes to a distressing extent!
Secondly, provided that the main
wheels land before the nose-wheel
touches, the nose will always pitch
down on touch-down, so that the
aeroplane 'stays down' with no
tendency to bounce. The tail-wheel
type is just the opposite in that if
the mains and the tail-wheel do not
touch down together - pretty difficult to do with most models - the
nose pitches up and the model
starts flying again, so the favourite
is the 'wheel landing' in which the
model is 'held-on' in the usual way,
but not got down into the full 'threepoint'

tail

down

attitude.

The

moment

the wheels touch, the back
pressure on the stick is released
and, if timed just right, this
counteracts the natural 'pitch up'
and ^ae m^del stays down. Anyone
who has tried it will realize that
nice timing is involved.
For the modeller with interests
other than scale, the delta is an
exhilarating
alternative.
These
models because of the elimination
of parasitic appendages such as
fuselage, tailplane, etc., have very

low drag and can be

fast

even on

quite modest engines. A model of
the type illustrated, for instance,
can be expected to attain speeds of
up to lOOmph. have a sparkling
acrobatic repertoire (but in most
cases not including spins and other
manoeuvres) and yet be
flick
capable of flying slower than the

average trainer, and landing and
taking-off in the same or even less
space. This latter feature is because
the ultra-low 'aspect ratio' wing that is, one in which the span is
has
short, relative to the chord
the unusual property of being able
to fly at angles of attack something
around 25 like twice as high
as a conventional wing. Furthermore, instead of the fairly sharp
'break' at the stall experienced by
a normal wing, the delta comes up
to the stall so gently that no
clearly definable break is usually

detectable, so that it is virtually
impossible to stall the delta accidentally. Every good proposition

has

its

delta's

price,

however, and the

drawback

is

that

angular plan form makes
as just a flat 'line'

when

its

tri-

it

appear

it is

coming

towards or going directly away
from the pilot. This makes orientation - the beginner's number one
problem - more difficult than usual,
very easy to misinterpret
visible and misjudge the
model's attitude. The high speed
as

it

what

is

is

and, usually, sensitive controls
tend to aggravate this situation.
Something quite different is the
autogiro. This looks like a helicopter but at first acquaintance
seems to handle like an aeroplane.
In fact it is in many respects quite
unlike either. Unlike the helicopter, however, it is easy to fly,
once its idiosyncracies are appreciated, and anyone who has graduated from an ordinary trainer
should have no difficulty converting
to the autogiro. In some respects it
is even easier to fly. as like the delta
(but for a very different reason) it is
impossible to provoke a normal,
sharp stall. Instead, if the autogiro
is flown too slowly, the rotors slow
down and sink follows, but this
speeds up the rotors. So, as long as
there is height to spare, it is difficult
to get into trouble with this configuration. One thing that has to
be guarded against, particularly at
low altitude, is the normal aeroplane pilot reaction to a too-slow
situation of putting the nose down.
This actually slows down the rotors
at first, and a very high rate of sink
develops before the rotors have
time to catch up. A 'party trick" with
the autogiro, in fact, is to do this
deliberately
at a safe height, of
course - if the nose is slammed
down really hard the rotors stop
altogether, which can be guaranteed to quicken the pulsel

Having become pretty competent
with a range of different types of
models, most enthusiasts, now approaching the 'expert' class, will

want

to specialize in

some

parti-

cular branch of the hobby. Some
might go in for aerobatics, a pastime
that needs practising as others
practise the piano. Others might
decide on pylon racing, in which
four models at a time race around
a triangular course at speeds occasionally

exceeding 150mph. This
combines many skills, particularly
as far as tuning engines and 'cleaning up' the airframe is concerned.
But it seems that the vast majority

want

to

graduate to pure scale.

However

much

the

specialists

argue that model aircraft are aircraft in their own right and need
owe nothing to full-size practice,
most modellers, throughout the
history of aeromodelling, have
longed to produce models that look
and fly like 'the real thing". Some
splendid free-flight and control-line
flying replicas have been made and,
less often, flown, but both forms
have limitations, and it was not
until reliable R/C arrived on the
scene (and until modellers developed
the necessary skills to

complement it) that realistic scale
model flight became a reality.
Models that are realistic in appear-

Top: Autogiros are fun machines,
almost guaranteed to mystify

onlookers, since the rotors freewheel.

Above: Deltas always seem far faster
than conventional models but can be
more sensitive.

ance have now become so relatively
commonplace that contest judges
place great emphasis on requiring
that the flight performance - speed,
manoeuvrability, landing and takeoff performance
shall simulate
that of the original, too. Models of
this standard invariably represent
a vast

investment

and nearly always

in
in

building time

money as well,

so be pretty sure of yourself before
trying to fly anything of this sort!
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Helicopters
Although experiments with rotary
winged aircraft may be traced back
to Leonardo da Vinci, successful
flights were not achieved until the
1930s, and it was not until 1941 that
the first practical, full-size helicopter was built by Igor Sikorski.
Model enthusiasts are notably
quick to emulate full-size aviation
achievements, but were not as
successful with rotary wing aircraft, and it was not until 1968 that
the first fully controllable R/C
model helicopter appeared, built by
by Dr Dieter Schliiter of West

Germany.

Many

modellers were convinced

that the single rotor autogiro would
be an easier subject to tackle than
the helicopter and were conducting
their experiments along these lines,
but in fact the first really successful
British R/C autogiro, a semi-scale
model of the Wallace Autogiro, was
first flown in 1978, ten years after
the first appearance of the R/C
helicopter. Designers and manufacturers the world over were quick
to take advantage of Schliiter's
success and, in the early 1970s,
model helicopter kits were on sale
in the model shops.

Basic principles
In order to appreciate the reasons
for the slow development of the
model helicopter, at least a few of
the problems which faced the
pioneers must be considered. These
problems were many and complex;
for instance: in order to achieve
flight with any heavier-than-air
machine, the lift force generated by
its

aerofoils

must overcome the

aircraft's weight. In the case of a

conventional
aircraft
this
is
achieved by its forward speed
through the air which flows across
its aerofoil-sectioned wing, causing
a speeding-up of the air, and thereby a reduction in pressure, over its
upper surface. At the same time,
pressure increases across its undersurface (Figure 1-lb).
The helicopter generates lift by
the movement of its main blades

through the

air as it rotor turns.

to be moved at
high speed and at a comparatively
high angle of attack in order to
produce sufficient lift to raise the

The blades have

model into the air. Weight is critical
and experimenters who discovered
that their chosen engine had insufficient power to produce the required

were faced with a vicious circle.
Fitting a larger engine to increase
the available power also meant an
increase in the weight to be lifted.
Bigger engines require more fuel lift

more weight! Increasing the angle
of the rotor blades in the airflow
produces more lift, up to a point,
but this also increases the drag of
the blade which now requires more
power to move it at the required
speed.
All problems were eventually
overcome and the fully controllable
R/C model helicopter had arrived.
There were, however, no short cuts
in its development: engines, drive
gears,
rotor
blades,
control
methods, etc. all had to follow a
similar design to full-size helicopters, and be built to the same
exacting standards.
How difficult is the model helicopter to control in flight? Well, it
has been described as similar to
balancing a steel ball on a knife
edge while riding a bicycle But
more on that later - first we shall
examine the methods by which
helicopters are controlled.
Imagine the helicopter at rest on
the ground, rotors stationary. Air
I

Helicopters

aerofoil

aerofoil

stationary

through

moved

aerofoil with positive

angle of attack to airflow

air

control rotor paddle

direction of
rotation

(mam

rotor)

Fig.1

pressure over the rotor blades is
consistent with Figure 1. Now start
the rotor turning and gradually
increase its speed of rotation. Lift
will, of course, increase as the
speed of the airflow over the rotor
blades increases and if the rotor
speed is increased to a point where
the lift generated is greater than
the aircraft's weight, it will be
lifted into the air. As the model
becomes free of contact with the
ground, the torque reaction of the
lifting rotor will turn the fuselage
of the model about the rotor's axis
in the opposite direction to that in
which the rotor blades are turning
and it is to counteract this torque
effect that the tail rotor is fitted,
mounted vertically at the rear of
the fuselage (Figure 2). The angle
at which the tail rotor blades meet
the airflow as they turn (angle of
attack) is controllable by the pilot
and he adjusts this angle to produce
the exact sideways force required
to counteract the torque of the

Opposite:

A

Morley helicopter

The main rotor is
bar and tail rotor
This page:

The

in flight.

invisible but the fly-

are clearly seen.
direction of

principles of

torque reaction

helicopter flight must be understood
before building or flying one. Lift and

of
pull of
tail

directional motion are straightforward,
but precession is a phenomenon whose
effects take a little grasping: the
illustration overleaf may clarify it.

mam

rotor

on fuselage

rotor

helicopter viewed from above
Fig

2

horizontal (thrust)

component

movement

Fig.

3

weight

—

^

rotor tip path in hover

lifting rotors.

The model is now in the air with
the fuselage under control directionally. and, by use of the motor
throttle control, the speed of rotation of the lifting rotor is adjusted
to produce just sufficient lift to
balance the weight of the helicopter, which is now hovering a few
feet above the ground (Figure '.]).
In order to achieve horizontal
movement, an aerodynamic force
in the direction required must be
produced. Note that in Figure 3 the
lift is acting at right angles, vertically upwards, to the rotor. If the
rotor is now tilted as in Figure 3a.
the lift (which will still act at right
angles to the rotor blades) is also
tilted, producing a force to move
the helicopter in the direction of
the tilt.
The plane of rotation of the
rotor can be tilted either by tilting
the rotor axis relative to the helicopter fuselage, or by varying the
angle at which the individual
blades of the rotor meet the airflowthrough certain sectors of the plane
of rotation. The second method is
the most common and. bv this

Fig.

4

forward movement of control by pilot
increases incidence on left hand rotor
blades, reduces incidence on right

means, the angle of incidence of
the rotor blades can be made to
increase at one part of their rotation and decrease on the opposite
side, producing the effect of tilting
the rotor. This is known as cyclic
pitch variation (Figure 4).
Note that in Figure 4 the maximum lift point of the blades is 90
before the point at which the maximum lifting force is needed to tilt
the rotor forwards. The minimum
incidence point is similarly 90
ahead of the required minimum
force point. This is not an error: the
Law of Gyroscopic Precession is
used to effect control.

Gyroscopic precession
One of the more complex problems
which had to be overcome during
the design of the helicopter was the

due

to law of precession, blades
react by tip path tilting forwards

gyroscopic effect of the main rotor.
Briefly, gyroscopic principles apply

any rotating mass such as a
flywheel, propeller, etc., the main
principle being 'rigidity in space",
or the tendency of a spinning mass
to resist any changes in its plane of
rotation. Precession' is the reaction of any rotating mass, or gyroscope, to any force applied in an
attempt to change its plane of
rotation.
Figure 5 shows a disc at rest,
balanced at its centre, which will
react to an external force at the
point at which that force is applied.
Figure 5a shows the disc spinning;
it
has now become a gyroscope
which, when subjected to an
external force, will not react at the
point of the applied force, but at 90
to that point
in the direction of
to
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The law of precession illustrated.
Owners of toy gyroscopes will already

Right:

be familiar with the

disc
in

bar

is

to

tilt

stationary. Resultant

same

movement

disc

is

^90°

in

is

position as the force applied

^

effects.

rotating. Result occurs
direction of rotation
from point at

force ^

force

Below: Cyclic pitch control of the flybar paddles by means of a swash plate
is the most usual method of control.
Below, right: The operation of the flyhorizontal
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main rotor cyclic
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-control rotor
(fly

bar)

main motor blade
connecting shaft

rotor shaft
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7

rod fixed to fuselage

main motor shaft

Fig.
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rotation of the disc. This is the Law
of Gyroscopic Precession and, as
the rotating rotor of the helicopter
is a gyroscope, this law must be
taken into account when a force is
applied to tilt the rotor. Figure 4a
shows the resultant forward tilt of
the rotor caused by the gyroscopic
precession of the forces (maximum
and minimum lift) applied to the
rotor in Figure 4.
Full control is now achieved:
vertically by adjustment of engine
power, horizontally by use of cyclic
pitch, and fuselage pointing in
whichever direction we wish by use
of the tail rotor.
A further control feature, collective pitch (not used on all model
helicopters as it is not really necessarv in order to achieve controlled
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allows the pilot to control
the average angle of incidence of
all the rotor blades simultaneously.
Models which do have this control
normally use it coupled to the
flight),

throttle control, in that, as power
increased, blade angle is also
increased and vice versa. It does

is

have many advantages, but can be
complicated and costly.

Model practice
Model helicopters of various
designs are now readily obtainable
in kit form, or ready-built: these
include purpose-designed training
models with stark, open frame fuselages, semi-scale and true scale
models. PraQtically all of these
follow the same general layout of
mechanical components.

The

interests of

R/C enthusiasts

vary considerably. Some find equal
interest in both the construction

and

flying of their models, others
build but do not fly, while a high
percentage of enthusiasts dislike
all aspects of construction and
purchase models ready-built. The
latter course is quite acceptable
even for the raw beginner, but only
if the model is one of a conventional
aircraft. The newcomer to the
exacting hobby of R/C model helicopters must build his model, for it
is essential that he fully understands the working of even the most

minute component. Before each
flying session, even after he has
become fully competent as a pilot,
he must check thoroughly every
part of his model for security and

Helicopters
correct operation. One loose bolt
or out-of-balance rotor blade could
result in a very expensive crash.
The individual components can be

taken in turn to go through an
imaginary building sequence.
Fuselages vary, but they are all
basically a platform for the mechanics and are straightforward as
regards construction.
The motor will be air cooled and,
if the fuselage used is one of the
stark, open-frame type, will, apart
from added cooling area of the
cylinder finning, be indistinguishable from a standard model aircraft
glow motor. It will rely on the
downwash from the rotor blades
and airflow around the fuselage for
cooling. If the motor is totally
enclosed within the fuselage, as on
scale models, it will be fitted with
its own cooling fan, normally connected to the motor drive shaft.
Model helicopters are fitted with
a centrifugal clutch which disengages the drive to the rotors at low
engine rpm. It is therefore necessary to fit a weighted flywheel to
the crankshaft of the motor to
achieve smooth, slow running. The
flywheel is normally integral with
the clutch, forming its inner cone,
clutch
shoes
and
centrifugal
weights.
The model helicopter engine is

normally started at a low throttle
setting or 'idling' rpm. As engine
speed increases, when the throttle
is opened, the centrifugal weights
of the clutch move outwards, engaging the clutch shoes with the outer
body of the clutch, which is connected to the shaft which drives the
reduction gears of the main rotor.
The main rotor reduction gears are
the answer to the pioneers' vicious
circle
power-to-weight problem.

The gear

ratios are carefully calculated to permit the motor to pro-

duce its maximum torque while
driving the rotors at the speed and
angle of incidence which produce
the maximum lift.
It is the normal practice, in order
to keep the power section as compact as possible, for the reduction
gearbox to include an angled drive
to the main rotor shaft. The driving
shaft of the tail rotor is normally an
extension of a direct drive from the
engine, and the tail rotor assembly
includes its own reduction gearing.
The next component, one of the
most important parts of the control
system, is the Swash Plate. This is
fitted on the main rotor shaft, below
the rotor head. The swash plate is
an infinitely variable stroke cam.
and its function is to alter cyclically
the angle of incidence of the control
rotor blades (Figure 6).
Note that it is the 'angle of incidence of the control rotor blades',
not main rotor blades. The helicopter rotor is subject to air irregularities: i.e. gusts of wind, ground
effect, turbulence, etc., and if not
fitted with a stabilizing device
would be very difficult to control. A
variety of such devices is used on
full-size helicopters, but the most
popular for use on models is based
on the Hiller system. This is, in
effect, a servo system. A bar, generally
called the fly-bar, passes
through the centre of the rotor
head, set at 90 to the main rotor
blades but in the same plane of
rotation (Figure 7). Two small aerodynamic 'paddles' are fixed to the
ends of the fly-bar, set at zero
degrees incidence to the airflow.
Turning, or twisting, the fly-bar
will cause one paddle's angle of
incidence to be increased and the

other's to be decreased. As the
rotor turns at flying speed, the
paddle having positive incidence
will lift; the other, on the opposite
end of the fly-bar, having negative
incidence, will descend. The effect
of this is to tilt the rotor head,
increasing the angle of incidence
of one rotor blade and decreasing
the angle of the other.
By fitting paddles of carefully
calculated size to the fly-bar, a
damping force is obtained and the
extra mass of the fly-bar improves
the gyroscopic stability of the rotor.
A further advantage of this sytem
is that the force required to control
the fly-bar is much less than would
be required if the control system
were connected direct to the main
rotor.

The remainder of the components
makes up the rotor head

to be fitted

assembly. There are basically three
of rotor head which
concern the modeller. 'Teetering',

main types

'Articulated'

and

'Rigid'.

The

by the
majority of enthusiasts to be the
most suitable for all models; it is
'Rigid' type is considered

also the simplest to construct. As
the name implies, it is fixed rigidly
to the rotor shaft. The main lifting
blades are interconnected by a shaft
which passes through the rotor
head; they can move as a single
unit in the 'twisting' plane.

The

men

fly-bar,

which also has move-

in the 'twisting' plane, con-

nects to the main blade shaft. It will
now be apparent that the fly-bar is
able to move around two axes: its
own, and that of the main blade
shaft, as, moving up or down, it
changes the incidence of the main
rotor blades. It is essential that the
main rotor blades and the fly-bar
are in perfect balance; if they are
not, the vibration caused as the
rotor turns can lead to structural
failure.

Radio installation
Most model helicopters require a
four-function control system: two
functions connected to the swash
plate for cyclic pitch control, one
to the tail rotor control and one to
the engine throttle. The throttle
control also serves the collective
pitch control if fitted.
Positioning of the R/C system receiver, servos and battery pack within the helicopter fuselage
varies with model type. The position is normally chosen with two

A

scale Bell Jet Ranger. Flying a

helicopter

is

totally different

from any

other type of model and by no
easy.

means
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tail

noted. It is at this stage that the
final rotor check for correct settingup and balance is carried out and
the first lesson begins.

rotor

The power should be increased
until the helicopter attempts to

lift

clear of the ground and the torque
of the rotor starts to turn the fuselage. The trainee must now practise
control of the tail rotor, with the
object of keeping the fuselage
pointed into the wind, at the same
time continually adjusting the
throttle control to maintain slight
'skidding' contact between ground

and undercarriage. Having gained
proficiency with the throttle and
tail
tail

rotor

rotor controls, the trainee pilot

ready for 'hovering' practice and
the right hand now comes into use
with the cyclic control.
Starting again from the beginning, power should be increased
until the undercarriage lifts clear
of the ground, the tail rotor control
being simultaneously adjusted to
keep the fuselage pointed into the
wind, and the trainee pilot should
is

push-rod
tailskid

dummy

stabiliser

rotor
drive shaft

-tail

aims in mind:

(1) to get the servos
as close as possible to the control
they operate; and (2) to place it

where weight

is

most needed to

adjust the model's centre of gravity
to its best position.
When learning to fly, R/C enthusiasts would probably be unanimous in their agreement that the
helicopter is the most difficult of all
models to control and also the most
difficult on which to instruct, as the
early training exercises take place
with the model so near the ground
that it is practically impossible for
the instructor to take over control
from the pupil at a critical point to
avoid mishap.
Most R C model helicopter pilots
teach themselves after carefully
studying the detailed instructions
which most manufacturers include
with the helicopter kit. All of these
follow practically the same system
of teaching. The trainee pilot is
advised to tackle one control at a
time, starting with the tail rotor.
The R/C transmitter will normally have two control sticks; each
of these will operate two control
functions, all of which may be
operated singly or simultaneously.
It is usual to operate the tail rotor
by lateral movement of the left
control stick; vertical movement

now

practice 'hovering' the helicopter, or moving it gently away
from himself.

of this stick operates the throttle
control. The right-hand stick operates the cyclic pitch control;
lateral movement controls the lateral movement of the rotor; vertical
movement controls the pitching
movement of the rotor. Helicopter
controls are usually very sensitive,
and very rarely during flight is
either of the control sticks 'at rest'.
Transmitter trays are now becoming very popular with helicopter
pilots, supported by a neck strap
and featuring wrist rests either side
of the transmitter compartment.
They provide a firm control platform, and cannot be recommended
too strongly for the trainee.

First Flights

The model should be placed on
ground, facing into the wind,
with the motor idling just below
the clutch engagement rpm; the
pilot should stand about ten yards
behind and to one side of the model.
The throttle should be gradually
opened; the rotors will commence
to turn and the power should be
increased until the rotors can be
seen to be taking much of the
model's weight. Next, the cyclic
pitch control should be operated
and the movement of the rotor
flat

It is unfortunate that these early
training exercises have to be carried out in the worst possible conditions just above the ground,
where the model is subject to wind
turbulence and ground effect of the
rotor downwash. It will probably
take hours of constant practice
before the trainee can go further
in the trainee programme, but

once he has become proficient at
hovering his model a few feet above
the ground, the rest of it is comparatively easy - if flying a model
helicopter can be said, at any time,
to be easy!
and the trainee can
now increase power and climb the
model up and out of the ground
effect.
It was often said of the model
helicopter that once its controls
had been mastered, it was boring to
fly. In the early days of the model
helicopter, there may have been
truth in that statement, but not
today. No longer is the helicopter
pilot confined to take-offs, circuits
and landings: now there are fully
aerobatic models which satisfy even
the most demanding pilot, and interest in the helicopter is fast increasing. They are now accepted in
national competitions and worldwide associations have been formed
In the foreseeable future the radio
control enthusiast will not have

'arrived' until he has completely
conquered the controls of the model

helicopter.
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This model

Quasar

is

designed as an excel-

project which is
straightforward to build and, des-

lent beginners'

low power,
a pleasing performance. A
biggish model with a small engine,
it is easy to fly and forgiving over
minor faults in construction; it has
the further advantage that simple
radio control - rudder only, or perhaps rudder and throttle - can be
installed with only minor changes.
pite its comparatively

has

For

free-flight, it is

recommended

that a Ice (.OGcu.in) engine

maximum,

is

the

for radio, with throttle,

1.5cc (.09cu.in).

Basic materials are listed but

depending on economy of cutting,
it may be necessary to buy an extra
sheet of^in (1.5mm) balsa. Unless
specifically mentioned, 36in (915

mm)

lengths are intended.

3 iV^4 (1.5x100) medium balsa
(fuselage sides, top, bottom, ribs)
1 1^ X 3 (3 X 75) medium balsa (fuselage formers etc.)

^

2^x^(12x12) medium balsa leading edge (or 1 48in length) (wing)
2 5 X I (6 X 18) medium balsa trailing edge (wing and tail)
5 i X ^ (3 X 6) hard balsa (wing and
tailplane spars)

E
E

1

4X4 (6x6) medium/hard

balsa

(tail I.e., fin)

ON

7 X Sin (180 x 130) ^^in

00

(lymm) ply

(wing seat, formers)

^

^

18in (450mm) 12swg (2.5mm) piano
wire (undercarriage)
Plus small piece of fin (3mm) ply,
engine bearers (^ x | or 6 x 9), -^in
(5mm) dowel, soft |in (6mm) balsa
sheet scrap, 16swg (l^mm) wire for
tailskid, tissue, dope, cement or
PVA glue, pins, engine bolts, etc.

Wing
is basically the same as
the towline glider except that it has
a double mainspar and ifwill be
necessary to draw out a simple fullsize plan. Use a piece of uncreased
paper - decorators' lining paper or
even smooth brown paper will do -

The wing

Q
Ul
O

CO
uJ

en

o

CC

?

and draw a straight

1200mm

(48in) long.

line

Mark

about

off accu-

rately at 57mm intervals and draw
a parallel line 172mm (&|in) from
the first. Use a set-square to extend
the marks through.

Mark and

cut the leading and

trailing edges to length, remembering a slight bevel at the dihedral
break, then mark the rib positions
lO

"173

mm

WING

and notch 1.5mm (jf^in) wide and
deep to receive the ribs. Trace the
rib shape on to a piece of 1.5mm ply
and cut out accurately, including
spar notches, then use this as a template to cut the balsa ribs. Pin all

the ribs into a block and sand
lightly to ensure that they are
identical. Take two and with the
template trim off 1.5mm from top
and bottom edges; these will be the
centre ribs and the trimming is to
allow for balsa sheeting. Note that
the spars will project above the rib
surfaces and the sheeting will be
between spar positions to give a
flush surface.

Two

ribs will also be

soft

6mm

needed for the

(^in)
tips,

without spar notches.
Pin the lower mainspar of one
panel in place, positioned by a rib
at each end. The leading edge can
be lightly slotted to accept the ribs;
it is also necessary to block it frac-

up off the building board,
using slips of card or scrap balsa.
Build the panel and leave to dry,
then block it to the correct dihedral
while the next panel is built. As the
three panels are of equal length
(except for the extra tip blocks) the
dihedral dimension can be used at
the free end of any panel. Add
gussets and dihedral braces (which
should be ply or very hard balsa)
plus centre bay sheeting and soft
tip blocks. If square timber was
used for the leading edge, this
should now be carved and sanded
to shape, using a little template.
Check for warps and that all glue
joints are sound, then sand lightly
all over ready for covering.
tionally

w
Tailj^ane
This
line

exactly the same as the towglider tailplane, but a plan

is

for the wing. Use
the material left from the wing for
the spar and trailing edge - there
will be just enough. The centre two
ribs are reduced to receive balsa
sheeting top and bottom, and there
are again soft block tips.

must be drawn as

Fuselage
possible to draw out a fuselage
side directly on to a sheet of balsa
100mm (4in) wide, but safer to draw
it out on paper first. Draw a straight
It is

datum

then trace the full-size
shown, carefully aligning to the datum. Measure off the
distance shown between the formers
at the wing trailing edge and tailplane leading edge, then trace the
line,

'front end'

end, again accurately positioning on the datum line. Complete the
outline with straight lines top and
bottom, and mark in the former
positions with lines at right-angles
to the datum.
Trace or pin-prick the shape on to
the first sheet of balsa, cut and
check against plan and use to cut a
second identical side. Note that the
tail

outline of the sides is 1.5mm (y^in)
smaller all round than the full outline, to allow for top and bottom
sheeting. An option now exists;
some builders will make a stronger
and more symmetrical fuselage if
3mm (iin) square balsa strip is
glued along all straight edges, on
the inside face. This would mean
nicking a suitable square out of the
corners of the formers. The strip
forms a fillet between side and top
and bottom skins, giving more area
for glue and helping smooth curves,
but it is not absolutely necessary.

Beginners would find it helpful,
however.
Cut all formers; Bl, B2, and B7
require further work before assembly. In the case of Bl, check the
mounting dimensions of the engine
to be used and adjust the bearer
spacing accordingly. If a radial
mount is to be used, Bl could be
3mm balsa and an additional ply
firewall mounted ahead of it. The
distance will depend on the engine
length, but as the ply will be only a
simple rectangle it is easy to determine its height and width. Probably 25-30mm (l-l^in) ahead of Bl
would be near for a motor fitted
with a tank. Reinforce the inside of
the area between the firewall and
Bl with 3mm balsa to ensure a
strong mounting.
B2 is a lamination of 1.5mm ply
and 3mm balsa but could, if preferred, be a single piece of

3mm ply.

The undercarriage must be secured
to it before assembly, so bending
this is the next job. It has been
designed flat (i.e. bends all in one
plane) to make it as simple as pos-

since heavy piano wire can
be difficult to shape. A small vice is
desirable rather than trying to use
hand pliers. Measure and bend the
square top first to make a long
square U, then bend out the legs to
the angle shown. Carefully measure
and bend the axle angles, check the
wheel hub thickness, mark and cut
off. Filing a deep nick all round and
then snapping is usually the best
way to cut this tough wire.
Lay the unit on to B2 and pencil
round. File nicks in the edge of the
former and drill 1.5mm holes as
shown, then sew the wire in place
with carpet thread, making the
crosses from one hole to the next
on the back of the former. Rub
cement into the thread.
The tailskid is bent from thinner
wire and sewn to B7 in a similar
way. Ensure that it is vertical and
roll the end to prevent a sharp
sible,

tissue-tearing projection.
Now lay one fuselage side flush

with the edge of the work-bench to
clear the undercarriage, and glue
in place B2 and B3. Cut a rectangle
of 1.5mm balsa exactly fitting between them, and the exact internal
width of the fuselage, and glue in
place, flush with the bottom edges.

Add the second side, on top, check,
with a set-square, that the tail-ends
are aligned, and leave to dry. The
ply wing seat can be cut while waiting, ready to glue in place when the

assembly can be lifted.
the tail ends together and
insert B7. Check most carefully that
the sides bend equally, i.e. that the
fuselage is symmetrical. This can
be done by eye and by drawing two
initial

Draw

58mm (25in) apart and
aligning the fuselage between them.
Insert the intermediate formers,
checking constantly that no distortion occurs. Fit the internal gussets,
drill through, and glue in the dowels
for wing and tail retaining bands,
which should project about 15mm
(fin). Now sheet from B3 back (on
top) and B2 back (beneath) with
1.5mm balsa, with the grain running
across the fuselage, i.e. with short
lengths cut to the required width
from across the balsa sheet.
Slip a rubber band round the nose
end and insert Bl. Line the sides
forward of this with 1.5mm balsa,
grain vertical. Glue the bearers in
place, checking that they are parallel and at 90 to Bl. Cut pieces of
6mm (:iin) sheet to fill the spaces
between the bearers and the sides.
Though not a 'computer-calculated
parallel lines

crumple zone', this assembly is intended to give way in a bad head-on
crash, limiting damage and hence
repair work. Place the engine in
position and mark the bolt positions, then drill these and insert the
bolts from beneath with a touch of
epoxy round the heads.
The sheeting can now be completed round the nose, its shape in
the engine area being suited to the
engine. Moderately hard sheet, applied in narrow strips round the
sharp curves and sanded smooth, is
desirable.
For a radial-mount engine,

the same procedure

much

adopted, but
if it has an integral tank, the run of
the fuel feed line must be borne in
mind. It would be possible (though
not so attractive) to cut the fuselage
sides off at the firewall, leaving the
engine exposed.
There remains the fin, which is
built flat, sanded to shape, and
simply glued centrally to the top of
the fuselage; again, damage would
be limited if the model flipped over
on landing. The rudder can be
is

hinged with tape for radio (with a
horn fitted to one side near its base)
or for FF secured by soft iron
(florists') wire or thin aluminium.
If radio is intended, line the
fuselage forward of B3 with an
extra thickness of 1.5mm soft balsa,
grain vertical, before assembly, and
cut clearance through all formers
for a rudder push-rod to emerge
through the fuselage top just ahead
of B7. A small klunk tank can be
installed between B2 and Bl, with
access through a hatch forming the
front windscreen. The battery pack
should be stowed against the bottom of B2 and a shelf fitted to mount
the receiver and servo. Radio weight
should be not more than 200gm (7oz).
Inspect the whole structure care-

fully

and sand

all

over ready for

covering. Heavyweight tissue is intended; the original was all white
and water-shrunk with a cold-water
dye added to the water and applied
with a big, soft brush. It was then
clear doped (three slightly thinned
coats) and the simple decor applied
with contact film. The whole model
was subsequently given a very thin
coat of polyurethane varnish, almost watery in consistency, to seal
the decor and make sure it was fuelproof. Two coats were applied in
and around the engine bay.
Soldering on the wheels is the
last job, apart from bolting in the
engine. Sponge rubber balloon
wheels are intended, and their
weight and size are taken into
account in the design, so do not be
tempted to use small and very light
substitutes. Solder a washer on
each axle, near the bend, slip on the
wheels, and solder another washer
to retain them, allowing only a
small amount of play.
The final finished weight in flying
trim of the original was just 14oz
(392g) and no ballast or incidence
change was necessary for a smooth
glide. If hard balsa is used for the
fuselage, it could turn out slightly
tail-heavy; with a long nose, a
small amount of clay pressed into
the front of the engine bay, or a
small amount of solder secured to
an engine bearer, will have quite a
marked effect on the C.G. position.
A very small amount of right
rudder is likely to be needed, de-

pending on whether any flying surface is warped. Keep motor runs
very short, and run the engine rich
to the point of erratic running for
initial flights. When trimmed, motor
runs still need to be short, as the
model is a real wafter. Your name
and address in a prominent place
are definitely desirablel
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Electric Flight
Introduction and History

Electric flight has developed from the
realm of the experimenter to an
accepted everyday aspect of model
flying in the space of less than ten
years. Some of the credit for progress

motors and batteries must go to
electric model boats and cars, but
aircraft pioneers in the USA, Japan,
Germany, and Britain have played a
large part in making it practical and
popular. Flying close to houses, as in
these photographs, with any other type
of power model could soon lead to
in

complaints.

»

Electric flight first came to the
attention of the public in 1946, at a
national model exhibition in Dorland Hall, London, where models

were flown attached by twin wires
to a central pylon. In the absence of
commercially-available
suitable
motors, the idea was not widely
taken up until the late 1960s, when
it was found that the small, powerful motors developed for electric
slot-car racing were excellent for
flying models RTP ('round the
pole'). Soon supplies of quite sophisticated equipment came on the

scene, and electric RTP is now practicable for anyone having nothing
more than a kitchen table for a
workbench; it will be dealt with
more fully at the end of this chapter.
The problems of electric powered
free-flight (FF) and radio control
(R/C) provided even more headaches to the prospective experimenter in that, unlike RTP, batteries need to be carried in the

model.
In 1957 the late Colonel H. J.
Taplin (UK) installed a fairly large
24v permanent magnet (PM) motor
and a quantity of silver zinc cells in

Electric Flight
a large, heavy radio model, the ED
Radio Queen. It should be remem-

bered that this was the pre-tranand radio equipment was
large and heavy, demanding necessarily a big model. It flew, providing
other experimenters with an incentive by proving it could be done.
Three years later a small free
flight model designed by the late
Fred Militky was flown and developed into a commercial kit, the
sistor era

Graupner
Germany.

Silentius,

in

Western

A

very efficient and expensive small PM motor and gearbox (15:1 ratio) drove a large fold-

ing airscrew assembled into a very
model which could fly with a
dry battery, miniature lead acid
cells (from cigarette lighters), salt
cells, or button type nickel cadmiums. The model's efficiency was
such that a slow-burning fuseoperated switch was required to
stop the motor and curtail the flight.
Almost
simultaneously
with
Silentius the Sanwa Electra, a small
FF Japanese model, was introduced. It was a total contrast to
Silentius, very inexpensive, requiring only a few minutes to assemble
from expanded polystyrene mouldings (itself an innovation at the
light

time), and used an ungeared PM
motor and a 'one shot' salt cell,
activated by a quick squirt from a
syringe of water. The motor would
run for about one minute with the
model climbing in that time a hun-

dred feet or so. The occasional
superior battery coupled with good
air would tax the athletic ability
(and eyesight!) of the very best.
A decade was to pass before the
next milestone was achieved, when

Robert and Roland Boucher (USA)
demonstrated the first moderngeneration radio electric model, a
semi-scale Sportavia RF4. This was
a reasonably light model using an
ungeared PM motor (which originated from a toy automobile) and

Above: A neat field-box carrying
transmitter and test and charging
equipment. Fast re-charge

many

cells

allow

flights during a session at the

flying field.

Below: The airborne equipment tidily
and firmly stowed. There is still a
weight problem with electric power,
but aerobatic models are entirely
feasible.

cylinder type nickel cadmium cells
(nicads) that could be recharged in
15min ready to fly again. This was
followed by much improved production versions of the motor in
two sizes, known as the Astro 10 and
25, together with battery packs and
a charger panel.
Fred Militky introduced a twin
motored RC model, the Silencer,
followed by a commercial and improved version, the Graupner Hi

At about this time the Mattel
Superstar, an almost ready to fly
FF model of low toy-like performance, became available. These three
models all used geared motors.
Since that time (1971) a variety of
motors, both geared and ungeared,
kits, plans, batteries and accessories have become readily available. The cylinder type nicad is the
almost universal choice, with methods of charging similar to those
introduced
by
the
Boucher
brothers.
Fly.

Airborne equipment - Motors,
Batteries, Switches and
Accessories
Newcomers to electric flight norpurchase a commercially
available motor and matching battery pack for their first experience
of this branch of flying, and may
need guidance on how to get the
best out of them in respect of motor
control, installation, choice of airframe, flight operation and charging. To use the various electrical
circuits shown here a knowledge
of circuitry is required, to obtain
tailor-made installations for individual applications, as the circuits
are drawn to demonstrate the essential detail only and omit such items
as charging sockets and isolator
switches.
type
As already stated, the
motor ana cylinder type nicad
battery have been universally
adopted for practical and economicmally

PM

al electric flight. It is

to explain

how

motor

produce

unnecessary

the motor and battery work, but desirable to state
briefly why the choice falls on certain motors and nicad cells. Expressed in the simplest terms, a
motor must be capable of producing
high power regardless of whether it
is geared or not, and equipped with
an airscrew capable of providing
the maximum thrust with the lowest
power consumption. The nicad cell
(1.2v per cell) must be able to provide all the power required by the
to

its

maximum

thrust for a sufficient flight time to
make the whole exercise worthwhile. As can be imagined, all this
is matter of compromise. Furthermore, the nicad cell must be capable
of accepting rapid discharge and
recharge many times over. The cell
will get hot while it is being used
(as will the motor) and adequate
provision for cooling must be made.
Two schools of thought on cooling
are, first, to remove the battery for
recharging, or, second, to have a
permanent or semi-permanent installation with perhaps better pro160
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toggle
switch
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large slide
for

switch

fuse
(optional)
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etc.

motor

basic servo operated

switch with optional

A

charge

dynamic

braking

'braking' for folding or

stopping propellers
basic motor circuit with
provision for charging as
used in little sparky'

l^^'y^^^PiV^^

W

basic micro switch with
optional braking' for
folding or stopping
propellers, this circuit

type 7805 (5 V output)
voltage regulator

may

be operated by servo or
relay activated electronic

switch (see

text)

plug to match

use insulating screw
mica washer to mount
on metal heat sink

receiver

motor drive batterypack (see

text)

optional

0.56

mm

wound

wire

for

dynamic braking

suggested mounting of volts regulator and
switch on common chassis/heat sink (20
swg aluminium), v.r. must be insulated
from chassis

radio battery eliminator (hlO)
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j

based
battery
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,^ rx

>

optional additional

aircraft

suppression

battery

amp meter

clockwork timer

motor suppressor

vision for cooling.
The smallest motor size
ly available is based on

basic quick charging circuit

Top

commonMabuchi

(Japanese) RE26 components and
is 24.7mm (almost lin) diameter and
31mm (1.2in) long. It is available as
the Astro 01 and the Mabuchi Al.

and

is

1

4

normally powered by a two

battery (2.4v) of 100ma/hr(milliampere/hour) capacity, and used
exclusively for free flight.

cell

left:

The basic motor

circuit

is

simple but as drawn includes the
facility of direct charging without
disconnection of any wiring, simply by
moving the switch to the off position.
Top right: Using adjustable collets on a
rod to operate a conventional slide
switch.
off but

current,

When
still

a

PM

rotating,

and

if

its

motor
it

switched
generates

circuit

is

is

closed, the

short-circuiting of this current creates a

Centre

left:

This circuit introduces a

resistance to increase braking effect,
for rapid

stopping of the propeller,

particularly
is

when

a folding propeller

used.

Centre right: Weight can be saved by
eliminating the radio battery and
drawing the current needed for
receiver and servo operation, via
voltage-regulator, from the main
motor battery pack.

a

braking effect.

The second motor size is based on
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Mabuchi RE36 components and
measures 27.4mm (l.lin) x 37.2mm
(1.5in). It is available as the Astro
02, normally powered by a four cell
battery (4.8v), 225ma/h for free
flight and 550ma/h for radio.
A third motor size is based on
Mabuchi RS54 components, 35.3mm
(1.4in) X

56.4mm

(2.4in). It is avail-

able as the Astro 05 (Pup), Cyclone

Graupner 540, Hummingbird 15
and Robbe 76.11, in both geared and
ungeared forms, is powered by a
15,

seven or eight

cell

battery of be-

tween 450ma/hr and 1.2amp/hr
pacity and is exclusively used

ca-

for

R/C.

The largest motor size to be dealt
with in detail is based on the same
components, but in this instance
the length is stretched to 63.4mm
(2.5in) to accommodate a longer
armature and magnets. It is available as the Astro 075, Graupner

Hummingbird 20 and Mabuchi
CVR, powered by an eight or ten

550,

cell battery of similar capacity to
the above, and again it is exclusively used for R/C.
Larger motors such as the Astro
10-15 and 25 and Bullet 30 are available, but are rather beyond the
scope of this chapter, which is intended as an introduction to electric
flight.

Cells

The cylinder type nicad

cell incor-

porates a safety feature in the form
of a 'blow-off' vatve that permits
the cell to 'vent' (rather than explode) should the internal gas pressure build up, usually due to overheating or overcharging. This feature is not incorporated in button
type nicad cells and such cells must
never be quick-charged under any
circumstances. The design of these
valves varies with different suppliers - some have a plastic cap
which distorts, allowing the gases
to escape, while others have a small
visible hole about 1mm diameter.
This hole must not be soldered over
or blocked in any way, nor should
the plastic cap be in any way damaged. 'Venting', which may be
heard, should be avoided as it
effectively reduces the future capacity and life of the cell. Quick charging will be dealt with more fully
later.

The requirements of

free flight

and radio operation vary in certain
respects. In the former, generally a
shorter motor run is required, and
this should be precisely regulated

by a fuse or timer-operated switch
which would allow a fully-charged
battery to be used, resulting in
162

more available power. No commercial device is at present available,

but small clockwork timers normally used to regulate glow or diesel
engines (up to 30sec) or dethermalizers (up to 6min) can be adapted to
operate a sub-miniature microswitch installed in place of the more
usual toggle switch.
A more commonly used method,
preferred on the grounds of simplicity, is to charge the battery for a
very limited period - as little as 30
sec - and rarely more than 2min for
the longest hop. Before such a
charge the motor must be switched
on to drain the battery completely,
to ensure that an excess charge is
not introduced. If a switch is installed on the bottom of the fuselage, launching the model can be a
one-handed operation, with one
finger operating the switch at the
point of launch to obtain the maximum advantage from the limited
charge.

Motor control
For R/C, except for the very smallest and lightest models, some form
of motor control is desirable. A
large slide switch can be operated
by a servo by means of a push-pull
rod, two adjustable blocks, such as
wheel collets, being positioned so
that the servo operates the switch
and stops - not stalls - which would
put the servo under load. In practice
it is a good idea to 'park' the control
stick on the transmitter in the midposition after selecting motor 'ON'
or 'OFF', as this removes any
chance of the servo being stalled
and the time lag to the next motor
command is halved. The dynamic
braking effect of the motor is used
to stop the airscrew. In the case of
folding airscrews it is essential to
stop them, as they will never fold
whilst turning, due to centrifugal

and aerodynamic effects. When dynamic braking is applied to fixed
airscrews, the additional drag of a
stopped, as opposed to freewheeling, airscrew may make landing in
a confined space easier, as the
model will be flying more slowly.
This arrangement provides the option (and it looks impressive!) of
being able to stop the airscrew in
flight, then allowing it to freewheel before re-applying power.
As an alternative to a slide

switch, a micro-switch may be incorporated, with reduced mechanimicro-switches
complexity;
cal
have built in over-riders to perform
the function of the pushrod and
adjustable blocks. Also the present
generation of electronic ON/OFF

switches have a slave relay that
operates the micro-switch, thus
providing an alternative to the
servo. These electronic switches,
which plug directly into the radio
receiver, are approximately half
the current price of servos, which

makes them an economical proposition. The only drawback is that
they are suitable only for the
smaller available commercial motors (up to the stretched RS54based types using up to ten-cell
batteries). These switches are usually adaptable, by changing the
location of a single wire, to reverse
operation, helpful if the complete
system is wired so that the motor
switches 'ON' with the control
stick in the 'OFF' position. It is
recommended that the system is
wired up temporarily to check out
the complete function and arrange
that when switched 'ON' (the control stick pushed forward) the relay
is energized, thus providing a safety
function; should the radio malfunction or the battery go flat the
relay is de-energized, causing the

motor to cut.
For progressive (i.e. proportional) motor speed control, normally
used only with larger motors, a
number of commercial electronic
controllers are available, also plugging directly into the radio receiver.

The wiring harness

is usually built
int^^the unit and varies in detail
from one type to another. The disadvantage of such controllers is
that they consume power from the

system (depending on their efficiency), which obviously shows itself as loss of rpm at full speed - it
may only be a couple of hundred
rpm, but it lowers the performance
of the model. This loss may be
eliminated by by-passing the conat maximum speed, electronically or mechanically. The
use of mechanical speed controllers
(rheostats) is not recommended on
the grounds of weight, size, power
troller

loss etc.

Switches are very often a source
of frustration to anyone looking at
electric power for the first time.
Realizing that motors draw perhaps
10-15amp or more, they go on to
examine the size and weight of
commercial switches designed to
accept such loads. It should be remembered that most of these
switches are intended for a life of

many thousands of hours and many
thousands of operations in locawhere a few extra ounces (or
pounds) matter little. It is possible

tions

to select quite small switches without much fear of failure. The smal-

Electric Flight
toggle switches found able to
draw the highest loads are those
supplied by Astro Flight and Radio
lest

Shack (Tandy

in

Western Europe)

type 275.324 and 326. These are rated
at lOamp (which in itself is excephigh for such small
tionally
switches) but will happily accept
twice this load.

Fuses
The use

of a protective fuse

is

a

matter of choice, though for the
beginner it is advisable. A miniature cartridge type is preferred

20mm

or fin) clipped in a
(either
panel type receptacle mounted in
the fuselage side for ease of access.
The problem is that fuses of the
desired high ratings are generally
hard to come by in these small sizes.
However, it is easy to substitute
the correct size copper wire by
drilling through the solder at each
end of the cartridge and extracting
the fuse wire before threading
through the new and resoldering.
A table of copper wire diameters for
fuses is published in most electrical
data handbooks, but as a guide
0.15mm (0.006in) rates 5amp, 0.25

mm

(O.OlOin)

15amp and 0.38mm (O.OlSin)
20amp; for safety a test should be
made and each cartridge marked
with its new value. As an alternain)

tive to a cartridge fuse

it

should be

possible to break the wiring at a
convenient point and install two

terminal screws about 12mm (^in)
apart in the fuselage side. Run a
single strand of the appropriate
copper wire across these terminals
and secure with nuts and washers.
The recommended fuse rating
should be included with the motor
instructions.

Charging sockets should ideally
be impossible to reverse, since

re-

verse charging will almost certainly
destroy the nicads if left on for any
period. Standardization at this
point would be helpful, particularly
if two or more enthusiasts fly together. A phono socket (the plug
being fitted to the charge cord) is
recommended as a cheap universally available connector; the accepted wiring is that the centre terminal is always positive.

Suppressors
Suppressors ~ to reduce the chance
of radio interference - are also a
matter of choice. If the supplier of
your motor fits a suppressor, use it.

lOamp, 0.30mm (0.012

Right: Folding propellers reduce drag.

Below: With small capacity
suitable for power- assisted

cells,

as

gliders,

large dry batteries provide a convenient
source for recharging.
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Modern R/C units should not be
affected by a good motor with a
proper installation. If your installation is affected ensure that the
motor brushes and commutator are
clean and properly aligned in order
that no sparking is visible and ensure that

all

radio wiring

is

routed

away from the motor switches and
battery wiring; this particularly
applies to the radio aerial.

Wiring
Wiring should be carried out with
the utmost care, trying to reduce
the need for plugs and sockets as

far as possible.

Good soldering and

adequate wire diameter of minimum
length commensurate with reliable
installation all help to reduce resistance and improve the performance of the installation.

Geared Motors
Spur gears, epicyclic and belt drive
are all available commercially with
gear ratios of 25:! down to 6:1, but
what advantages does a geared
motor have? It can turn a large and
relatively efficient airscrew at what
may not be very efficient speeds (too
low) and the opposite may be said of

ungeared motors. Add to this a loss
of power by using gears! But to
apply the matter in more practical
terms, a large slow-flying lightly
loaded model would benefit from a

geared installation. For example,
the vintage K.K. Junior 60 powered
by an ungeared RS54 or the
stretched version of this motor,
with a 180 x 100mm (7 x 4in) airscrew, would not sustain itself in
the air. However, an M.F.A. Olympus belt drive fitted to the motor,
driving an enlarged airscrew (280 x
150mm, 11 x6in), provides ten minute flights without difficulty. A

''16"

gusset

(typ)

—

L
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similar geared arrangement applied
to an aerobatic style model, particularly if it was built as small as possible, would produce a very medi-

ocre performance.

Quick charging
The simple charging panel developed by the Boucher brothers has
proved to be a highly reliable means
of rapidly charging batteries on the
but understanding the theory
and practice involved avoids pitfalls. Take as an example an eightcell (nominally lOv) battery, commonly used with a RS54-based
field,

LITTLE
all

SPARKY G/A DRAWING

balsa except

wing dowel

motor, when the model has landed
with the battery discharged to the
extent that it will no longer provide power to sustain flight.
The charge source is plugged into
the battery (in this example it would
be a nominal 12v lead acid accumulator, perhaps a car size battery or
smaller) and the timer is started.
Dependent on the amp/hour capacity of the cells to be charged, an
initial reading on the ammeter of
4amp for a 500ma/hr or eight amps
for a lamp/hr battery should be expected. This will progressively reduce on the meter until after 15

^^8

where noted

top front skin

birch

•

^/32

sheet

cr
Astro
fuselage sides

shaded area

%2-

contrasting colour to
simulate cockpit sheet

sheet

02

no side or
downthrust

radio housing rails
^2- X

or
stiffener

^''8

V.

x

^

v.

hard

manufactured

—

motor and undercarriage
tray Vie

As

nicad cells
are able
to accept this high rate of charge,
those of other origins may be suspect in that respect. It is recommended that the supplier's instructions as to charging are followed,
when these are supplied.
To charge a four-cell battery a 6v
charge source is required and to
charge a two-cell battery a 4v (or
slightly less) charge source is required. In the case of a ten-cell
battery a 14 15v charge source is
required, which can be achieved by
adding either a 2v lead acid cell (as
used to start glow motors) or two
nicad cylinder cells of at least 6amp/
hr capacity in series to a 12v accumulator. Remember that the ammeter reading always relates to the
capacity and the degree of discharge
of the battery.
required.

spruce
hard balsa

^'8

i6

(1

minutes about |amp or 1 amp respecshould be registered. The
battery is now fully charged and
ready for flight. The rate of available charge will vary as to the capacity and state of charge of both the
battery and the charge source.
How are these rates of charge
arrived at? If a lamp/hr battery is
taken as an example and the meter
reading is observed, it can be deduced that the average rate over 15
min is 4amp, which when divided by
a quarter (15min being a quarter of
Ihr) gives lamp, the amp/hour
capacity of the battery. For reliability and long battery life it is
recommended never to exceed these
charge rates - if necessary, to reduce the charge rate, some resistance should be introduced, best
achieved by lengthening the charging cord. Conversely, if the charge
rate cannot be achieved, perhaps
when using a small capacity charge
source battery or one which is partially discharged, reduce the length
of charging cord. Certain makes of
nicad cells have a higher internal
resistance and in practice are not
able to accept a high initial rate of
charge, so a longer charge time
(based on the above calculations) is
tively

ply

mainspar
's sq hard

a

rule,

in the

USA

The most common

fault to occur
charging is the breakdown
of insulation between two or more
adjacent cells. This effectively reduces the total voltage of the battery, by shorting out the affected
cells. This results in a higher reading on the ammeter, and more heat
in consequence is generated within
the battery, possibly causing a
in rapid

further breakdown
trailing

edge '2

x Ve

moulding

between more

cells.

of insulation

Shut down im-

mediately and repair insulation before further use.
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Model designs
There are now many
available

for

and plans
flight and

kits

electric

many more that can easily be adapted for both radio and free flight.
Build a light, strong and rigid structure, ensuring that all equipment is
accessible. When building from kits
and plans originally designed for
electric flight, follow closely the
designers' recommendations for
types of motor, battery and accessories to be used.
For the more experienced who
may wish to adapt an existing kit,
plan, or perhaps an existing model,
or attempt an 'own design', the installation of equipment should be
carefully planned, paying particular attention to cooling. Studying
published designs will provide useful pointers.

Building and flying
basic design and construction
exercise Little Sparky is probably
the smallest size electric R/C model

As a

capable of flying in all but the
roughest (above 25mph winds) conditions, and even in those in the
hands of a skilful pilot. It is cheap
and quick to build and incorporates
such features as a complete 'motor
and undercarriage tray' and 'radio

mounting frame' in to which the
most complex parts of the model are
assembled with complete accessibility and ability to be tested before
installation in the model.

The motor

and battery used are the Astro 02

(radio control version). The radio
comprises two of the sub-miniature

servos each weighing no more than
21g (|oz) now being introduced by
several manufacturers, a two channel radio receiver, stripped of its
protective case then mounted on
foam rubber, and four lOOma/hr
cylinder nicads. The complete radio
is mounted in a frame as shown in
the full-size parts layout, the final
shape and size of this frame being
determined by the equipment used.
The all-up weight of the 'radio
mounting frame' complete should
be about lOOg, say 4oz. The radio
battery (if using cylinder cells) may
be rapid charged if required, but is
capable of more than one hour's
operation, which should be sufficient for most purposes. The flight
duration is approximately five minutes with a full charge.
Construction: Start by making
and assembling the motor and undercarriage tray. If the pilot is lefthanded it would be as well to reverse the location of the motor ON/
OFF switch and the airscoop. The
lever of the switch (Astro or Tandy
(Radio Shack) 274-324 or 326)

should be arranged to push forward
for 'ON'. A semi rigid plastic tube
'Little

Sparky'

is

a tiny model, but

built, 'Big Willie', built in

Top

picture

''16"

«

*''6"

'off

'

i6

sheet except

W2 (a)

2

sheet

NN

—

spruce
location of

spruce

Holland.

shows the ink-tube

lever clearly.

wing ribs- all

16

if

you can cope with the radio-mounting
frame, the rest is straightforward. The
design is based on a full-size home-

4

X

100

M/A

cylinder nicads
sew in place)

main undercarriage

legs

Ns,

16swg piano wire

s,\

Dunham
Micro Servo
location

location of

mini
slideswitch

undercarriage

nose leg

16swg

piano wire

lu
cutaway

x braces
here to lay flush

LITTLE SPARKY
HALF SIZE PARTS

on mounting
rail

32 ply

radio
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mounting frame

motor and undercarriage
tray assembly drawing
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(an empty ink tube from a ball-point

pen is ideal) long enough to extend
about 12mm iin) beneath the undercarriage is slipped on to the lever;
when it strikes the ground it will
move the switch to the OFF' position. Obtain or make a thin cardboard tube capable of accepting the
motor and holding it firmly, cutting
away at the back for cooling air
exit, then assemble to Fl. using an
(

oversize piece of balsa for this purpose. When dry cut to final size and
chamfer edges as on G/A (general

arrangement) drawing. Assemble
all parts to the tray and wire up.
Fix the airscrew and give a short
charge (no more than one minute).
Check that the charging is correct.
Switch 'ON' (avoiding the airscrew)
whilst holding firmly then simulate
the method of launch, ensure that
the motor rotation is correct and
that the motor switch is conveniently positioned. If you are not absolutely satisfied now is the time

when the tray is
the model. When
finally satisfied discharge the batter}', remove the airscrew and motor
operating tube, then tape over the
motor cooling holes to prevent the
introduction of foreign matter during remainder of construction.
Cut out the fuselage sides and
assemble to radio mounting rails

for changes, not

assembled

and

to

stiffener.

Assemble

F2.

When

balance, and when finalized drill
and attach with woodscrews. Make
up rudder and elevator pushrods
and assemble in the correct sense,
adjusting the location to provide

no more than 3mm (gin) left and
right movement, together with 6mm
({in) up and down on the elevator.
Remove tape from the motor, fit the
airscrew and motor operating tube,
charge the radio battery and finally
check again for balance and warps.

shaft, using a drill the

if

required,

and repeat the procedure, increasing the charge time when satisfied
to one, two, and four minutes before
using a full charge. Small models
sensitive
any control
are
to
changes. Whenever any work is
carried out on the model or the
radio is removed, always go through
this trimming procedure. It is quick
and easy and reduces the chances
of damage enormously.
One final point, small models are
difficult to judge at any distance
try to fly close to yourself

when

near to the ground but don't try any
violent turns to do so. Select a good

Where recommended a ver>' small
amount of oil may be added to bear-

required.

elevator with
strong thread using 'figure eight'
stitches and making sure they move
freely. Make and fit control horns
and wing mounting dowels.
Temporarily slide in radio mounting frame, with radio installed.
Strap on wing, using rubber bands.
Check the centre of gravity, moving
the radio frame to obtain correct

drill.

cent, adjust controls

required to seal the tissue. While
drying the wing should be held or
pinned down to incorporate 6mm
({in) washout (negative incidence)
at both wing tips. F2nsure no warps
are present in structure steam out

Sew on rudder and

held electric

Flying
Choose a very calm day. Charge
the battery for no more than 20
seconds, switch on radio (check the
operation) and launch smoothly
into wind, switching on motor.
Watch for a smooth straight des-

colour-contrasting tissue for covering and keep the weight as low as

if

insert the shaft, start the

motor and apply a slight side load
(the motor is best held in the hand
for this operation) then remove
from the drilled hole, all within a
couple of seconds, you may straighten the shaft. Try again if necessary.
This operation appears dangerous
but is no more so than using a handSweated-on gears on some RS54based motors require an extractor,
something more substantial than
those available from instrument
makers but smaller than those used
for motor cycles and automobiles.
Sweated-on airscrew adaptors as
fitted to Astro Flight motors are
best removed by drilling through
the front of the adaptor to the motor

assemble fuselage sides to
F2 and motor/undercarriage tray,
then add the top front skin from
nose to wing position only. When all
dry. pull the rear fuselage together
with a gap of 6mm ({in) to allow for
elevator pushrod and cooling air
exit. Then add tailplane. together
with remainder of top and bottom
sheeting. When all dry. sand to
finish, adding fin and dorsal fin.
Cut all wing parts and assemble
note the location of dihedral brace
'X'. When all dr\'. sand to finish.
Cover model with lightweight
tissue and dope using the minimum
all dry,

shaft,

possible.

Maintenance of equipment, improvements and repairs
A limited amount of maintenance
may be carried out on motors with
a minimum of tools, but as motors
are relatively cheap the cost of purchasing tools or commissioning
professional repairs should be considered before embarking on extensive

maintenance and

repairs.

To

replace will often be cheaper than
to repair.

ings,

that

wiping offexcess and ensuring
none reaches the armature and

brush assemblies.
When motors are geared, turning
the motors through 180 degrees before refitting can reduce the chance
of localization of bearing wear.
When this is done adjustment of
gear mesh or belt tension should be
carried out.

Bent motor shafts generally require professional attention. However, if you drill a hole in the side of
a

heavy workbench

(or

similar)

exactly the same diameter as the

same size as
the motor shaft. Then, with the
hexagonal part of the adaptor firmly gripped in a vice, the motor shaft
is smartly tapped using a parallel
pin punch and hammer. The adaptor
is

re-usable.

When

the tabs that are an integcase (bent over to
secure the plastic end plate) break
off, clean away the metal plating,
make a tab from tinplate and solder
in place, using acid flux and solder.
In the event of burning out armature windings, enamelled copper
wire may be obtained from specialized suppliers. Ensure by measuring
with a wire gauge or micrometer
that the exact diameter is purchased. It is as well as practise rewinding on cheap toy motors first
to ensure you have the technique
and can get these motors to run
reliably first. Where the wire attaches to the commutator it must
first be scraped clean and preferably soldered.
ral part of the

Motor commutators, on which
the brushes rub. are best trued up in
a small lathe. With small motors,
there is very little material and remetalling is not feasible. Where
possible a quick wipe with a very
fine emery cloth glued to a stick and
touching only high spots that are
visible to the eye is all that is usually needed.
As far as possible avoid dismantling motors
'inside' work is best
avoided. It is gi'nerally best to install a new motor and hold the old
and damaged motors for spares. Remember that every time you remove
the armature from the motor you
are effectively removing the magnet
keeper' (the equivalent of the iron
bar used to preserve the magnetic
power of normal magnets). Keeping
motors clean and checking the
brushes for wear and tension is
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generally all that is required 'inside' - and try to do this with absolute

minimum

of dismantling. Al-

ways put the motor back together
as quickly as possible, not forgetting the small fibre washers
fitted at both ends!
No maintenance is possible on
nicad cylinder cells, the care of
which was mentioned earlier under
'quick charging'.
Do not try to dismantle switches;
it is possible to check at least part
of contacting areas in the case of
slide switches to ensure that there
are no sooty (i.e. burn) marks. On
all

switches ensure that connectors

where they enter the body are not
loose, the operating toggle or slide

portion is not sloppy due to wear,
overheating etc., and finally and
most important ensure they make
and break every time.
Charging Sockets - make sure
they grip the charging plug, making
good electrical contact without undue force needed to remove, and not
so loose that they shake out if the
model rocks a little in the breeze.
Wiring - check everything, particularly for corrosion and chafing.

Corrosion is most likely to occur
between the cells.
Improving Motors - very little
can be done here that doesn't come
under the heading of maintenance.
It may be worthwhile fitting a 1.5
mm (iViii) soft iron clamp (mild steel
a slightly inferior alternative)
but frankly the improvement is
likely to be very slight and it would
be only seriously worthwhile if you
is

had a model which was tail-heavy
and wished to increase the motor
weight to compensate, with perhaps a marginal improvement in
performance. An improvement in
motor magnet power may be worthwhile if you have access to an oldtime automobile magneto regenerator or suchlike.

Improving armature windings is
always possible by increasing the
copper wire diameter and reducing
the number of windings. This may
be worthwhile for a very specialized
fast climbing duration model that
doesn't already consume the major
portion of its most efficient battery
capacity in an allotted motor running time. In general those motors
commercially available produce the
best consumption-to-thrust compromise available. For the average
enthusiast performance enhance-

ment is more likely to be achieved
by improvement and innovation in
model design and construction, providing that you are using the best
available motor and battery.
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Miscellaneous applications and
future developments
This chapter so far has been an
introduction to electric flight both
for the practising and 'armchair'
enthusiast,
and has purposely
avoided the larger motors available
and more advanced applications.

To

at least scratch the surface of
these:

Solar Power -an American Government-funded experiment into the
use of solar power (sun-energized

was undertaken by Robert
Boucher (Astro Flight). The present
state of development of solar power
and general aerodynamic efficiency
cells)

together with the need to carry a
bulky pay load aloft produced a very
large (more than 9m or 30ft wingspan) but remarkably practical
model with solar panels mounted
as an integral part of the top surface
of the wing. This experiment was
later duplicated by the late Fred
Militky with a relatively small

model of about 2m (80in) wingspan,
the resulting performance of which
was (without denigrating his
achievement) quite modest, but this
may well be a future practical application of electric flight. At present big solar panels on necessarily
big models work best, but perhaps
one day, when solar panels are
made up in a form resembling

adhesive tape 75-lOOmm (3-4in)
wide, with the necessity only to
couple up the two edges (i.e. positive
and negative) via a switch to the
motor, this will be quite feasible and that day is not really that far

away.
Multi Motor Models - at least five
kits are currently available. This is
an ideal application for electric
power in that conventional engine
reliability has always been a serious
disadvantage to regular and reliable flying of multi models. Theoretically, motors wired for series
operation give advantages in operation, but the majority available are

for parallel operation. More batteries are required in the model,
and it is as well to remember that

battery weights do not increase prorata to capacity, i.e. two battery
packs of 8 X 500ma/hr weigh more
than one battery of 8 x lamp/hr.
Battery Eliminator - to avoid the
unnecessary payload of a radio
battery when using a flight battery
comprising nine or more cells it is
well worth considering the use of a
voltage control regulator (for example, a Type 7805) as a substitute.

works satisfactorily between 7
and 30v input to provide a regulated
5v output for the radio. The reason
It

for suggesting that its use should be
confined to nine cells or more is to
provide an ample safety margin

against low voltage or damaged
must be mounted on a suitable heatsink using an insulated
(nylon) bolt and a mica backing
washer between the regulator and
the heatsink. The radio switch is
best attached to the heatsink, and
the whole assembly may be fitted
and removed as a single unit. This
device is only suitable for use with
'three wire' type servos (i.e. servos
that require no centre tapped batcells. It

tery to function).

Below. Solar-powered

9m

(30ft)

experimental model used two Astro 40
motors geared to one 760mm (30in)

diax

405mm

mod*l

of

Permit to

tffis

(16in) pitch propeller.
size needs a special

fly,

but this

Government-backed

was

a

project.

US

A
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H

4V2"x2" prop.

SWIVEL HEAD
approx. 12"-18"

^^ centre

above ground

of

lead

gravity

basic layout for simple
model -all sheetbuild very light

R.T.P.

heavy base

-hand held speed
controller (rheostat)(slot

racing car part)

jump-

ramp

to

cable

(stiff

card)

-12V

car
battery

Above: Simple set up for flying a single
model RTP, Kits for models are available.

Round the pole flying
This was briefly mentioned in the
opening paragraphs of this chapter.
simple arrangement using only
one model flying on 2 to 3m wires
would serve as an economical introduction to a rapidly growing interest that in its present advanced
forms uses 10m or longer wires, flying two or three models simultaneously (some models are capable of
loops and wingovers) and many
multi-motor types of quite extraordinary complexity. The advanced
ground equipment necessary to

A

achieve

all this

requires large capa-

city transformer/rectifiers to con-

mains alternating current to a
manageable direct current of 12v at
vert

the motor; the longer wires are
responsible for quite a large voltage
drop and the choice of a transformer
must reflect the planned length of
wires and the capacity if two or
more models are to fly. Sophisticated flying such as this really requires an adequately large indoor
site and a number of enthusiasts to

share the work and cost.

A

basic circuit requires a fairly
high capacity 12v lead acid accumulator (car battery) joined to a
swivel head by about 4m of twin
flex cable (of mains carrying capacity) with a single break with two
terminal ends on a connector block
close to the accumulator, to plug in
a rheostat. A hand-held speed controller as used on model slot-racing
cars is almost universally accepted
for this operation. A heavy wooden
base with a well supported tube of
electrically non-conductive material is needed; should the base prove
to be unstable a few bricks to weigh
it
down would be needed. The
swivel head assembly is mounted on
the tube, and two thin enamelinsulated wires lead out to the
model. All parts can be made fairly
simply, but can if preferred be
bought from specialist suppliers
advertising in model magazines.
The model should be built as
lightly as possible, and the centre of
gravity should be well forward, at
least for the initial flights. Leadout
wire positions and weight in the
outboard wing tip are similar to

control-line models. Quite a number
of kits, plans and suitable motors
are commercially available.

Before flying, the wheels should
be checked so that the model will
roll straight or tend to roll out of
the circle. Set up the model and
ground equipment, check that the
rotation of the motor is correct and
ensure a clear flight path is available to the model. Run up the motor
until the model moves, and ensure
that it holds the lines tight while
increasing speed until the model is
airborne. Ideally the model should
cruise at a constant height at less

than full throttle. More power will
then make it climb, but watch carefully that line tension is maintained
and avoid sudden changes of power.
If the model will not take off, move
the centre of gravity back a fraction.
If it tends to zoom, add a little
weight to the nose. Should the lines
require more tension, apply a little
rudder or more weight to the tip.
Possibly a slight adjustment of the
elevator is required. Obtaining the
best performance from RTP' can
be just as involved as any other
branch of the sport.
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Control Line and

Free Flight
Radio-controlled

Of all types of flying scale model the
model was the first to

free-flight

Left: Early aircraft with their low flying
speeds and simple boxy construction
had much in common with models, and
it

is

they

therefore no surprise to find that
make excellent subjects for flying

scale models, especially with rubber

power. Only the out-of-scale flying
propellers

on three of the four pictured

make obvious the

fact that they are

models.

Below: Models have proved that many
early experimental designs were
practical. Note that the propeller on
this pusher canard is ahead of the
rotary engine and that it is left-handed.
Machine is a Bleriot Canard by John
Blagg.

evolve historically. Well before the
advent of radio control and controlline systems, the simplified rubberpov^^ered scale model had already
enjoyed popular success during the
decade leading up to World War
2, at a time when great pioneering
flights and aviation achievements
were headline news. A stimulated
interest in aviation, particularly
in the USA, brought forth a great
profusion of small scale kits of
varying quality from many difand the
ferent manufacturers,
attractions of a model of a real aircraft that was meant to fly just like

the real thing, but unaided, were
enormous. Many modellers who

\

were later to be instrumental in the
growth of every other branch of
aeromodelling most probably made
their initial entry to the hobby
with this type of model.

Those attractions still exist today, but standards have improved
to the extent that the best competition-type free-flight scale models
would grace any museum, and the
best models flown only for sport
will leave very little to be desired
in the way of performance.
Why continue to fly highlydetailed scale models free flight

when very

effective and arguably
methods of control have been
invented? There is no straight
answer to this question, except that
the achievement of first making a

safer

Flying Scale

Models

Smooth launching

is

essential for

any

flying model. Notice the modeller's

follow-through as he gets his Comper
Swift away.

superb model and then getting it to
fly really well specifically without
these
aids
doubtless
provides

enough subtle

satisfaction in itself

many modellers'

ambitions.
great charm in the deceptive simplicity of it all.
Choosing a suitable subject for
free-flight scale is very much a
question of personal preference,
since practical models ranging from
a Bleriot Monoplane to Concorde
have been built and flown successto fulfil

There

fully.

is

The most easily-manageable

subjects are those with large tailplane areas, good dihedral or
sweepback to the wings, and generally normal proportions, together
with a simple undercarriage. It is
probably true to say that singleengined biplanes, high-wing cabin
monoplanes, and. Less frequently,
low-wing fighters are the most
common types to be seen. Multiengined models are something of a
speciality usually only tackled by
the experienced modeller.
In competition flying one is partly
dependent for choice on the amount
of documentation that can easily
be gathered together to make up a
folder of information used in proving the accuracy of the model for
the benefit of the judges. Some fullsize aircraft have been exceptionally well documented throughout
their active careers, with many
plans, sketches, photographs and
details of colour schemes having
been kept for posterity and published.
Others, including many
quite suitable for free-flight scale
modelling, have been less well
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served. This makes the added challenge of research and discovery of

relevant material all the more rewarding when success is achieved.
Many commercially available
kits and plans are accurate and
well-researched, but hardly any of
these will provide one with a model
to be compared with the very best
original design from a scale specialist.

A

model built

specifically for

competition will have every detail
of the full-size aircraft simulated as
closely as possible in the appropriate materials, i.e. formed metal
cowlings and fairings, hardwood
struts and propellers, plywood
panels, steel wires and turnbuckles,
rubbertyres, etc., whereas a simpler
model not intended for competition
flying will have many of these parts
made in balsa sheet and strip which
is then painted to look like the real
thing. Occasionally this is done

with such skill that from a distance
one is quite unable to distinguish

between the two.
The basic framework of a freeflight scale model is usually built
from the most traditional aeromodelling materials: balsa, spruce
or obechi and spring steel wire.
Covering materials used on outdoor models are also usually traditional: tissue, silk and nylon, and
occasionally a combination of these
will be used on the same model.
An excellent finishing technique
that results in a very stable surface
is to cover the open framework
initially with tissue, and then to
add a layer of best quality Jap silk
to the surface, using dope as an
adhesive. This can be used on all
parts of the aircraft - wings, fuselage and tail surfaces - and it gives
a skin that will not shrink or

expand very much due to temperature and humidity changes. Any
small accidental punctures or tears
will not spread very easily because
a laminated surface has effectively
been created, and the weave of the
silk will show through the final
finish to resemble the fabric on the
real aircraft. Admittedly the weave
will be slightly over-scale on anything but a fairly large model, but
it well maintains the attractive
texture of a correct fabric surface.
It is a conjpionly held misbelief that
all fCale models should have an
extremely glossy, smooth finish,
when this in reality is only to be
found on relatively few meticulously
maintained museum or
private aircraft, or on specially-

prepared racing types. Compared
to these, most popular fabriccovered military and civil types

have a relatively rough

To go with the

finish.

traditional cover-

ing materials, normal model airdope usually constitutes the
finishing medium, since it is capable
of giving perhaps the lightest
painted finish. Most enamels and
two-part epoxy finishes are less
resilient than dope when applied to
a fabric surface, and can be measurably heavier unless very expertly
craft

applied. It is also much easier to
repair a damaged surface if the
types of paint have not been mixed
since they can occasionally react
very unpleasantly with each other.
It may be possible on a suitable

subject to accept a straightforward

coloured

tissue

finish

with

all

markings and trim simply being
cut from the relevant coloured
sheet and doped in place, but this is
more suitable for a very lightweight
model where flying performance is

Free Flight
of greater importance than absolute
realism.

Engine-powered models
to be fuel-proofed to

all

need

some degree,

while the rubber-powered model
obviously does not. With a diesel
motor it is usually only necessary
to fuel-proof the engine bay and its
immediate surrounds. Diesel fuel
does not violently attack cellulose
dope, but it is still important to
ensure that the pores of the covering are filled and sealed to prevent
the fuel soaking into the structure.
With a glow-plug motor it is essential separately to fuel-proof the
entire model because the fuel will
dissolve normal dope very quickly.
Having to do this adds yet more
weight to the model, and can add a
further complication in that most
fuel-proof lacquers are very glossy,
and so a further coat of matt or
semi-matt finish may be necessary
to achieve the desired surface.
Naturally this all creates additional weight which is almost
always unwelcome. This is yet
another point in favour of the
diesel motor for use in this type of
scale model.
The motors themselves are
invariably
not
highalmost
types.
The scale
more interested in using

performance
builder

is

a powerplant that can be easily
controlled over a range of speed
settings, and which will not require
a great deal of fastidious maintenance and attention. For this reason
most free-flight models are powered
by 'sports' motors that are quite
docile in operation.
In
Great
Britain there is among scale fliers a
distinct
preference
for
diesel
motors; perhaps the most celebrated are the Mills 0.75 and Mills
1.3, both of which are very easy to
start and adjust when running, and
because of their rear-facing air
intakes are relatively easy to accommodate inside a typical scale
upright or inverted engine cowling.
These motors will each turn a
relatively large propeller quite
steadily at low speeds, which is
ideal for simulating the type of
scale performance that the modeller
aims to achieve. The Mills and
almost any other 0.75cc (0.046cu.in)
diesel will power a scale type such
as a high-wing cabin monoplane up

and simple clockwork fuel cut-offs
can also be arranged to trigger a
working feature on the model such
as a bomb or torpedo release, or
even a retractable undercarriage.
In competition flying the engine
run is usually limited to about 20s,
and the working feature set to go
off" within
the first ten seconds
while the motor is still running. It
also possible to use the timer to
operate a throttle if an R/C glow
plug motor is used, so that if the

is

motor is throttled down towards
the end of the run the model will
make a more realistic approach to a
landing. The limitations on the use

(43in)

of timers are set only by the
builder's imagination and a typical
variation is in using a single timer
to cut two engines simultaneously
on a twin-engined aircraft.
A better way to fly a multi-

span, and a diesel of 1.5 to 2.5cc
(0.09 0.15cu.in) will power a biplane
of up to 1300mm (51in) wingspan;
these two groups are representative
of the sizes most popularly chosen.
It is a wise precaution to have a
timer device fitted to the engine.

engined model free flight is to use
Motor units connected to a common
power source, such as electric or
CO2 motors. The disadvantages of
the electric system lie in the weight
of the motors and rechargeable
cells to be carried, thus demanding

to

approximately

1100mm

Top: Biplanes offer low wing loading
which can help scale modellers, but
also suffer from extra drag. They have
romance which attracts modellers.
Above: Squadron markings on
warplanes and liveries of early airlines
add to the interest of scale modelling.

a

a rather lightweight airframe to
achieve a reasonable gross weight.
Lighter and more efficient cells are
constantly developed, and the ease
with which one can match the
speeds of electric motors offers
great potential for the future. Any
number of CO2 motors may be connected to a suitably large common
tank, and if each is very carefully
adjusted they will all gradually lose
power, slow down and stop running
at the

same

time.
rarely seen form of power is
the ducted fan. a multi-bladed
impeller fitted to a very highrevving engine running inside a
closely-fitting tube or duct completely enclosed within the fuselage
of a jet model. A very powerful
motor is needed to give the equivalent performance of a normal model

One
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In all scale contest flying the

models are judged statically for
fidelity to scale and quality of
workmanship, and separately for
realism in flight, the two scores
then being added to give a final
result. Models normally have to
achieve a minimum flight time,
generally in the region of 20 to 30s,
to qualify properly.

When

possible,

models are allowed to rog (rise off
ground), or can be hand-launched
on forfeit of all potential take-off

The intended flight pattern
any free-flying model is of necessity something of a compromise,
and with the exception of any timeroperated feature, the flier has no
control at all over the model once
he lets it go. Most models are
trimmed to fly in circles, and only
points.

of

very rarely are deliberate attempts
made at aerobatics or any other

manoeuvre. Take-offs from a suitably smooth surface can occasionally be quite excellent and realistic,
but landings only by very great
luck ever resemble anything other
than a rough and tumble arrival.
There is very little that can be done
about this, and in all forms of contest flying the actual touchdown
itself is not marked, whereas the
landing approach is. The model
must be designed to withstand this
type of treatment with impunity,
and the most successful designs
havei^- strbngly
sprung
under-

Top: The finishing work on this
Albatros DV is the result of many
painstaking hours.
Above: A convincing Westland
Wallace. The builder has gone to some
trouble to ensure authentic markings.

with exposed engine and propeller,

and the air intakes and outlets
frequently need to be enlarged overscale to enable the desired amount
of thrust to be achieved. Obviously
many subjects well outside the
normal range of free-flight scale
models may be tackled if this form
of power is used, but experimentation is required for each individual
aircraft.

The rubber-powered scale model
was in existence long before suitable small spark ignition, glowplug, or diesel engines became
generally available, but once these
made an appearance, general interest in rubber power fell; the attractions of a 'real' little motor in a
scale model were, and still are.
quite obvious. Rubber, however,
still maintains its own particular
attraction for a number of reasons:
models can be much lighter because
174

there

is

no need

finish, there is
soil

the finish,

for a fuel-resistant

no oily exhaust to
and they are, like

C02-powered models, beautifully
quiet in operation and so may be
flown in such places as public parks
where engine-powered models are
not usually allowed. In flying, there
none of the stalled transition

is

from powered to gliding flight that
occurs with the engine-powered
model, since the thrust dies away
gradually rather than suddenly,
and being naturally lighter the
model will land much more gently,
therefore risking less damage to
itself. It is at its best when flown in
very calm weather, but this is also
true of most free-flight models. The
majority of rubber-powered scale
models require a very much enlarged propeller to give their best
performance, and on a typical biplane this may be anything up to
one third of the wingspan. In contest flying, when the model is being
judged for static marks, a correct
scale propeller may be substituted;
this also applies to engine-powered
models.

carriages as well as detachable,
'knock-off'
wings.
The latter
feature gives an added bonus in that
it greatly facilitates storage and
transport of the model. One of the
best methods of attaching the wings
is to slide them on to short wire or
timber dowels built into the fuselage or a rigid centre-section, and
hold them in place using concealed
hooks and small rubber bands.
With a biplane it is possible to use
the exposed rigging wires to do this.
The method of retention should not
be absolutely rigid, since it is
intended to form a weak link in the
system and give way completely in
the event of something like a very
violent cartwheel landing. Rigid,
one-piece models fare very poorly
when this happens.
The most typical sort of shockabsorbing undercarriage is based
upon the principle of a wire torsionbar loop. This is aligned laterally
across the fuselage, and allows the
main legs of the undercarriage to
flex rearwards as the model touches
down. On the normal type of undercarriage to be found on the average
biplane, consisting of two front
legs and two rear legs connected to

Free Flight
a rigid cross-axle, the rear legs are
usually non-structural and simply
slot into holes on the underside of
the fuselage at their upper rear
attachment points. When the front
legs are pushed backwards, the
rear legs slide even further into the
fuselage, and then move back to
their original position when the
loading is released.

Used together on one model,
these two features, or slight variations on them, will ensure that it
will have a long and useful life.
Free-flight scale is not an area
where radical changes occur with
great frequency as, for example, in
some classes of high performance
model when a new motor is introduced on to the market or a major
contest rule change is implemented.

Two

developments, however, have

a lasting mark in recent years.
The first, in the early 1970s, was the
advent of indoor scale flying, with
models being flown in sports halls,
left

gymnasia, aircraft

hangars,

and

best of all, airship sheds, which are
ideal sites due to their vast size. The
second was the re-introduction of
small CO2 motors which had not
been generally available in large
numbers since the late 1940s and
early 1950s, before very small glowplug, diesel or spark ignition

engines had been developed. The
a charge of
highly compressed carbon dioxide
carried in a metal tank and is the
smallest really practicable form of
reciprocating engine. It will power
models ranging approximately from

CO2 motor runs on

350mm (14in) to 650mm (26in) span.
To many people the choice of
indoor scale flying

is

a

means

of

overcoming in one simple step the
greatest problem to outdoor flying,
being dependent on good weather.
Scale types are not naturally the
most inherently stable kind of freeflight model, and to fly them in anything but calm conditions is to put a
great deal of intricate and time-

consuming work

to

unnecessary

Certain parts of the world,
such as the west coast of America.
are blessed with excellent weather
throughout the year, but in contrast the weather in Britain may
provide ideal conditions for outdoor scale flying perhaps six times
in twelve months. This means that
the contest flier may work very
hard to prepare a model for a special
event, such as the National Championships, only to find that the
weather on theday is very poor, and
he may be forced to risk his work in
less than ideal circumstances. The
indoor scale flier, however, can
risk.

carry on building his model until
the night before a contest, confident
in the knowledge that on the following day conditions will be perfect
with absolutely no wind to worry
about!
Being flown under such ideal
conditions, indoor scale models
reveal that certain well-known aids

found on outdoor
stability
models are no longer absolutely
necessary for good flight performance. Enlarged tail surfaces and
increased dihedral are two of the
most common modifications made
to improve outdoor stability, but
their disadvantages are obviously
that they are deviations from true
scale and will cause a model to lose
to

Top: Three-engined aircraft such as
Airspeed Ferry are rare, but go

this

some way towards making flight safer.
Bottom: Large spans with engine
nacelles close in reduce the effects of
one motor running out before the other.
lutely as light as possible in order to
give good performance. The standard approach to outdoor flying of
simply fitting a more powerful
motor to an unexpectedly over-

actually possible to build a
replica despite
the fact that such models rarely

weight model simply cannot be
adopted, and increasing the wingloading of an indoor type only
makes it perform less well. Such
models require every piece of
material used in construction to be
very carefully considered and even
weighed before being used. As an
example, an expertly made biplane
of 450mm (18in) span should weigh
28 to 45gm (1-1 ^oz). The uncovered
framework of a very lightweight
model will seem extraordinarily
flimsy and flexible, but a great deal

exceed 700mm (28in) wingspan.
Indoor scale flying makes necessary an entirely new approach to
the design and building of models,
since they benefit from being abso-

of the finished model's strength is
derived from the covering itself, so
that a miniature stressed-skin
structure is created. The most commonly used covering material is

marks in a contest. The indoor
model can happily be flown without
the need for such modifications, and
so

far

it is

more accurate
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super-fine Jap tissue which is quite
similar to normal model tissue
except that it is appreciably lighter,
has a smoother surface which helps
in achieving a good painted finish,
and it has a better strength-to-

weight

ratio.

When

moistened

before application to any framework it will readily conform to
mildly compound curves without
wrinkling, and will draw up tightly

when

it dries out. Colour schemes
and markings are applied using
extremely thin mixtures of dope and
thinners and are invariably sprayed
using an artist's airbrush, and very

fine details, together with lettering,
can be achieved using a draughtsman's drawing pen.

The great majority of indoor
scale models are designed for rubber power. Although COj-powered
models are quite capable of being
flown successfully indoors, they
require a comparatively much
larger space in which to fly safely.
They are usually heavier than a
rubber model of approximately the
same size due to the weight of the
motor and its tank, and they tend
to fly faster as a result of this. The

CO2 model

is

better suited to out-

door flying where the extra weight
and power available will allow it to
cope with unsettled wind conditions, and longer flights may be
attempted with much less danger
of the model damaging itself. The
advantage of the CO2 motor lies in
the degree of control that one has
over its speed and power output. It
has a much wider range of usable
speeds than an unthrottled diesel

or glow-plug motor, and it will run
perfectly steadily at any chosen
setting. This is very useful during
the initial test flights of a new model
since it is possible to slowly build
up to the desired flying speed in
small increments without putting
the model to undue risk.
Almost coincidental with the
emergence of interest in indoor
scale flying came the birth of the
'Peanut' scale model, originating
from the USA, also in the early
1970s. The precise origins of the
name remain rather obscure, but
the intention was to devise a very
simple informal competition class
of model that was in marked contrast to the more serious superscale types. Initially all models
were to be built to a wingspan of not
larger than 330mm (13in), but an
amendment to this rule introduced
in mid-1978 allows a model to be
built as an alternative to a 230mm
(9in) limit on fuselage length, with
none on the wings. Because these
models are restrictively small, it
is rather difficult to build them
very lightly using the average quality of balsa wood found in most
model shops. This meant that the

more undesirable drag than can
easily be overcome. The effect of
this was that the choice of suitable
prototypes began to narrow down
to a mere handful of rather obscure
homebuilt
lightplanes
which
limited the appeal of the class. So,
to increase the incentive to build

other types and widen the choice of
suitable subjects, the new 230mm
(9in) fuselage alternative limit was
devised so that models with quite
high aspect ratio wings are now
eligible.

The average weight of a good
well-detailed 'Peanut' model lies
between 10 to 20gm (y-foz) approximately, but it is certainly possible
to build much lighter than this by
using the best indoor quality balsa

wood and by paring down the
weight of every structural member
to the absolute minimum consistent
with strength.

A

very accurate

model that will fly superbly may
weigh as little as three grammes

wing loading
was to choose a subject on which the wing had a very
broad chord, in the hope of achieving the greatest possible wing area

when built using highly refined
techniques and covered in condenser paper of the type used on
indoor
duration
models.
The
heavier type of 'Peanut' model will
fly for approximately one minute,
whereas the very light-weight types
may return times of three or four
minutes.
The very great range of strength,
stiffness and weight of balsa wood

within the 330mm (13in) span limitaThe more obvious way of
gaining area, such as choosing
a biplane, does not quite work
because the additional wing and
bracing wires of this type causes

shows up quite markedly in the
small sections of material generally
used in indoor scale models, and
such variations mean that this
timber is not always the best one to
use in certain applications. The

only

way

to reduce

effectively

tion.

Free Flight

main fuselage longerons of a model
are a case in point. Here, a grade of
balsa wood that is stiff enough to
resist the shrinking effect of the
tissue covering as it pulls tight
through doping will be quite heavy,
and a lighter grade will distort
badly under the same stresses. To
overcome this it is possible to use
some of the very small sections of
basswood that are sold for use on
model railways. This timber is much
stiffer than balsa, yet the very small
sections that can be used, such as
0.8mm sq (y2in), weigh little more
than balsa of four times the crosssectional area, and the weight is
more consistent. It is possible, using
this material, to attempt structures
that would be extremely difficult to
equal in strength-to-weight ratio if
made in balsa wood, and some of
these advantages could be well used
on much larger outdoor flying
scale types. While indoor scale has
opened up a whole new facet of
scale flying for many people, the
stimulation of ideas and building

techniques that it has brought
about can do little but benefit all
other forms of free-flight scale
modelling.
Opposite: High wing monoplanes such
as this Fieseler Storche

make perhaps

the safest subjects for flying scale.
Top: An early racer, the Bristol Bullet,

has adequate

areas but the lack of
it difficult to trim.
Right: Knock-off flying surfaces can
prevent damage in awkward landings.
Below: Modern jet aircraft are not the
dihedral can

tail

make

easiest of subjects, but can use ducted

fans driven by internal motors.

Control Line and Radio-controlled
There are a number of factors which
the flying of scale models by
the control-line (C/L) method an

make

attractive alternative to free flight,

perhaps the most important one
being that, since the model is
tethered, the design requirements
for stable flight are far less restric-

and thus a wide range of subwhich would otherwise be
difficult to tackle become practical
propositions, although it must be
tive

jects

accepted that the model's performance in flight may be less than
realistic.

A

particular advantage for scale
models is that since the wing loading of a C/L model can be quite
high, a strong structure such as
balsa planking or sheeting can be
used, and there is no weight limit
to restrict the amount of scale
detail which can be incorporated,
including full cockpit interior,

working navigation
cowlings,

dummy

lights,

metal

engines

etc.

Furthermore, additional working
features such as throttle control,
operating

flaps,

bomb dropping and

retractable undercarriage can be
added. Such features can be operated by the use of an extra control
wire or wires which can be pulled
to operate certain functions directly, such as release of a bomb or
throttle closing and opening or,
alternatively, the extra wires can
be pulled to operate switches in the
model which then operate various electrically-powered functions
such as a retractable undercarriage
driven by suitably geared miniature
electric

motors powered by batAnother

teries carried in the model.

method

is to use insulated lines
carrying an electric current to
operate a relay in the model and
thus trigger off the desired func-

The

configurations with minimal dihedral typified by the Hawker
Hurricane, Messerschmitt 109 and
other World War 2 fighters. Also
twin-engine types, perhaps with
retractable
undercarriage
and
operable flaps, exemplified by the
Lockheed Lightning and the DH
Mosquito, or there are the multiengine civil airliners such as the
Vickers Viscount. Aerobatic prototypes such as the Great Lakes
Special or the Zlinn Akrobat are
ideally suited.
It is equally possible to choose a
simple high-wing monoplane such
as the DH Puss Moth, a World War
1 SPAD biplane - eminently suitable with its lack of dihedral - a
Caproni multi-engine triplane, or a
four-engine Avro Lancaster complete with flaps, retractable undercarriage
and
bomb-dropping

are

es-

pecially good subjects for C/L
models - the problem of asymmetric power, or failure of one of
the engines, which could be troublesome or even disastrous to a freeflight model does not apply, and
this opens up a further wide range
of suitable prototypes. The choice
of subject is therefore completely
open and will depend to a large

extent upon the modeller's whim
the C/L medium is especially suited
to those aircraft which have marginal stability, such as low wing
178

the colourful aircraft of the interwar years, both military and civil,
including the early airliners, racers
and record-breakers, down to the
fighters and four-engine bombers
of World War 2. Present-day light
aircraft, aerobatic specials, homebuilts

and even

jet airliners

add to

Choice of subject
The choice of a subject depends
upon personal preference and

less

expensive.

site

may be an

A

field.

The model engine most
for C/L flying, except for

suitable
a small
simple model, is undoubtedly the
glow-plug motor, for a number of
reasons. Firstly, it is far less messy
in operation than the diesel, which
throws out rather a lot of oil and
can spoil the appearance of a

finely-finished model. Secondly,

it

a silencer which,
when coupled to a suitable exhaust,
will throw the comparatively small
amount of exhaust sludge clear of
the model. Thirdly, it will throttle
is

easier to

fit

most important if engine
speed control via a third line is
Plans for C/L models are availfrom most aeromodelling
magazines and an upper and lower
limit of engine size for any parti-

aircraft

any subject, from the early fabric
and wire veterans, through the
scouts and bombers of World War 1,

sideration - a C/L model only requires an area which can accommodate a 45m (150ft) diameter circle
in order to fly, rather than a large

Choice may also be influenced by
and compared with a R/C
model, the C/L counterpart is far
cost,

features.

Multi-engine

makes it possible to tackle virtually

suitable flying
over-riding con-

capability.

efficiently,

fitted

miniature flying replica of a fullsize aeroplane is perhaps the ultimate achievement which aeromodelling can offer and the comprehensive
range
of
controls
available, coupled with the high
degree of reliability provided by
modern radio control equipment,

the wide range of prototypes from
which to choose. Retractable
undercarriages, operating flaps,
crop-spraying, bomb-dropping and
innumerable other working features are all easily incorporated in
the modern R/C scale model.

control-line handle is
with the necessary triggers
or switches to operate these extra
tion.

Radio-control scale models
The control by radio of a perfect

fitted.

able

cular model is usually given. It is
better to over-power rather than
under-power the model, especially
if throttle control is incorporated,
since excess power can be reduced
after take-off. The modeller may
prefer to design his own scale
model, and as detail design and
constructional methods do not differ significantly from those used for
R/C scale models this aspect will be
dealt with in that section.

practical^ considerations such as
whether the model is intended for
competition purposes or as a rugged
weekend sports flyer, how much
radio control equipment is to be
installed, and what experience the
modeller has in building and flying.
The standard form of radio offers
four functions (aileron, rudder,
elevator and throttle) possibly with
one or two extra controls for ancillary items such as retractable

undercarriage and flaps, and with
this type of equipment virtually any
prototype can be tackled. This does
not rule out the popular twofunction outfit for scale use. though
the choice of prototype is slightly
restricted.

Aircraft types most suitable for
two-function control include highwing and parasol monoplanes,
shoulder and midwing aeroplanes

and many examples of biplane. The
should possess a good
degree of inherent stability, which
is indicated by fairly large tail
surfaces and reasonably generous
subject

dihedral, although the latter is not
essential in high-wing or parasol
types which have a fair amount of
pendulum stability, that is to say,
the low eg position tends to return
the model to a level attitude.

^
m

4

Above: Fokker EV/DVIII C/L scale
model, 48 in. span, OS40 engine. A
past British Nationals winner by H.
Venables.
A 66in Handley Page 42
Hannibal by J. Shelley. Two 1 .3cc and
two 0.75cc diesels, radio-controlled.
Bottom: Another past national R/C
champion, this 72in DH9 is twelve
years old. Built by Dennis Thumpston.
Right:

Taking the parasol wing group
this includes such attractive
aircraft as the Sopwith Swallow,
Fokker D8, Luton Minor and Westland Widgeon, while high-wing
cabin
monoplanes, which are

first,

eminently suitable subjects for the
beginner, are exemplified by the
DH Puss Moth, Piper Cub, Fieseler
Storch, and the wide range of
Austers and Cessnas. There is also
an interesting selection of shoulderwing types such as the Tipsy
Nipper, Bristol Monoplane, Antoinette and Comper Swift, and the

midwing Fokker Eindekker.
Most of the earlier biplanes are
also suitable for rudder control, for

example, the Sopwith Pup, Avro
504K, most of the De Havilland
types, Albatross CI and the Curtiss
Jenny (but not the Fokker D7 or
Sopwith Camel which do not have
sufficient stability). Later biplanes,
as typified by the DH Moths, may
also be flown by this medium.
Low-wing types are not generally
suitable for rudder control, since
turns induced by rudder on these
types tend to build up into spiral
dives, but this category can still be
flown successfully using the two179
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function system by substituting
aileron control for rudder and
choosing a simple fixed undercarriage type such as the Miles
Magister, Fairchild PT 19 or Druine
Turbulent.
Three-function radio brings in
elevator control which improves

land the model at a slow groundspeed in a three-point attitude,
which also minimizes the possibility of damage to a complicated
scale undercarriage.
With four or more function radio,
including of course trim control,
the choice of subject is virtually

doors and bomb-dropping capability, since multi-engine types are
perfectly practical subjects - an
engine failure in the air can be
dealt with by applying opposite
rudder trim to offset the effects of
asymmetric power, or if this fails,
the remaining motors can be

take-off and makes flying easier in
windy weather by enabling the
pilot to push the nose down and
make headway upwind. Also, a
wider range of aerobatics becomes
possible and landings are much
more realistic due to the ability to
flare out before touch-down and

unlimited. While many scale fliers
prefer a fully-aerobatic fighter type
with retractable undercarriage and
operating flaps, such as the Spitfire, others use the full range of
controls to build a four-engine
bomber such as the Boeing B17
Fortress with opening bomb-bay

throttled back and an emergency

CURTISS

TOMAHAWK

control-line model

three-blade airscrew

inverted engine

spinner
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landing made.
At the same time,
control may equally be

model

full

radio

fitted into a

of a
slow-flying,
nonaerobatic type such as the Aeronca
C3, for its is unnecessary to choose
a fully-aerobatic or complex multi-

Control Line and Radio-controlled
engine prototype - the radio is
merely the means by which any
chosen model may be flown in a
manner which simulates as nearly
as possible its full-size counterpart.
Other interesting subjects exploiting the advantages provided
by full R/C could include a skywriting SE5 using a controllable
smoke canister, a parachutedropping Douglas Dakota, a cropdusting Auster Agricola or Stearman, a rocket-firing Hawker Typhoon, or a dive-bombing Stuka or
Douglas Dauntless.
of
automatic
Considerations

stability are not especially critical

when choosing

a subject for radio
control, since the model is controllable in all axes and will be flown

same way as the fullonly be necessary to
ensure that the correct wing and
tail incidences are used, as will be
mentioned later, and that the eg is
in the correct position, usually
between 20% and 30% of the mean
chord.
in exactly the

size. It will

Plans, power and weight
There are three ways in which to
approach the building of the model,

external
elevator horn

push-rod emerges
through starboard
side

dummy

tailwheel

door

by purchasing a kit or a set of
working drawings, or by scaling
up one's own working drawings
from accurate drawings of the fullsize aeroplane. These last can be
obtained from aeromodelling magazines,
contemporary issues of
aeronautical journals which can
usually be found at the reference
library in most large cities (where
duplicating facilities are usually
available), from one of the 'Profile'
publications, or even from the
manufacturers.
actual
aircraft
Scale details not shown on the
drawings may be obtained by close
study of photographs, or from the
actual aeroplane if it still exists.
The size of the model will depend
to a certain extent on the type of
radio equipment to be installed,
and for a two- or three-function set,
the optimum span is between 1 to
1.5m (40-60in), with a maximum
weight of approximately 2kg (51b).
A model of this size would require
an engine of 5 to 7.5cc (0.29-0.45cu.
depending on whether the
in),
prototype was a slow or fast-flying
aircraft. For a four or more function
model, the span should be 1.5 to 2m
(60-80in) with a maximum weight
of 6kg (131b) for the upper size. The
engine power for this size of model
should be lOcc (O.Gcu.in). The larger
models are certainly more impressive in flight and scale speeds tend
to be more realistic, but once the
span exceeds 2m (80in), weight
becomes a problem, as does the
question of adequate power.
It is advisable to tend slightly to
over-power the model; an underpowered model can be difficult and

even dangerous to

fly.

Another

point to consider is the amount of
drag or air-resistance. For example,
a biplane with a large radial engine
cowling, struts and bracing wires
would require the same power as a
streamlined fighter type of the same
weight despite being a slower flying

port flap horn

flap pivot

V
flap

wing

all

machine.
Regulations on maximum permissible weight and power for
model aircraft vary in different
countries, and the upper limits
quoted here are those in use for

sheet balsa covered

ply insert

international
competition.
The
larger category of model mentioned
above, weighing 6kg (131b) could in
fact take a motor of 13cc (O.SOcu.in)
local
regulations permitted.
if
Models exceeding the national

maximum levels for weight and
power can, however, be flown if

lead-out wires

permission to fly is obtained from
the governing body, and appropriate insurance cover obtained.

adjustable

lead-out guide
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Design and Construction
Having scaled up the drawing

(as

detailed elsewhere), the result is a
basic outline of the aeroplane,

which must now be
connecting tube
<haust^

expansion

T:

chamber

exhaust
pipe

push rod

adjustable
Kwiklink

internal

wire crank

rudder

push rod
D=
wire bent to
right angle

filled in

with

the design detail required to build
the model. The aim must be to
construct the airframe in such a
way that, when it is covered, it will
present the same external appearance as that of the prototype.
Taking the fuselage first, a fabriccovered aircraft necessitates the
faithful reproduction of the fullsize
construction - longerons of
scale thickness (spruce giving the
required strength) and the correct
number of vertical spacers and
stringers; every surface detail will
show through nylon covering. Any
ply-covered areas on the original
must be sheeted on the model, using
either balsa or 1mm ply. A plycovered aircraft is easier to simulate, again using balsa or thin ply,
but the perfectionist will place the
fuselage formers in their correct
scale positions so that any slight
sag noticeable in the ply on the fullsize aircraft will be reproduced.
The modern metal stressed-skin
fuselage is best simulated by using
a planked balsa covering over the
basic formers, and after this has
been sanded and tissue covered,
and rivet detail applied, the effect
is most realistic. It is possible to use
thin aluminium sheet covering, and
although this is not too difficult if
there are no compound curves, any

damage is very hard to repair.
The siting of the radio gear

later

should as far as possible leave the
interior of the cockpit or cabin

hollow bolt tapped to
fit engine propshaft

—

3.

dura! extension

propeller

collar

-irnri-

\

r

n

^

^

clear so that realistic interior detail
can be fitted. The radio on/off
switch and battery charging point
must be accommodated in an easily
accessible position, using, if possible, existing opening hatches on
the full-size to hide these functional
items on the model. The aerial
should be hidden away along the
inside of the fuselage well away
from the servos, which might cause
interference.
Wing construction should also
simulate the appearance of the fullsize, making sure that a fabriccovered type has the correct numTop: Enclosing a silencer in the
cowling. Brass chamber is home-built.

Second:
balsa or
g.r.p.

bomb

wire striker
displaces nose
on impact

—
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—ij

talcum

yy

powder

Internal elevator linkage, to

avoid out-of-scale external rods.
Third: A similar hidden linkage
arrangement for the rudder.
Fourth: An extension shaft allowing
the engine to be out of sight.
Bottom: A bomb which gives a
realistic smoke' puff on Impact.

her of wing ribs and riblets as well
as any areas of sheet covering. It is
important that the correct wing
section should be retained, since
deviation alters the characteristic
appearance of the aircraft; in order
to achieve adequate strength in a
thin undercambered wing, spruce
spars should be employed. Similarly, the correct dihedral angle
and wing incidence should be used.
This type of wing is associated
chiefly with biplanes, and is best
attached to a rigid cabane and
centre section structure, with dural
tongues, bent to the dihedral angle,
protruding from the centre section
and fuselage sides, locating in plywood boxes in the wing roots. The
bracing wires should be functional
in order to withstand flying loads.
Ply-covered or metal stressedskin wings are dealt with in the way
described for fuselages, and as this
type of wing is usually featured on
low-wing monoplanes, a one-piece
structure may be used, fixed to the
underside of the fuselage with

nylon

bolts.

Some low-wing

air-

wing halves
attached to wing stubs, and this
can be duplicated on the model, the
thickness of the wing at the root
providing ample space for a good
deep tongue and box. High-wing
aircraft usually have two separate
wing halves rather than a onepio^e structure, requiring two
anchorage points at each wing
root and relying upon the wingcraft feature separate

struts for strength.

The tail unit is made similarly to
the wing, and is a permanent fixture
to the fuselage. All control surfaces
on the wings and tail should be of
the correct scale size, and they
should be hinged in the correct
manner, using inset or shrouded
hinges.
The engine cowling can sometimes be realistically represented
in balsa, but it is usually preferable
to make a glass fibre moulding for a
radial cowl, or one of complex

shape. Side panels may be made
from tinplate, or thin aluminium
sheet if a natural metal finish was a
feature of the full-size aircraft's
cowlings. The model engine should
be mounted in such a way that the
cylinder head does not protrude
from the cowling, which may mean
an inverted installation. Even this
may not suffice if the prototype has
a fairly pointed nose; an extension
shaft can be fitted to move the
cylinder head further back where
increased depth will hide it. A
silencer is necessary and this
should be enclosed within the

Control Line and Radio-controlled
engine cowling, an added touch of
realism being obtained by connecting the silencer outlet to the actual
scale exhaust pipe.

Finish, colour

and markings

appearance of the model
depends to a very large extent on
the application of the covering
material and the colouring, the
success of this in turn depending
on the finish of the basic airframe.
With fabric-covered models it is

The

final

essential that all wood which will
come into contact with the nylon

covering material should be sanded
smooth, doped with clear dope and
then sanded again, repeating until
the grain is filled. Particular attention should be paid to the edges of
the wing ribs and the wing trailing

The nylon covering should
be applied damp, and after it has
dried out, given three or four coats
of thinned clear shrinking dope,
rather than one or two thick coats,
thus acquiring a more even distriedges.

tion, a realistic rivet mark is
created, but this should be done
just before the final coat of paint is
applied. Raised rivets can be made
from shortened pins or by applying
small dots of white glue from a
hypodermic syringe.

Cockpit edging can be made from
very thin skiver leather fixed with
contact adhesive. Some cockpit
edging was studded, in which case
shortened brass pins can be inserted, but some was stitched, and
this can be accurately reproduced
with needle and thread.
External control cables may be
difficult to connect to the servos,
Right: Fuselage detail of a 68in

CA

Wirraway by D. Vaughan. The model
weighs 8.3kg (9ilb).
Below: A popular subject for R/C is the
Spitfire. This one is a Mk 9E in an
authentic colour scheme.
Bottom: Also a popular choice is the
Vought Corsair, as this example in
Pacific colours, built by J. Palmer.

bution.

Models with a sheet-covered or
planked construction must also be
sanded smooth, doped and filled
with two or three coats of thin
down
sanding
sealer,
sanded
between each coat, before finally
doping on a layer of lightweight
model tissue.
Many aircraft have a semi-matt
appearance, and this can be reproduced by using an eggshell polyurethane paint, using several thin
coats brushed or sprayed on, which
will give a fuel-proof finish. For a
gloss finish, there is a wide range of
colour dopes with fuel-proof properties in addition to clear fuel-

proof varnishes.

Markings

may

be

transfers

(decals) or painted directly

on

to

Ink compasses, filled
with thinned paint or dope, can be
used to outline roundels which are
then filled in by brush, and large
letters can be painted using masking to get a clean edge. The correct
size, style and positioning of letter-

the model.

ing and markings will add appreciably to the realism of the model.

Scale detail
There are innumerable small items
of scale detail which will add
immensely to the final appearance
of the model, and the following
items will help to give a convincing
impression.

Flush rivets can be represented
by using a short length of brass
tube of appropriate diameter as a

By pressing and twisting the
sharpened end at each rivet posi-

tool.
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and to overcome

this controls

can

be fitted with hidden internal linkages and dummy external cables.
Dummy turnbuckles can be made
by sliding a small length of thin
brass tube, with a tiny nut at each
end, over the bracing or control
cable and gluing in position.
Machine guns can be purchased
ready-made, but it is quite simple to
make them using aluminium tube
for the barrels and carved balsa
block for the body of the gun. To get
the right gunmetal colour, mix a
little silver and a touch of blue
with the black.
Wheels are also commercially
available, but the hubs may need to
be reworked to give a true scale
appearance, and the tyres can also
be given the correct tread by careful
scoring. Retractable undercarriage units can be obtained
ready-made, but the keen modeller

may wish to build his own to

give a

truer scale effect.

Venturi tubes, such as those seen
on the fuselage sides of the DH Tiger
Moth, can be made by flaring out
each end of a short piece of aluminium tube and fixing it with a
small
tinplate
bracket.
Piano
hinges on small hatches can be
simulated by filing score marks
along a length of brass tube - the
hatch can be made to open by
inserting a piece of thin piano wire
through the tube, bending the ends
at right angles, and pushing them
into the airframe.
Part or all of the engine will

probably be visible on the full size
aircraft and this should be represented on the model by making
dummy cylinders which can either
be turned from wood or built up
from circular discs of different diameters to represent the fins, and
appropriately painted. Spark plugs
can be represented by sliding a tiny
sleeve of white insulation stripped
from bell wire over a piece of fine
piano wire and sliding a tiny nut
over the white sleeve. In the case of
a rotary or radial engine, the
cylinders are then grouped around
a balsa crankcase.
The interior of the cockpit or
cabin should not be overlooked, the
instrument panel being perhaps the
most important item. Instruments
can be merely painted on the dashboard, but perfectionists have been

known

to photographically reduce
the full-size dials to the correct
scale size, add working pointers and
fit glazing! Control column, rudder
pedals and throttle levers are easily
reproduced from scrap tube and
balsa, and the seat for the pilot
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does not present much difficulty,
whether it be of the metal bucket
variety or upholstered leather.
Safety harnesses, maps and other
items,
such as tiny fire extinguishers, all add to the effect.

Flying
Radio-control scale flying, whether
for sport or in competition, consists
of flying the model in a manner
similar to that of its full-size
counterpart. For example, when
taxying out for take-off, an aircraft
with a conventional undercarriage
and limited visibility would zig-zag
from side to side, and the model
should do the same. The climb after
take-off should be at scale rate, and
when operating height has been
reached the engine should be
throttled back to give cruising
speed as in full-size practice. Scale
speed is most important, a common
fault being to fly too fast, and overcontrolling should be avoided.

Above: Ducted fan model of scale
appearance; true scale models of jets
are not so far a practical proposition.

Below. American-entered Fairchild
24W Ranger at the 1978 World Scale
Championships held in England.
Opposite, top: 1978 World Scale
Champion was Mick Reeves of Britain
with a fine Fournier RF4.
Opposite, bottom: A World
Championship entry from France was
this enormous model of the German
Bucker Jungmeister.

Extra p^wer would be used for
aerobatics, but a non-aerobatic prototype such as the Druine Turbulent would be restricted to
course-flying manoeuvres. A rectangular landing circuit should be
flown prior to the approach, not
only to enhance realism, but also
to aid

tance

judgment

of height

and

when coming in to land

dis-

- not
under-

forgetting to lower the
carriage on the downwind leg!

Materials and Building Techniques
Materials

To the majority
lers balsa wood

of aircraft modelis considered the
prime building material. However,

and may not
be in the future; a myriad of new
products, stemming mainly from
the plastics industry, have entered
modellers' workshops and many
are equal to balsa, even if few
it

An advanced

structure for a rubber-

powered scale model, following closely
the full-size airframe. Balsa has been
the main model aircraft material for
nearly 50 years, and though new
materials have been introduced,
remains

first

choice for the vast

majority of enthusiasts.

was not always

so,

surpass it.
Early flying models were built
from bamboo, cane and wire with a
covering of oiled silk. Slowly spruce
and birch crept in until the early
1930s, when balsa arrived on the
scene. The light weight and high
strength obtainable from this wood,
coupled with lighter covering
materials such as Japanese tissue

paper, enabled massive ,^c;giiL bu.
ings to be achieved, with corresponding increases in flying per-

formances.

Found mainly in Ecuador, the
balsa tree {Ochroma lagopus) grows
very quickly, reaching a height of
around 6m (20ft) in about a year and
growing to around 20 to 30m (70l(X)ft) within the next 6 to 10 years.
This is the correct time for the tree
to be felled, for as it gets older the
tree deteriorates and rots. Because
the growth is so rapid, wet and dry
spells have a marked effect on its
density, leading to wide variation
in the quality of the cut wood.
Botanically, balsa is a hardwood
with an almost unique strcngth-toweight ratio, on a par with oak.
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For many years its harvesting
was a sideline - it was cut wild to
make rafts to float bananas down
river (balsa means 'raft') - and only
a small percentage of the balsa cut
for models. Only in
recent years has any attempt been
made to cut wood especially for
modelling.
Because of the wide variation in
quality, modelling balsa is available in an equally wide range of
densities from as low as 70 to
90kg/m^ (4-51b/ft^) to as high as 280

was suitable

350kg/m3 (16-201b/ft3) although
between
100 to 200kg/m3 (6-121b/ft3) are
most common. The choice of the
correct grade of balsa for any given
job is of paramount importance
and the more expert modeller will
shop carefully to choose the many
different grades to be used in any
one aircraft.
However, the story does not end
here for not only is the density of
the wood important but so is the
'cut', the way the grain runs in the
finished sheet has a marked effect
to

for modelling, densities of

on the stiffness of the sheet and
therefore on the way it can best be
used in the aircraft's structure. In
general terms balsa may be cut
from the log in one of three ways,
(A) Tangentially to the log,
(B) Radially to the log,
(C) Diagonally, or quarter-sawn.
'A' cut has broad grain and is
flexible; it is used for tubes, curved
sheet covering, and the like. 'B' cut

very stiff and will bend only
slightly before splitting or snap-

is

ping. Its grain pattern is close and
straight, and it is best suited to
spars and similar rigid members.
Most useful, but least easy to find,
is

'C cut or quarter-grain wood.

Distinguished by gold or silvery
speckles in the grain, it offers the
best stiffness/strength for the lightest weight. It is ideal for wing ribs
and fuselage formers, and at least
one distributor has recently taken
to stamping 'Rib Stock' across
suitable sheets. The rest of the balsa
log provides random cut timber,
which may be stiff on one edge and
flexible on the other; care is needed
in selection so that pieces with the
right characteristics are employed
for the part of the structure in hand.
Although balsa is of adequate
strength for most modelling, additional
reinforcement
is
often
needed in areas of high stress. Most
common is the use of thin plywood
(usually birch), spruce and beech.
Spruce in small sizes is often used
in place of balsa for wing spars on
those aircraft subject to severe
188

flight loads.

Beech

is

favoured for

additional strength in areas where
internal combustion engines are

and may be found in model
shops under the description 'engine
bearer'. Plywood for modelling
comes in a range of sizes rarely
fitted

seen in timber merchants, being
too small for the DIY market.
Common sizes range through 0.4mm
(^in),

and

0.8mm

3mm

(jj^n),

1.5mm(Y(^in)

although these are
all
approximate as quite large
tolerances are allowed in manu(|in)

facture.

Modern materials have crept
somewhat slowly into the model
aircraft world, some as a balsa
'substitute' and some as genuine
alternatives.

now be

Many

plastics

can

found, particularly in kit
models, some of which exhibit
useful properties and others being
somewhat marginal. Glass fibre, or
Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) to
give it its proper name, finds a
ready use for reinforcing tradi-

Top: Another close-to-scale structure,
though this example incorporates solid
sheet ribs and basic fuselage sides.

Above: A

simplified structure

achieving a scale outline with very
light weight but adequate strength.

Below: The

effect of cut

on the grain

formation of a balsa sheet.
Opposite, top: Extensive use of sheet
and block balsa in a control-line model
produces considerable strength at
acceptable weight.
Opposite, lower: Light sheeting and
planking combined with tissue or
fabric covered areas creates the right
strength/weight ratio for this model.
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Adhesives

Modern materials may have been
slow to oust the traditional, but it
is not so with adhesives, almost
every year brings a startling new
product. Balsa cement, for years the
mainstay of model aircraft construction, is now challenged by
water-based PVA glues (white carpentry glue). Balsa cement is a
rapid drying cellulose-based adhesive, having a virtually transparent appearance when dry; high
stress balsa joints require a double
dose of cement, thereby largely
negating the advantages of quick
drying time. On large areas, it tends
to dry before application is completed. Its shrinkage during drying
is also a disadvantage, especially
on small light models where distor-

may well occur. White glues
take longer to dry and penetrate
further into the grain, giving a more
satisfactory joint. They are water
soluble and therefore are best not
used on seaplanes and flying boats!
They do, however, make removing
surplus glue from fingers and
tion

clothes quite easy. One major snag
that PVA dries clear with a

is

and on models
which are planked or sheeted it is
likely to 'pick up' on glasspaper,
and in extreme cases may even pull
out from the joint.
slightly rubbery feel,

Aliphatic resins similar to

PVA

and also marketed as a woodworking glue, are usually creamy in
colour and may be used like PVA.
The prime difference is that they
dry hard (if slightly yellow) and can
be sanded to a smooth finish. Many
tional materials in areas of local

high stress. More recently whole
models, or major parts of models
such as fuselages, have been made
entirely of GRP. Glass and resin
work needs a different approach
and different tools from those used
with balsa, and some of the techniques are not so easily mastered.
Adhesives, too, differ.
Expanded polystyrene (styrofoam as it is sometimes known) is
another recent innovation. Styrofoam can be as light if not lighter
than balsa, depending on how it is
moulded, but at comparable weight
it has little strength. Suitable reinforcement to achieve this strength
brings weight penalties, and finished sub-assemblies often weigh
more than their balsa equivalents.
However, other attributes, such as
speed of construction and accuracy
of outline

and section, can often

render the foam-built unit more
attractive; to the R/C model flier,
whose attitude is often that of 'no

time to build - all my spare time is
spent flying', ready-moulded glass
fuselages and ready-finished foam
wings and tail offer a welcome time
saving.
Another high strength plastic to
make its mark on the model scene is
nylon. Rarely used for whole
models, nylon appears in a vast
number of smaller assemblies such
as engine mountings, propellers
and precision small parts such as
undercarriage retraction units and
the like.
It perhaps should be emphasized
that although many modern models
are
constructed entirely from
plastic products, the weight penalty
is usually such that those built
from traditional balsa and ply will
almost certainly have a superior
performance. Consideration must
also be given to repairs - few
modellers get away with never
breaking a model and in most cases
the plastic materials prove more
difficult to repair

than wood.

other modern adhesives are used
For instance
contact adhesives are widely used
for large area fixing. Ply and balsa
reinforcing doublers are often stuck
to, say, the fuselage sides with such
adhesives. These petroleum-based
glues, more usually associated with
fixing plastic laminates to kitchen
work tops, are not fuel-proof and
therefore their uses must be restricted to areas free from fuel.
They must also be kept away from
styrofoam as the glue (even the
fumes) will dissolve the foam completely away. Latex-based contact
adhesives are more often used for
large foam areas, such as skinning
the foam with balsa wood, veneers
or thin ply.
Epoxy resin adhesives are especially good for high strength
joints, particularly where metals
are involved. These resins are incredibly strong and cure chemically
rather than by evaporation. They
consist of two parts which only
for specific reasons.
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start to 'cure'

when brought

into

contact with each other. At normal
temperatures, most epoxies require
24h to cure, although raising the
temperature will accelerate this
process.

More recently,

fast-setting

epoxies (with curing times varying
from 90sec to 20min) have made
great inroads into modelling, allowing almost as much strength of
joint in a

much more convenient

time scale.

Newer still is the expanding
range of cyano-acrylate adhesives
which have, quite literally, revolutionized construction. Most of these
adhesives will work on the majority
of modelling materials, producing
a truly 'instant' joint in a matter of
a few seconds. Like all 'wonder
products', however, they have their
snags. First they are not gap-filling,
which in turn means that the
modeller must produce excellently
fitting joints to benefit from these
glues. Secondly, and probably more
important, is their ability to bond
human flesh in seconds. While it
really should not be necessary to
advise the use of caution on all
modern adhesives, cyano-acrylates
must be used with great caution to
avoid accidentally sticking one's
fingers together, or to the model.
(Methanol is one of the few solvents
which
190

is effective

on cyano-acry-

lates and it is a good idea to have
some handy in case the modeller
becomes accidentally stuck.)

Care

needed in the selection of
the right glue for any one job. Most
common jobs may safely be tackled
with white or yellow woodworking
glue, but many specialist jobs reis

adhesives. Glass
excellent example,
for while most glues appear to work,
they will part company under quite
modest stress (even strong glues
like epoxies). Only glass/resinbased glues are of any use with this
material, a point not always appreciated. However, the stores
specializing in GRP products will
be able to supply the necessary
adhesives. Many of the surface
fillers used to fill local nicks and
dents prior to painting may also be
obtained from such a specialist
supplier.
quite
fibre

specialist

makes an

Structures

The use of traditional and/or
modern structures depends as much
on personal whim as

it does on the
type of model. Lighter weight
models, free flight in particular,
tend to be more dependent on traditional materials, while the less
weight-conscious, such as C/L and
R/C models, make greater use of
newer materials.

Most used

of all the traditional
the built-up framem^de from a multitude of
balsa parts. It produces a very

structures

work

sm^l

is

light but strong

frame which can

readily be reinforced at high stress
points. Such structures may be
made inherently weak, especially
when light weight is imperative,
and then the skin over the structure
forms part of the strength.
Additional use of balsa sheet is
quite common as both a reinforcing
technique and as a means of simplifying construction; many novice
models are of 'all sheet' construction which, while both simple and
strong, must carry a weight penalty. Either way, the basic fuselage
consists of a 'box', usually square
or rectangular in section, perhaps
with additions outside to enhance
overall appearance or produce a
better aerodynamic shape. Wings
and tail are usually more straightforward, the aerodynamic attributes stemming from the basic
construction of spars running from

supporting
aft which,
when covered, produce the 'lift' by
which the aircraft flies.
The 'half-keel' technique is also

wingtip
shaped

to

'ribs'

common,

wingtip
fore

and

scale
in
particularly
modelling, and is formed by fitting
half bulkheads to one side of a basic
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covering adds much strength (and
not a little weight) and provides a
more rigid surface for carrying
extra detail as, say, in a scale model.
Modern structural techniques
make maximum use of 'stressed
skin' design where the internal
structure is minimal or non-loadbearing and reliance is placed on
the outer skin being strong enough
in its own right; examples are GRP
moulded fuselages and veneer
covered foam wings. Both these
recent innovations have much to
offer the modeller and lend themselves to ease of mass production,
it is quite common to find C/L and
R/C model kits produced in this
manner, featuring quite complex
moulded fuselage shapes and aerodynamically clean wing panels.
Much of the work is done by the kit

so

manufacturer, offering the modeller rapid assembly and superlative
surface finish.
The time and materials involved
show no advantage for the home
modeller producing a single model.
GRP is a difficult material to work
with at the weight levels required,

and

knowledge

is needed
Constructing
a fuselage requires a wooden master

specific

to get the best from

Above: A smart colour scheme need
not be elaborate. Transfer or contact
and knife did this.
Right: Just a little colour smartens this

film, ruler

combat model enormously.
Bottom: Tissue registration letters and
add negligible weight. Wing in
foreground shows typical double spar
construction, but with riblets and rib

stripes

gussets.

keel of balsa strip. Longitudinal
stringers cut from thin balsa strip
are added and, when lifted from the
construction table, half a fuselage
results. The second side may either
be built in a similar fashion and the
two halves joined or, more usually,
constructed directly on to the
reverse of the first side. This tech-

nique is found in many kits for
rubber-driven
free-flight
scale
models, but may equally be applied
to larger models, in particular C/L
and R/C. The specific advantages
of this structure are extreme rigidity and accuracy with light weight.
Heavier (and usually larger)
models may use this basic structural approach but with the framework covered with thin sheet balsa,
usually around 1.5 to 3mm (,-(,^in)
thick, compound curves being dealt
with by dampening the sheet or by
cutting it into strips and 'planking'
the outer surface as in boat construction.
This all-wood outer

it.

from which to work; accuracy is
important, for once a female mould
is formed any defect or deviation
be faithfully copied in the
replica. Most usually the
female mould is made in two halves,
also from GRP, using several layers
of glass cloth to produce a high
level of rigidity. The insides are
polished to remove any small defects and then coated with a special
wax polish (release agent) to which
resin will not adhere. Layers of
glass cloth and resin are then used
to line the inside of the mould. If
required, stiffening is provided
internally by working in more glass
will

GRP

cloth and resin and, where necessary, adding transverse bulkheads.
When dry, the fuselage halves are
carefully prised out of their moulds
and joined together with yet more
glass cloth and resin.
Veneered foam wings are also an
easy item to mass-produce, and are
not as daunting to the home constructor as working in GRP. Expanded polystyrene foam is a light
and homogeneous plastic that can
be worked with traditional modelling tools. It can also be melted at
quite low temperatures, for example
with the tip of a soldering iron. It
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is,

therefore,

much

easier to pro-

duce an accurate wing panel by
cutting with a heated straight wire,
cheese-board

fashion.

The

wire

most commonly used is nickelchrome, and as such may be purchased for the purpose, although
thin piano wire or even control-line
flying wire may be used. Heat is
obtained by connecting the wire to
a 12v car battery or similar source
(but never the mains!) until 'black'
heat is achieved and the foam cuts
cleanly. To keep the wire taut, it is
usually fitted to a cane bow, archery
fashion. Templates are made for the
sections for root and tip of the wing
and these are pinned to the ends of
the foam block from which the wing
is to be cut, and the hot wire run,
spanwise, around the templates to
produce the finished 'core'; practice soon builds proficiency. Pieces
of 'hot wire' bent to specific shapes
can be used to cut out awkward
areas for fitting undercarriage

blocks etc.
Polystyrene foam on its own is
light,
quite
but yields
little
strength, therefore a skin must be
fixed to it. Furniture type veneers
are common in
and Europe, but
balsa sheet is also used. Some foam
wings are even skinned with thick
paper or thin cardboard. With practice, surface skinning becomes very
simple, using latex glues. Other
glues may melt foam, so try it on a
scrap piece first. Lightweight glass
cloth with epoxy resins has some
advantages, but only epoxy glass
resins are suitable, as polyester
resins will dissolve the foam.

UK

Covering
structures, covering
'horses-for-courses' subject,
traditional
and
modern

Like

proaches.

Mention

has

is

a

with
ap-

already

been made of the 'stressed skin'
requirement and for lighter freeflight models this is still achieved
using tissue and dope. Various
grades of tissue are available, those
referred to as 'Japanese tissue'
being lightest and available in
colours. Self-coloured tissue

may

remove the need for painted decoration,

with

subsequent

weight

saving. Special colours may be obtained by dyeing the tissue in conventional clothing dyes.
Tissue may be applied to the
model framework with clear cellulose dope or with tissue pastes made
for the job, and may be applied dry
or damp. Dampening helps the
tissue to follow compound curves
in the structure without wrinkles,
drying to a smooth, taut, surface
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that requires only one or two thin
coats of clear dope to provide the
final tautening and fill the pores.
Fragile structures achieve most of
their strength from this method of
covering but it must be approached
with care. Light structures should
always be carefully pinned down
during shrinking to avoid
flat
warping.
A logical extension of this technique is to use stronger and heavier
materials. Close woven nylon cloth
may be used on larger models in
exactly the same manner as tissue
and exhibits tremendous strength
for its weight. On models subjected
to the punishment of, say, novice
flying, it will amply repay the
slightly higher cost. It may be
purchased coloured, or can be dyed
to save painting, time and weight.
Silk is sometimes used, being somelighter than nylon and almost
as strong. As with tissue, the silk or
nylon may be applied either wet or
dry, with either clear dope or
adhesives such as office paste.
Clear dope will fill the weave of the

what

material and pull it taut.
A more recent innovation which

Spray finishes offer scope for many
model used lace masking
and pinstripe adhesive tape to produce
an unusual decor. A good basic surface
must be prepared before any such
special effects are applied, though this
of course applies to any finish for a
model.
effects. This

has had a far-reaching effect on
modelling was the introduction of
polymer films as a covering
medium. These plastic films offer a
totally different covering method,
providing a high gloss, super-taut
finish in a matter of a few minutes,
without the mess and smell associated with dopes. They come in a
multitude of colours, including
transparents and metallics. The
tough plastic film is sensitive to
heat and under its application will
shrink by about one-third. The film
is translucent and is coated on the
rear with a coloured, heat sensitive
adhesive which in turn is protected
by a clear backing sheet.
The backing sheet is removed and
the film is laid, adhesive side down,
to the surface of the model. A
domestic iron set to 'low' may be
used to tack the film to the edges of

on
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Even simple application

of the
or competition entry
number can enhance appearance,
not to mention trim lines, easily
achieved with overlays of more
than one colour of tissue simply
doped in place. Lettering, often a
difficulty
to
aeroof
source
modellers, can be traced from newspaper headlines or advertisements.
Where tissue covered surfaces
must be painted, as for example, in
free-flight scale models, care is
needed in the application of the
paint to avoid unnecessary weight
build-up and in any prefinishing
work attempted. Thin coats of clear
dope or sanding sealer are commonly applied as a base for the
final colour coat, and benefit from a

model's

name

light sanding

Obviously

Mottle camouflage such as used on the
Mel 09 and other German aircraft can
really only be applied convincingly by
spray techniques. These pictures also
show the effects of structure and
panelling which can be achieved with
suitable

masks and

a

little

practice.

the model. Having stuck the edges,
apply heat from the iron, or from a
hot air source, such as a hair dryer,
and the film will shrink to adhere
closely all over the surface. Careful
working with the iron will allow the
film to negotiate compound curves.
Multi-colour schemes may be achieved by laying one coloured film on
another, thin strips of film may be
ironed on to achieve effects such as
stripes, and decoration may be cut
from contrasting colours and
ironed on top.
These
films
are
immensely
strong, but by virtue of their
strength gradient they add nothing
to the surface strength of the
structure and cannot be considered
to act as a stressed skin. Structures
must therefore be of sufficient
strength in their own right, such as
sheet-covered
models or foam
wings. Where open structure air-

frames are to be used with plastic
covering, sufficient internal
strength must be designed into the
film

structure.
Plastic films are impervious to
model aircraft fuels, but the adhesive is not, so seal carefully any
exposed edges of these films where
they come into contact with raw
fuel or exhaust residue. This is
particularly important in engine
and fuel tank areas, for once the
film has lifted, no amount of re-

ironing will induce

it

to stick

down

again.

Finishing
Finishing models is largely a question of personal whim, functional
requirements, technical skill and
artistic flair.

Where weight saving is of paramount importance, tissue covering
is

usual, with paint kept to a mini-

mum and used only for the purposes
of good visibility. However, this is
not to say that this type of model is
lacking in visual appeal, for skilful
application of coloured tissue can
result in some quite eye-catching

schemes.

down between

coats.

requires a delicate
touch, for it is all too easy to sand
right through the tissue, particularly at high spots such as wing
ribs or fuselage stringers.
In the quest for weight saving, an
airbrush or small spray gun becomes desirable, since one coat of
brushed on colour can well weigh
up to 10 times that of a sprayed coat.
Extreme care is needed in applying
masking or stencils - or, rather, in
removing them from a tissue
covered model.
Prefinish techniques are easier
on larger models, where weight is,
perhaps, not quite so critical. Balsa
sheet covered or GRP and foam
models have a stronger surface and
therefore may take rubbing down
with less likelihood of damage.
Traditionally, balsa surfaces are
sealed with coats of dope and/or
sanding sealer and, more often than
not, tissue covered as well to provide a suitable surface upon which
to spray. Each prefinish coat is

thoroughly

it

rubbed

down,

using

progressively finer grades of garnet
or wet and dry paper. Final precolour preparation will most likely
be a primer similar to that used on
cars, although it is well to check
that the final finishing material
does not specify some particular
primer, again well rubbed down.
Polyester and epoxy finishing
resins may be applied over balsa,

but only epoxy can be used on bare
foam; ultra light glass cloth may
be incorporated during the application of these finishing resins,
adding enormous strength to the
surface of the airframe.
It must be apparent that, as in
any high quality paint job, tremendous effort is used in the preparation and indeed in the final
The novice modeller's
coats.
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.
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natural instinct for a good paint
scheme should be subdued until the
'bent' model becomes a rarity rather
than the commonplace. Ready
coloured nylon will yield, as with
simple,
eye-catching
tissue,
a
scheme that offers good airborne
visibility with ease of repair following the inevitable 'prang'. The
ease with which a chosen scheme
can be repaired and its ability to
be seen clearly when airborne are
the important factors.
A very wide choice of spray guns,
airbrushes, aerosols of propellant,
compressors, gauges and so on tend
to confuse a newcomer, but an

obvious precaution is to choose
equipment compatible with other
items to make up a spraying system.
All spray guns and airbrushes consume air, some more than others,
and the compressor chosen must be
capable of providing both the airflow and pressure required by the

gun in question. Similarly, differing
guns offer differing areas of cover
and differing degrees of finesse; the
need is to select a gun or guns to
closely the jobs envisaged for it.
(6ft) R/C biplane, for
example, requires a totally different
unit from that needed to spray a
72 nd scale plastic kit.
fit

To spray a 2m

Similarly the wide range of available
paints
requires
careful
thought. For many years coloured
cellulose (dope) was standard, and
its use is still widespread. Fast
drying and with a good surface
finish, cellulose is compatible with
most modelling materials except
polystyrene foam. However, cellulose is not proof Against model
fuels, nor the hot exhaust waste,
and this means a final coat of some
clear, fuel-proof lacquer. Many of
these lacquers 'yellow' with age,
destroying the shades of the original colours, and in the past some
were not really very fuel-proof.
Modern synthetics go a long way
to overcome these problems, with
epoxides, acrylics and urethanes
now readily available from specialist paint retailers. Some require
specific primers, and this should be
checked. Most of the better quality
synthetics are of the two-pack
variety mixed just before applying
to the model, curing by chemical
action (rather than evaporation as
in cellulose) and forming an extremely tough, high gloss, third
substance. Scrupulous cleaning of
spray guns is essential before the

chemicals set, for once hard it may
prove impossible to dismantle the
gun.

Spray painting offers the scale
modeller the ability to copy the
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counterpart in every way.
Feathered edges, mottling and
shadow shading can all be copied
with ease, while insignia, codes
and serials may all be sprayed
through masks and stencils. A visit
to any graphic arts dealer will yield
vast ranges of helpful self-adhesive
films and tapes. The effective use of
an airbrush will allow the creation
full-size

of the 'well-worn look' so characteristic of military aircraft, while
the use of, say, urethane gloss
paints will enable a civil model to
match its prototype, even down to
the brand and type of paint, let
alone the shade.
Many
functional
aircraft,
whether for competition or fun,
benefit from a slick coat of paint.
Here one is not tied down to resembling the 'real thing' and artis-

imagination may be given full
Within the realms of weight,
many varied and vivid schemes can
tic

rein.

timing free flight machines, and
finding the latter after a chase.

be sprayed: 'custom finishes', metallies, and 'candies' can be used to
decorate the plainest model. Many
of the custom paint techniques used
on cars and vans lend themselves to
adaptation for model use, and can
produce truly devastating effects,

Above: Most

if

Opposite: Bright and startling colour
or non-scale
aircraft can be extremely helpful to

schemes on functional
visibility, in flying

radio

Air Forces

models

or

can provide

you

like that sort of thing.

Here

colourful scale subjects but the blue

again, choose the paints wisely.

and yellow of the USAAF of the
1930s had a particular impact.

and if special primers and/or undercoats are needed, plan for them

during the prefinishing stage.

If you

are short on artistic talent, be
reassured - many custom finishes
can be obtained purely on technical
ability to handle the spray equipment.
Below: Examples of commercial
spray-guns and compressors. What you
need, or whether you need one, is a
matter of personal attitude and the
type of model which attracts you.
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Engines
can be seen in this
demonstration engine, skilfully
sectioned. Notice the two ball races
All the parts

carrying the crankshaft and the

way

crankweb and back cover
reduce crankcase volume to,

that the

effectively, clearance for the

connecting rod, which increases
crankcase compression. The space

between the cylinder casting and the
liner provides transfer passages of

considerable

size.

Engine

40 /6.6cc) sectioned
Irvine engineer.

is

an Irvine
by an

for display

There are two main types of model
aero engines - glow engines and
diesels. Glow engines are by far the
more numerous and popular, faster
revving and generally more powerful size for size.

They are suitable

powering all types of model aircraft and are produced in three

for

general categories - 'standard' engines for general use; 'racing' engines for competition models; and
'R/C engines for radio controlled
aircraft. 'Standard' engines may
also be used for radio controlled
models fitted with a throttle control
or R/C carburettor. This applies
particularly to smaller engine sizes.
Larger 'R/C engines are generally
specially designed to produce maximum power at more moderate revs
than either 'standard' or 'racing'
engines.
Glow engines have three particular disadvantages, although these
are outweighed by the simplicity of
operation and general flexibility
of the type. First they need a special
type of ignition plug, known as a
glow plug, which can burn out and
need replacement. They also need a
battery connected to the plug for
starting (and if the battery is 'flat'
the engine will not start!), and
special alcohol-base fuels which are
a little more costly than diesel fuels
and also attack paints and cellulose
dope finishes. For this reason, model
aircraft powered by glow engines
must be finished in fuelproof dopes,
or given a final coat of special fuelproofer.
Diesels are 'self-contained' engines in that they need only a supply
of suitable fuel to run. They are

generally heavier and more robust
than glow engines, so they are usu-

They vibrate
responsive to
throttle control than glow engines,
so are not generally recommended
for
powering radio controlled
models. They cannot rev as fast as
a 'racing' glow engine, so are less
competitive in this respect. On the
other hand they can be excellent
power units for small and moderate
ally longer lasting.

more and are

less

size free flight 'sports'

models and

certain types of control-line models.
Diesels are produced in a much
more restricted range of sizes than
glow engines. Very small diesels
(smaller than 0.5cc) are difficult

(and costly) to produce and can
prove tricky to start and adjust.
At the other end of the scale, diesels
larger than about 3.5cc generally
prove disappointing in performance. Thus diesel production is
virtually limited to a size range
from 0.5 to 3.5cc, with the Ice and
1.5cc sizes being by far the most
popular.
sizes - and how they are
specified
Engine sizes are specified by displacement or the interior volume
swept by the piston in making its
stroke up and down the cylinder
(swept volume). In the case of
diesels, displacement is always quoted in cubic centimetres or cc (mainly because the model diesel originated in Continental Europe). In the
case of glow engines, displacement
is (nearly) always quoted in cubic
inches or cu.in (because this type
originated in the United States).

Engine

Manufacturers produce glow engines in a more or less standard
range of sizes, originally representing logical steps in power output.
These are: 0.049cu.in (also known
as j-A); 0.09cu.in (also known as
Class A); 0.19cu.in; 0.29cu.in; 0.35
cu.in; 0.49cu. in and 0.60cu.in. Quite
often the 'cu.in' is dropped and just
the figures quoted - 049, 09, 19, etc.
Some manufacturers produce additional sizes, e.g. smaller than
0.049cu.in for powering tiny models,
and intermediate sizes to cater for a
particular size or type of model,
such as 0.40cu.in for R/C models.
The need for 'intermediate' sizes is
rather more commercial than realistic,

however.

Classification of porting
Nearly all present-day model aero
engines are of similar layout, the

Engines
main differences being in the method of inducting the fuel/air mixture
into the crankcase and then transferring

it

Induction

to the top of the cylinder.
is

controlled by a rotary

valve, either a hole opening into a
hollow section of the crankshaft, or
a disc with a hole, driven by the
crankshaft. In either case, when the
hole in the crankshaft (or disc)
comes opposite the end of the 'car-

burettor' tube the intake port is
opened and then closed by subsequent rotation of the crankshaft.
The circumferential length of this
hole determines the intake timing.
When induction takes place in
front of the cylinder (through the
crankshaft), the layout is known as
front rotary (readily distinguished
by the 'carburettor', or strictly
speaking, the intake tube) coming
in front of the cylinder. With rear

have a piston with a single ring; the
latest development in this respect

wards and away from the exhaust
opening (the actual working cycle

is a special type of ring fitted to the
top of the cylinder, which expands
and seals when the piston is travelling up the cylinder and 'relaxes' on
the downward stroke to give less
friction than a conventional piston
ring. This is known as a Dykes ring
and is a feature of many modern
high performance glow engines.
The shape of the top of the piston
can also vary. A simple flat shape is
(normally) used on diesels. Glow
engine pistons are usually fitted
with a deflector or a contoured top
to direct the incoming charge up-

of a two-stroke engine is described
in detail later). Such shapes are
more efficient, but are not practical
on diesels because the top of the
piston has to approach a contrapiston very closely. However, some
diesels compromise by having a
conical shaped piston top matching
a conical depression in the contrapiston.

is

less standard form of
construction for model aero engines is a light alloy crankcase/

compression
adjusting screw
-

rotary engines the intake tube
attaches directly to the back of the
crankcase.
Transfer of fuel/air mixture
drawn into the crankcase to the
top of the cylinder is controlled by
piston movement opening the top
of a transfer port (or ports) formed
in the side of the cylinder. This porting may be conventional, or specially arranged to give a 'boost' to the
charge to fill the cylinder head in
the most effective manner. The
latter is a relatively new development with model aero engines and
is

Materials

The more or

cylinder

head

known as Schnuerle porting. It
now a feature of many high per-

formance glow engines.

back cover

Classification of construction
A major constructional feature of
model aero engines is whether the
crankshaft is carried by a plain
bearing or ball bearings. A plain
bearing engine is simpler and

cheaper to produce and so is commonly adopted for standard engines, both glow and diesel. Mounting the crankshaft on ball bearings
(sometimes called a BB engine) reduces friction and enables the same
size of engine to develop more revs
and power. It is thus universally
employed for 'racing' engines and
preferred for R/C engines. Most
large glow engines (i.e. above 0.35
cu.in) are of BB type, regardless of
design purpose.

Pistons
Piston design is another distinguishing feature. Diesels and small
glow engines employ a plain piston. Larger glow motors normally

The components

of a

glowplug

engine tend to be rather
those of a diesel.
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lighter

prop
nut

retaining nut

than

for

spraybar

Engines
plain piston

o
flat

top

all designed to
improve scavenging and hence overall
performance.

casting(s) with a steel
light alloy head. The
crankshaft is of steel and the connecting rod (usually) a light alloy
forging.

cylinder

o

o

n

liner

n
domed

deflector

Various piston crowns,

dykes ring

ringed piston

Plain pistons are machined from
cast iron, lapped to fit the cylinder
liner. Ringed pistons are of alu-

conical -top

a

o

o

o

n

and

minium.
There are exceptions. Small glow
motors may have the complete cylinder machined from mild steel, including the fins. Larger glow motors
may use an aluminium piston in a
brass liner which is chrome plated.

o

known as ABC construction.
In this case the piston may be plain
or ringed.
This is

glow plug
cylinder head
bolts

glow plug
gasket

Mounting

washer

Model engines are also distinguished by their method of mounting. The majority have lugs cast in
with the crankcase, drilled to take
bolts to secure the engine to a pair

—

cylinder

head

wood beams or a commercial
motor mount. This configuration is
known as a beam mounted engine.
Other engines - notable small
glow engines - may not have mounting lugs. Instead a metal fuel tank
is attached to the back of the crankcase, so shaped and pre-drilled that
the engine can be bolted directly to
of

cylinder

gasket

the front of the fuselage or firewall
of a model. This is known as radial

mounting.
gudgeon

pin

Beam mounted engines can also
be radially mounted by first bolting
them to a suitable commercial
motor mount which itself is designed for bolting to the firewall.

Other engine types
Glow engines and diesels are normcrankcase back
cover screw

—

i

ally of two-stroke type (see later).

crankcase
back cover

crankshaft

This makes it possible to achieve
high running speeds and power in a
simple design with a minimum of
moving parts, with minimum
weight. In other words, two-stroke
engines can achieve higher speeds
and a better power-to-weight ratio
than any other type.
Other types are. however, pro-

duced

web

in relatively limited quanti-

Glow engines, for example,
can also work on the four-stroke
ties.

(integral wrth crankshaft)

principle, like an automobile engine. Inevitably they will not de-

velop the same speed and power,
for only one out of every two revolutions is a 'power' stroke, and they
carry the penalty of extra complica-

needle valve

retaining nut
for

spraybar

prop
driver

prop
washer

prop
nut

Because of the contra-piston, diesels
often appear slightly taller than other
types of engine.
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tion and weight in the valve gear
required. They do have two favourable characteristics, however. They
develop their maximum power at
lower speeds (desirable on sportstype and scale R/C models) and are
quieter running and therefore easier to silence. They are also more
economical on fuel, but that is of
lesser significance.
The Wankel rotary engine is
another type which has been dupli-
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cated in model size, but is much
more complicated in construction
and thus very expensive to produce.
Its

power/weight ratio

is

vastly in-

model engine sizes, but it does have the
virtue of very smooth running. This
can make it an attractive proposition for types of R/C models where
a competitive performance is not

ferior to a two-stroke, in

required.

Similar

comment applies

to twin-

and multi-cylinder model aero engines which are produced in very
limited quantities. They have a
specialist appeal - particularly for
scale models - without being competitive in performance. They are
also costly productions.
At the other end of the scale, the
CO2 engine offers a practical - and
low cost - answer for a simple-tooperate sub-miniature power unit.
Working on the two-stroke prin-

Top left: A four-stroke Kittiwake lOcc
engine, designed in the 1930s,
installed in a

2.5m

(8ft)

Vulcan model

of similar vintage.

Top right: Only the carburettor reveals
the presence of a model engine
incorporated in the scale motor of this
Stearman model.
Above: Two delightful small scale
models, typical of the revival of interest
such machines brought about by the
availability of CO2 engines, well
concealed in each of these examples.
in

ciple again but using

compressed

carbon dioxide (COj) for 'fuel' it
really gives its best performance in
diminutive sizes (less than O.lcc)
which would be quite impractical
to construct as glow engines or
diesels. It thus offers a practical
form of engine power for flying
models of 300 to 600m (12-24in)
wingspan with an installed weight
of 14g (^oz) or less.
Mention should also be made of

another form of powei

model aircraft - the

n^i

iiying

electric motor,

discussed in detail in Chapter

10.

The glow engine

in detail
parts of a typical glow
engine are detailed in the cut-away
illustration, which is readily identifiable as a front rotary, ball bearing,
beam mounted engine. It is a twostroke engine, meaning that a full
working cycle is completed with

Component
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A TYPICAL GLOW-PLUG ENGINE

cylinder head

glow plug

cylinder head gasket
deflecter
cylinder liner

exhaust stub
ittle

end

transfer port in liner
air

cooling fins

exhaust port

in liner

piston

crankcase back cover

crank

web

fuel intake

mounting lugs

shaft induction port

crankshaft bush

prop driver

prop washer

prop nut
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each revolution of the crankshaft.
or one upward and one downward

movement (two

'strokes')

of the

piston.

The various stages involved in a
complete working cycle are also illustrated. Several stages overlap.
For example, when the piston is
moving upwards, shutting off the
transfer port and compressing fuel/
air mixture in the top of the cylinder, more fuel/air mixture is being
drawn into the crankcase because
at this stage of operation the intake
port starts to open. Similarly, on the
the piston first

downward stroke

opens the exhaust port, allowing
burnt gas to escape, then starts to
compress the fresh charge sucked
into the crankcase, and finally
opens the transfer port to allow the
fresh (compressed) charge to escape
into the top of the cylinder.

A check on the appropriate diagram shows that the transfer port is
open at the same time as the exhaust
port. This means that the charge
rushing into the top of the cylinder
helps push out any remaining burnt
charge - a process known as scavenging. The trick is to prevent too
much of the fresh (incoming) charge
from escaping through the exhaust
port as well, before this port is
closed off again by upward movement of the piston. That is the purpose of the deflector or special
crown shape on a piston. The incoming charge is directed to flow in
the form of a loop' around the top
of the cylinder (called loop scavenging). Schnuerle porting is an
even more effective method of

scavenging.

Apart from the rotary intake
which is 'timed' by revolution of the crankshaft, the timing
of exhaust and transfer is governed
by the position of the piston (which
of course is also related to crankshaft revolution) and the depth of
the exhaust and transfer ports,
valve,

respectively.

Most glow engines have nonsymmetrical timing in that the intake port opens about 120 130 degrees of crankshaft revolution before the piston reaches it uppermost or top dead centre position
(usually written TDC); and closes
some 30 degrees or more after TDC.
Exhaust timing is usually arranged
for the exhaust to open about 135
degrees after TDC and close about
45 degrees after bottom dead centre
(BDC). Transfer timing is similarly
disposed equally about BDC. but
with a more restricted opening than
the exhaust; the exhaust port must
open before the transfer port.

The non-symmetrical intake timmeans that the engine will only

ing

run properly in one direction of
rotation, normally anticlockwise,
viewed from the front. It may run in
the opposite direction - e.g. following a backfire on starting - but not
as smoothly or as powerfully.
Certain engines will run equally
well in either direction of rotation.
These include reed valve engines
where the opening and closing of
the intake port is controlled by a
flap of springy metal instead of a
rotary port, or sideport engines
where the intake tube connects
directly to a port in the cylinder
with opening and closing controlled
by piston position. A number of
smaller glow engines are of reed
valve type, and it is readily possible
to find them running 'backwards'
rather than 'forwards' after starting. Side port engines are a much
older design, used on earlier diesels
and, before that, spark-ignition
engines.

Glow engine controls

A glow engine has only one control
which adjusts the
proportion of fuel sucked into the
intake tube to mix with the inducted
air. Adjustment is simply a matter
of getting this 'mixture' right for
smooth, two-stroke running. A
rather richer" mixture setting is
usually needed for starting, however see later. R/C engines have a
more elaborate carburettor in
which both the quantity and fuelto-air ratio can be varied to make
the engine run at different speeds.
With a standard carburettor
that is, a simple spraybar with a
needle valve
the speed at which
the engine will run is governed by
the size of propeller fitted, and
there is only one needle valve setting which will produce the right
mixture for running smoothly and
powerfully. If the mixture setting
is too 'rich' (i.e. too much fuel), the
engine will run roughly with reduced power ('four-stroking'), or
stop if excessively rich. If the mixture is too 'lean' (not enough fuel),
the engine will be starved of fuel
- the needle valve

and

stop.

Glow engine

fuels

Cilow engine fuels are based on
methanol and a lubricant, such as
castor oil (not mineral oils which
do not mix well with methanol) or a
synthetic lubricant. This is known
as a 'straight' fuel, usually with a
ratio of 3:1 methanoI:lubricant. To

improve performance nitromethane
may be added to a 'straight' fuel in

proportions ranging from about 3%
upwards. These are known as 'nitro'
fuels and the greater the nitromethane content the more powerful
or 'hotter' the fuel becomes.
The controlling factor is the design of the engine, or more specifically its

compression

ratio.

Glow

en-

gines are normally designed to run
on a specific fuel mixture - straight
or low nitro (up to 5%) fuels for
standard engines (and most R/C
engines) but much higher nitromethane content (even up to 40%)
for racing engines.
There is little point in trying to
run a glow engine on other than its
'design' or recommended fuel, although a modest increase in nitromethane content may improve per-

formance slightly. A 'hotter' fuel
may need a change in compression
ratio to produce satisfactory starting and running, and almost certainly a change in glow plug type.
Also the hotter the fuel the more
expensive it is.
Exceptions are racing engines
and some of the smaller high revving glow engines. Both are normally designed to operate on fuels
with a fairly high nitromethane
content. Neither type can be expected to run well, or even start
properly, on glow fuels with a much
lower nitromethane content.

Glow plugs
A glow plug

is like a miniature
spark plug with a coiled element of
platinum or similar wire instead of
'points'. The plug works by catalytic action. When surrounded by
alcohol vapour platinum glows at
red heat. This heat, supplied by a
glow plug element, is sufficient to
ignite the (alcohol) fuel/air charge

compressed in the top of the cylinder
of a glow engine as the piston approaches TDC
provided the plug
is

of the right 'heat'.

This is really a case of matching
the plug to the fuel used. Glow
plugs are made in three heat ranges
hot,

medium and

cold.

The

differ-

mainly in the arrangement
of the element within the plug and

ence

is

the mass of the element. A medium
plug is designed to match most

standard fuels and standard engines
a general purpose type, in
fact. In adverse conditions
e.g.
very cold weather
the plug may
not perform so well, particularly
on engines with low compression
ratio using straight fuel. In that
case a hot plug, which realizes a
higher element temperature, can
give a better performance.
On the other hand, if the plug is
203
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too 'hot', it can cause pre-ignition.
This can happen particularly with
engines having high compression
ratios and/or being run on 'hot'
fuels. The answer in this case is to
use a cool plug.
Apart from giving smoother running and easier starting, the right
type of plug will also have a longer
life. A plug which is too 'hot', for
example, will be subject to overheating and early failure of the
element.
There are two other variations in
glow plug design. The first is the
threaded length or 'reach' of the
plug. A long reach plug lowers the
element farther into the fuel mixture (provided there is sufficient
clearance at TDC to accept it without the top of the piston striking the
bottom of the plug). This will give it
slightly

'hotter'

characteristics

than a short reach plug with the
same element design.

The other variant is the idlebar
same as an ordin-

plug. This is the

ary glow plug with the addition of
a bar fitted right across the bottom,
partially shielding the element. The
object is to prevent liquid fuel being
thrown onto the element which
would cool it down and prevent it
igniting the charge when the engine is running on an over-rich mixture. In other words, it is designed
expressly for use with throttled
engines where closing the throttle
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also richens the fuel mixture. For
that reason it is often called an R/C
plug. Like the other types it is made
in different heat ranges and in long
and short reach versions.
There are other individual designs of glow plugs, differing in element design. Some are general purpose types, and others special types
(e.g. for high speed racing engines).
Choice can be a little bewildering
at times.

However, most glow en-

gine manufacturers recommend a
specific type or types of plugs for
their engines, or the model shop
supplying the engine can supply
that information. For general use
glow plug selection is not particularly critical and if an engine runs
well on a particular plug, there is
no reason to change. However, for
specialized competition work it may
be necessary to experiment with a
number of different plugs in order
to obtain the best results, and a
satisfactory plug life in service.
Nothing is more frustrating than a
glow plug which seems to give the
best performance, but has a very
short life. Glow plugs are relatively
expensive items for what they are,
so the 'best' plug is often the one
that gives satisfactory starting and
lasts longest!

The model

diesel

The main difference between a
diesel and a glow engine is in the

cylinder construction.

The cylinder

deeper to accommodate a shallow
secondary piston, known as a contra-piston, above the TDC position
of the main piston together with a
length of screw with a tommy bar
fitted through it, located in a tapped
hole in the cylinder head. The
contra-piston is made a fairly tight
fit in the head so that it acts as a
seal forming what is in effect the
top of the 'working' cylinder. Its
position in the cylinder can be
lowered by screwing in the adjusting screw. To raise it the screw is
backed off and the engine turned
over. Natural engine compression
as the piston approaches TDC will
blow the contra-piston up the cylinder until it is stopped by the end of
the screw.
The setting of the screw thus determines the clearance space between the bottom of the contrapiston and the top of the piston
when the piston is at TDC, or the
compression ratio. In other words,
the screw is a compression adjustis

ment

control.

Otherwise the components of a
diesel are essentially similar to
those of a glow engine. The usual
layout is front rotary with a plain
bearing. Construction is generally
more rugged to withstand the higher stresses of diesel operation, and
cylinder height tends to be further
exaiggerated by adopting a longer
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compression adjusting screw

cylinder head

contra
piston

-zj

O

piston

^T_JDC

^ u^

o

mixture becoming highly compressed

Opposite, l^ft: A typical glow plug.
This is a short reach type (governed by
length of threaded portion). The centre
pillar is one contact for the battery
and the plug body, through the engine,
the other.
Opposite, right: Rear induction is
through a drum valve in the crankcase
of this engine, but needle valve and
throttle are similar to front rotary

designs.

Above: The

diesel, or

compression

ignition, principle.

stroke (total up-and-down travel of
the piston) as a further aid to
generating good compression. This
means that diesels are bulkier and
heavier than glow engine of similar
displacement.

The

diesel working cycle
All model diesels work on the twostroke principle. This is exactly the
same as that described for glow en-

gines except for the manner of
'firing' the mixture in the top of the
cylinder. This is achieved automatically by the heat generated as
the fuel/air charge is compressed in
the small space between contrapiston and piston top as the latter

approaches TDC.

o

cylinder

mixture

fires just

before TDC.

The secret lies in getting the
clearance space just right (i.e. the
compression adjustment correct)
for the fuel to self-ignite at just the
right point in the working cycle - a
little before the piston actually
reaches its TDC position. If the
clearance space is too large (i.e.
not enough compression), not
enough heat is generated to fire the
mixture. If the clearance space is
too small (too much compression),
the mixture will fire too early, producing a backfire. Thus compression adjustment is quite critical.
Diesel controls
In addition to the compression adjustment screw on top of the cylinder head diesels also have the same
sort of fuel mixture control as glow
engines - i.e. a spraybar and needle
valve. This means that two controls have to be adjusted to get a
diesel to run satisfactorily. If the
mixture is too lean it will not selfignite at any compression setting.
If the mixture is too rich, again it
will not fire properly and there will
be a build-up of liquid fuel in the top
of the cylinder which could fill the
clearance space between piston and

expanding gases force piston

down

contra-piston and produce a 'hydraulic lock'. Once 'locked' in this
manner, any attempt to turn the
engine over past TDC could cause
damage to the engine. The same
thing can occur without fuel being
present if the compression adjustment is screwed in too far so that
the clearance space disappears and
the piston strikes the contra-piston

approaching

its

TDC

position. Ei-

ther condition can be relieved by
backing off the compression adjustment screw and flipping the
engine over to 'blow' the contrapiston up to a 'clearance' position.

Diesel fuels

Most diesel fuels are based on more
or less equal mixtures of paraffin,
ether and lubricating oil. A small
amount (not more than 4%) of antiknock additive such as amyl nitrite
is also normally incorporated to
improve starting characteristics
and also produce smoother ignition.
Unlike glow engines, all diesels
will run satisfactorily on a standard
fuel of this type. Once a diesel has
been fully run-in its performance
can be improved by using a fuel
with slightly reduced ether and
205
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lubricant content - e.g. a 60:20:20
mixture of paraffin: ether: lubricating oil. Actual gain in performance
can be quite small, however, particularly if the port sizes are designed for running on a standard
fuel.

Thus there

is

little

point in

running a sports type diesel on
anything but a standard fuel, when
the extra proportion of lubricant
can be beneficial in improved engine life.
Above: A spraybar works by the
sucked in drawing off a spray of

Diesel speed control
Like glow engines, the speed at
which a diesel will run, when compression and needle valve are set
for

smooth two-stroking,

is

erned by the size of propeller fitted.
This applies to all types of twostroke engines fitted with a simple
spraybar and needle valve 'carburettor'.

the

3

Left

gov-

feed pipe

^^

^
^

(

ca

fuel

through an aperture controlled by a
tapered needle valve. A throttle controls

vent

filler

air

metal tank

amount of air inducted.
and below: Types of fuel tank

for

various applications.
Opposite: Side mounting of engines is
often more convenient, especially with
scale-type models. This one is on a
radial mount casting, with a plastic
bottle-type tank behind the firewall.

Diesels can be fitted with R/C
type throttles, but their response
to throttle control is not as good as
that of glow engines. This is mainly
because a change of throttle setting
also really needs a readjustment of
compression as well.
Another way in which diesels are

than glow engines is
change in engine speed

less flexible

that

a

in flight - for example, engine speed will increase
in a dive - can result in the diesel
becoming over-compressed (or under-compressed in a steep climb) so
that it starts to run roughly, or

which can occur

plastic bottle

even stops.
Propellers
All engines

develop

maximum

power at a certain speed, known as
peak rpm (rpm^revs per minute).

klunl<'

weight

To

get the best performance out of
an engine, therefore, the propeller
size used must be one which allows

the engine to reach this speed.
(Remember, propeller size deter-

mines engine speed.)
This problem does not have a
simple answer. It is easy enough to
use a rev counter to check the rpm
an engine will develop when the
model is held stationary, but not

when

the model

is

in flight.

The

diff'erence is important. In flight,

the propeller offers less load on the
engine, so the engine will increase
its speed. That means a propeller
size chosen on the basis of measuring rpm when the model is stationary must be slightly 'oversize' - i.e.
holding the revs down to below peak
rpm to allow for this speeding up
in flight.

This difference between 'static'
'flight' rpm varies widely with
different types of models. It is not

and
206

particularly significant in the case
of sports models where a generously
oversize propeller can be used
(which can have the advantage of
making the engine easier to start).
Although the engine may never de-

velop peak

rpm

in flight,

it

should

have enough power to fly the
model properly, unless the prostill

The exception is the smaller glow motors
(0.049cu.in and under) which have
a relatively low power output and
rely on high revs to produce enough
power for a good flight performance.
With contest type models - where
peller is badly oversize.

maximum

flight performance is the
propeller selection can be
very important. The best size, for
top performance, can usually only
be established by trial and error.

aim

Manufacturers' recommendations
usually give a range of propeller
sizes as suitable for their engines as
a general guide.
Propeller selection is further
complicated by the fact that two
propeller dimensions are involved the diameter and pitch. Pitch is the
theoretical advance of the propeller
per rev, determined by the blade
angle. In general, free flight models
require propellers with a fairly

generous diameter and a relatively
low pitch. Control line models require propellers with a rather
smaller diameter and higher pitch.
Propellers for R/C models tend to be
similar in diameter to free flight
sizes (or very slightly less), with a
little more pitch. These comparisons refer to the same size of engine.
As another general rule, because

Engines
They are easily broken
bad landing, and when used on
high speed engines can shed a
blade on starting. For most types of
models a nylon propeller is probtively weak.

in a

ably the best answer.

Fuel tanks
Only a few of the smaller engines
are supplied with an integral fuel
tank. The rest need a separate tank
to be installed in the fuselage as

close to the engine as possible with
the top of the tank level with the
spraybar of the engine. This position will ensure that there is minichange of 'head' of fuel as the

mum

or the model
attitude in flight. A
marked change in 'head' can affect
the amount of fuel drawn through
the spraybar, and thus the fuel mixture even though the needle valve
setting remains unchanged.
Tank shape is not important on a
free flight model. Its size (capacity)
is dependent on the type of model.
Engine runs are usually short on
free flight models, so the tank can
be quite small (stopping the engine
being achieved by a timer shutting
off the fuel supply). Larger tanks
are required on R/C models where
engine runs of 10-15min may be required. There is a wide range of
proprietary tanks available from
which to choose.
Tanks normally have three metal
tubes - a feed pipe, filler and vent.
The feed pipe is horizontal (when
the tank is mounted in position)
with the inner end angled down to
the bottom of the tank. In a metal
tank, filler and vent are vertical
pipes emerging from the top of the
tank. In a 'plastic bottle' tank, all
three tubes emerge from the bung.
The klunk tank is similar except
that the metal feed pipe is shorter
and extended by a length of very

tank is
changes

they are slower revving diesels
normally need propellers which

have similar or slightly less diameter to a glow engine of the same
size,

but rather greater pitch in

each of the above categories.
The best answer in any case is to
start with a propeller size recommended by the engine manufacturer. This will be given in the
operating instructions supplied
with the engine. If not, enquire at
the model shop from which the
engine was bought. Performance
will then usually be satisfactory, if
not always the best the engine can
give. If you are after the latter, then
will pay to experiment with
it
slightly different propeller sizes
e.g. a slightly smaller diameter size
to increase engine speed; or a

smaller diameter and larger pitch

to increase

Bear

in

model speed.

mind, too, that different

makes

emptied,

its

of propellers of the same
size may well give different
results. This is a matter of differences in blade shape and section,
and how much the actual pitch may

flexible plastic (or

vary from the quoted nominal pitch.
Moulded nylon propellers are the
most popular choice. These are
tough and reasonably crashproof.
Edges can be dangerously sharp,
however, so for safety reasons
round them off very slightly with

model undergoes a marked change
in attitude - e.g. this type of tank
will continue to feed fuel even in

nominal

fine

glasspaper.

Glass-reinforced

nylon propellers are even stronger,
designed particularly for use on
speed models which use small diameter propellers on high revving
engines. Wood propellers are probably the most efficient of them all
(especially in larger sizes), but rela-

neoprene rubber)
tube with a weight attached at the
far end. This weight makes the open
end of the feed pipe follow any displacement of fuel in the tank if the

inverted flight. Klunk tanks are
not necessary on free flight models,
but are the (almost) universal
choice for R/C models, particularly
aerobatic models.
A klunk tank is also suitable for
use in a control line model. Other
special tanks are also produced for
this type of model, the main requirement being that since the
model is flying continuously in a
circle, centrifugal force tends to
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Engines
throw the

fuel

towards the outside

pipe must
terminate on this side of the tank.
If the tank design is symmetrical e.g. a wedge or triangular section of the tank, so the

filler

with the feed pipe at the apex, such
a tank will work equally well in
inverted flight.
Special tanks are also made for
control line models which are not
acrobatic - e.g. team racers - where

Silencers
Model engines are inherently noisy,
operating as they do at very high
speeds with an open exhaust. The
noise problem associated with
model flying has for long been a
source of complaint by neighbours
and has resulted in the loss of many
flying sites. Better public relations

the aim is to produce a tank which
not only feeds from the offside but
maintains a constant supply or constant 'head' as the fuel level drops.
Centrifugal force and fuel weight

have been established by the insistence on the use of engine silencers (mufflers) on many sites, and
pending legislation will make it
illegal to operate any model engine
which generates a noise in excess of
82 decibels, measured at a distance

can cause mixture variations.

of

7m

(22ft).

J VL

TDC-f

^O

o

Silencers, therefore, are really an
essential accessory, and most manufacturers now make matching silencers to suit their engine. If not,
these are available from independent manufacturers to suit virtually
every engine available. The majority are designed to clamp or bolt
directly onto the stub exhaust of
the engine, so are simple and easy
to fit. Some engines may require an
additional manifold, but again fitting is straightforward. The main

thing is to ensure a tight fit with no
leak paths through which noise can
escape.
Silencers add bulk and weight to
an engine installation, but that is
unavoidable. The more usual objection is that they reduce engine
power. This is true, but not to the
extent that is commonly imagined.
The power loss with many of the
more modern types of silencers is
quite moderate, and acceptable, for
most types of model aircraft. For
speed or similar contest models
there is an alternative answer - the
tuned pipe, as mentioned (see Chapter

7).

and

Starting
engines
1

intake
after

opens about 55°

BDC

2 remains open
after

until

about 30°

3

transfer

opens

The best guide
adjusting a

TDC

^O

this

is

the

an integral part of the head),

Opposite: Rigid mounting enables an
engine to deliver peak power, so cast
metal pans' are used in C/L speed and
team race models and, as here, in high
performance competition free flight
machines.
Left and below: The working cycle and

5 mixture

transfer closed

is

glow engine.

timing of a
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and

starting

to

new glow engine

manufacturer's instructions. These
will specify the approximate needle
valve setting for starting (so many
turns open), and the recommended
fuel to use as well as a suitable propeller size. It is not common practice to supply glow engines complete with glow plug (except where
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Engines
so this will have to be bought sepA matching size of starter
battery will also be required - e.g.
a 2v accumulator for a 2v glow
plug; or a large 1.5v bell battery for
a 1.5v glow plug. Buy one or two
extra glow plugs as spares.
The propeller should be tightened
on the shaft so that it comes at 'tenarately.

past-eight'

when compression is felt

as the propeller

is

short burst of high speed running
and stops, the fuel mixture is too
lean. Screw the needle valve out
a quarter of a turn or so to

should glow a bright red. No
glow indicates a flat battery or
a broken element. A dull glow

correct.

plug

6.

Remove

7.

Make final fine adjustments to

the glow plug clip,
disconnecting the battery.

the needle valve for
ning.

smooth run-

rotated anti-

model engines rotate
in this direction). With the fuel
tank full of fuel and the engine

If the engine does not start, there
are four possible causes:

properly mounted (either installed
in a model or on a bench rig), basic

a. Not enough fuel. Open the
needle valve another half turn
and repeat 2, 3 and 4. Do not
overdo 4, however, or the engine
may become flooded, wetting
the glow plug. In this state the
engine will never start until
the plug has been removed and
dried out, and excess fuel blown
out of the engine by spinning it
over smartly with the plug re-

clockwise

(all

starting procedure
1.

is

as follows:

Screw down the needle valve

until resistance is felt (do not

screw down too tight). Open the
prescribed number of turns. If
these are not known, open the
needle valve two full turns.
2. Cover the top of the intake
tube with a finger and turn the
engine over until the fuel line to
the spray bar is full of fuel. Turn
over two or three more times to
suck fuel into the engine.
3. Connect the battery to the
glow plug, using a glow plug clip

moved.

Too much

Close needle
valve half a turn, remove plug
and treat as above for a flooded
engine. Then go through 2, 3
b.

and

fuel.

indicates a
is

weak battery

if

the

dry.

setting for a glow engine

is the
needle valve screwed in about
one turn from the starting
setting, but this can vary quite
a bit with different engines. In
other words, to re-start a cold
engine, first open up the needle
valve one turn and go through
the starting procedure. If the
engine is still hot from a previous run it is usually possible
to start it with the needle valve
at the running position after
giving it one or two 'priming'
turns - starting procedure
stage (ii).

There are two ways to stop
the engine:
Pinch the fuel line to shut off
the fuel supply.
Place a finger over the top of
the intake tube to 'choke' the
engine.

4 again.

Note: removal of the plug will
show whether there is not

Starting and adjusting diesels
The manufacturer's instructions
should

5.

enough fuel for starting (plug
quite dry); or too much fuel
(plug very wet).
c. Flat starter battery. This is
a common cause of trouble
when a 1.5v dry battery is used.

smooth running.

d.

and
4.

in

leads.

Flip the propeller over smartly
an anti-clockwise direction.

Repeat this about three or four
times until the engine starts to
run.

Adjust the needle valve for
If the engine
runs roughly after starting, the
fuel mixture is too rich, so screw
the needle valve in to correct. If
the engine starts and gives a

Glow plug element broken.
Note: c and d can be checked
by removing the plug, connecting to the battery and observing the glow plug element. It

-

As a general rule the running

specify the needle valve
setting for starting, but you will
have to find the compression setting
by trial and error. Set the propeller
on the shaft in the same position as
for glow engines, connect up the
fuel line and proceed as follows.
1. Turn the engine over gently
via the propeller and check that
there is no undue resistance as

Engines
the piston reaches

its

TDC

posi-

open the compression adjusting screw one to
two turns, then spin the engine
over rapidly to blow the contrapiston back against the screw.
2. Prime the engine as in stage
(ii) for glow engines. Again if
strong resistance is felt on turning the engine past TDC, back off
the compression screw another
tion. If there

is,

Once you have established the
correct settings for running a diesel, everything should be simple
from then on. For starting from
cold, back off the compression a
quarter to half turn and unscrew
the needle valve one half to one full
turn. This should give more or less
instant starting following a prime.
For re-starting a warm engine,
leave the settings at their running
position and merely give the engine
an initial prime.

and then

stop). Err on the side of
a slightly rich mixture for twostroke running.
4. Finally check out with con-

tinuous two-stroke running, readjusting immediately to fourstroking should the engine show
any signs of slowing down (overheating).

engine fires and starts to run
roughly.
5. Screw in the needle valve until
the engine runs more smoothly
but with some misfiring.
in the compression
6. Screw
screw a little at a time until the

should be run in before being used
'operationally' to fly a model. This
is less important in the case of free
flight models where normal engine
running time is usually quite short,
but very important for engines used
on control line and R/C models
where extended engine runs are

How and where to carry out
running-in is another matter! If
only a short running-in time is
anticipated, then the engine can be
fitted in the fuselage of the model
prior to running-in. Where a longer
running-in period is likely to be
necessary it is better to mount the
engine on a bench rig to save the
model being liberally coated with
oily exhaust waste. It also helps if
running-in can be done in some
isolated place where noise is not
likely to be a problem (in which
case you need to make a portable

misfiring disappears.

required.

bench

turn.

Flip the engine over smartly
several times. If it shows no signs
of starting, open the needle valve
a little, re-prime and try again.
4. Screw
in the compression
screw a little at a time until the
3.

Readjust needle valve by
screwing in a little more, with
further adjustment of the compression screw (downwards) as
necessary to produce smooth
running.
7.

The aim should be

to adjust for

minimum compression which

will

give smooth running. If the engine
labours or runs roughly, this can
be the result of too much compression or too rich a mixture.
Try reducing the compression a
little first. If this produces misfiring, return compression setting
to its original position and screw in
the needle valve a little.
After a diesel has warmed up,
some further adjustment may be
necessary (particularly if the fuel

used contains an anti-knock addiAdjustment in this case should
be confined to the compression.
tive).

The process of

starting and ad-

justing diesels may seem rather
complicated, but is easily mastered
with a little practice. Once familiar
with a particular diesel it can prove
easier to start than a glow engine.
The chief cause of non-starting is
a flooded engine, caused either by
excessive choking (especially if the
needle valve is too far open) or continuous flicking over with the compression backed off too much. If the
engine starts but only runs in short
bursts, open the needle valve a little.
This should either cure the trouble
or make the engine run continuously but roughly. In the latter
case, return the needle valve to its
original position and increase the

compression a
210

little.

Running-in new engines
To ensure maximum performance
and long life, every new engine

The amount

of running-in

re-

quired varies with engine size and
type, and with different makes. The
smaller sizes of engines with plain
pistons normally need little running-in time. Larger engines, particularly those with plain bearings,
may need up to an hour of actual
running time before they are properly bedded-down and capable of
delivering their rated performance
without overheating.

Use only a standard

fuel

for

running in - never a 'racing' fuel
which has a lower lubricant content and could result in permanent
damage through overheating. The
only exception is small glow motors
designed to run on fuels with a high
nitro content. They need little
running-in time and can be operated on their recommend.ed fuel
from the start.

The following abridged notes
should serve as a useful guide for
running-in new engines.
1. Fit a recommended size propeller - not an 'oversize' pro-

peller to slow the engine down
as this will not allow the engine
to be run-in properly.
2.

Give the engine runs of not

more than two or three minutes
at first, adjusting the needle valve
so that the engine is four-stroking, then re-adjusting to give
short bursts of two-stroke run-

ning. Stop and allow the engine
to cool down between runs.
3. Gradually increase the length
of two-stroke running but avoid
too lean a setting (where the
engine tends to speed up a little

rig).

Do

not run-in an engine in an
enclosed space, such as a garage,
even with a silencer, unless there is
adequate provision to extract the
exhaust fumes. Fitting a hose to the
end of the silencer to take the exhaust fumes 'outside' is not recommended as this can aggravate any
tendency for the engine to overheat
- and that is something which must
be av^ded'^n running-in.

Engines with throttles
The modern variable-speed carburettor used on R/C engines is
based on the barrel throttle replacing the simple spraybar used on
standard engines. A form of spraybar or equivalent jet with mixture
control via a needle valve is still
retained but the amount of air
flowing through the carburettor is
controlled by the position of the
'barrel'. In fact barrel movement
controls both the air and mixture
flow, so it acts as a true carburettor
providing a range of speeds over
which the engine will run.
Various refinements are also incorporated. The 'closed' position of
the barrel is controlled by a stop
which can be adjusted to provide a
consistent idling speed, and a separate adjustment may provide automatic mixture control by reducing
the quantity of fuel as the throttle
is closed (a simple barrel throttle
merely produces an increasingly
rich mixture as it is closed).
Design and construction of automatic carburettors of this type is
quite complex. They are capable of
giving a consistent and progressive
speed and power range from idling

Engines
about 2000rpm up to the peak rpm
and are an automatic choice for all of the larger
at

of the engine
sizes of

R C

loss of suction effect on which the
formation of a proper fuel/air mixture depends.

working on

engines.

Pressurized fuel systems
Mention should also be made of
pressurized fuel systems as these
are directly related to carburetion.
The object is to make the fuel mixture, as set by the needle valve, independent of changes of 'head' or
'g' forces generated in manoeuvres.
To do this, the filler pipe of the fuel
tank is sealed off (after filling), and
pressure fed to the vent pipe.
There are two simple sources of
pressure which can be used - a
tapping point on the engine crankcase, or one on the engine exhaust
or silencer. Tapping the silencer is
rather better since this provides

automatic compensation for variations in mixture which tend to
occur at different settings with
simple barrel throttles. Crankcase
pressure, on the other hand, tends
to exaggerate this effect, but in this
case a separate pressure regulator
can be added to provide a constant
pressure regardless of engine speed.
The other type of pressurization
system used is a small air pump
mounted on the back of the engine
and driven by the crankshaft (the
pump unit replaces the conventional backplate and is driven by
the crankpin in a similar manner to
a rear rotary valve). Again this may
be used with a pressure regulator.
Another advantages of a pressurized fuel system is that it enables a
larger choke area to be used in the
carburettor without suffering from

this could strip the threads in light

alloy castings.
Never grip an engine in a vice for

Care and maintenance
Model aero engines need care

serious
in

handling, installing and operation,
but little or no maintenance, unless
they are damaged in a crash. Normal maintenance requirements, in
fact, consist of no more than wiping
an engine clean after use (a sticky,
oily surface attracts dust and grit
which could get inside the engine
and damage the working surfaces).
After cleaning, a little light oil can

be squirted into the carburettor or

exhaust port and the engine turned
over to spread this oil over the
bearings and cylinder wall.
It is even more important to clean
an engine after a crash (or if the
model has landed upside down with
the engine partly buried in dirt). In
this case squirt fuel over the outside of the engine to wash, taking
care not to wash any dirt down into
the intake tube, then wipe dry with
an oily rag. Never try to turn an
engine over after a crash to check
whether the crankshaft has been
bent until dirt has been cleaned off.

The only tools required are a
prop spanner (matching the propeller nut size), glow plug spanner,
and a screwdriver to match the
screws holding the cylinder head
and backplate (if applicable). Never
use pliers for tightening the prop
nut. or removing or replacing a
glow plug. Check head and backplate screws periodically, as these
can work loose under vibration.
Never overtighten these screws as

it.

damage

-

This

can

cause

or at best, a badly

marked engine.
Never put a screwdriver through
the exhaust port to lock the piston
in place to assist in disassembly of
an engine. In fact, for the average
modeller, it would be better if he
never disassembled the engine at
all for repair or replacement of
parts. 'Repair' is virtually impossible, and damaged parts can only
be treated by replacing them. This
is best left to the professionals who
specialize in engine repairs. Their
service is usually quick and efficient, and not too costly. The inexperienced amateur can ruin a whole
engine by attempting replacement
work of major components.

Field spares to carry
Prop spanner and plug spanner*.

Spare glow plugs*.
Spare propellers of matching size.
Spare starter battery if using a dry
battery* (otherwise

make

sure the

accumulator is fully charged)*.
At least one spare can of fuel.
Clean cloth or stockinette.
Filter for use in filling tank of R/C
engines*.

Spare

fuel

line filter for

R C

en-

gines*.
*

Not necessary

in

the case of

diesels.

An

electric starter is an asset with
multi-engine models such as this C/L

Fortress

B17G The

starter

and

its

battery are by the modeller s right

hand

t
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How to Fly
From

Competitors at an all-helicopter
event working on their models.
Judging by the attention of the crowd,
Left:

one of the entrants is putting his
machine through its paces.
Below: Activity in the pits at a pylon
race meeting. Major meetings attract
crowds of well into five figures;
naturally the exciting and the
spectacular draw them, but the overall
favourites for the general public
to

be the scale events.

seem

the foregoing chapters, one
particular point emerges clearly for successful flight, some understanding of the basic principles of
flight is necessary. Fortunately, the
extent of the knowledge required
is quite modest and to absorb it
requires nothing more than a little
common sense.
Flight is possible because of
forces created when a fluid (in this
case air) flows over a surface. It is
Law
explained by Bernoulli's
which, reduced to its simplest,
states that the energy of movement
plus the energy of pressure plus the
energy of density add up to a constant. Accepting that air density
will not

change

significantly, this

means that an increase in movement must create a decrease in
pressure. This is the secret of flight,
since to avoid an empty space, air
must flow faster over the top of a
cambered surface to rejoin air
which has travelled a shorter dis-

tance across the bottom of the
surface. Figure la shows an airfoil
(or aerofoil) section in which the
distance from A to B is obviously
greater along the top surface than
along the bottom.
Introducing something like a

wing into a mass of

air

must

dis-

place a quantity of air equal to the
volume of the wing, and since air
shows some resistance to move-

ment, instantaneous displacement
cannot occur. There is thus a tiny
increase in pressure in the vicinity
of the wing, which must result in a
small decrease in movement, and
because of the shape of the airfoil

How

to Fly

and

its angle, most of the increase
pressure occurs beneath the
wing. It is usually accepted that of
the lift from the wing, roughly twothirds arises from the reduced pressure on the top surface and the
other third from increased pressure
beneath.
The curved shape of the airfoil is
called 'camber' and the example in
Figure la is a 'flat-bottomed air-

in

foil'.

wing centre-section, which is physieasy

check. Incidence
proper is measured to a mean line,
roughly that connecting A and B
in the sections sketched.
Just as all of an object has weight
but it balances at one point, so all
the lift forces acting on an airfoil
can be considered to balance out at
one point, called the centre of
pressure. With conventional airfoil
sections, a change of the angle at
which the airflow meets the section
(i.e. a change in angle of attack)
causes a redistribution of the pressure pattern, which in turn means
that the centre of pressure (CP)
will move. For present purposes it is
enough to say that the CP moves
forward with increasing angles,
and vice versa (Figure 2).
Now if at a given angle of attack
a weight was to be hung immediately beneath the CP, a stable
arrangement would be achieved,
but only while there was no change
of angle. As soon as a change
occurred the CP would move and
stability would be destroyed. Some
to

automatic stabilizing system must
214

pressure

Mention has been made of

'undercamber', and this refers to
the undersurface of the airfoil having a camber in the same direction
as the top surface camber, as in lb.
Faster-flying models normally use
an airfoil with a convex undersurface (Ic) conveniently referred
to as bi-convex or sometimes semisymmetrical; this may be taken to
the extreme of a fully symmetrical
section (Id), where the difference
in length between upper and lower
surfaces is created by only the tiny
difference at the leading edge occasioned by the slight angle at which
the airstream meets the airfoil.
This angle is termed the angle of
attack and cannot really be measured accurately on an ordinary
flying model. What can be established is the angle of incidence,
which is the angle at which a flying
surface is mounted in relation to
the aircraft's datum line. In fact,
what a modeller usually measures
is the rigging angle, which is taken
from a convenient line, possibly a
tangent to the underside of the
cally

lowered

therefore be introduced, and this is
the function of the tailplane, or
stabilizer as it is called in the USA.

At

its

simplest,

it

ducing a neutral

works by
(i.e.

intro-

non-lifting)

surface at a distance from the main
wing so that when a change of
attitude and hence angle of attack
occurs, the surface (the tailplane)
is itself presented to the air-flow
at an angle of attack. Tailplane lift,
either upward or downward, results, applying a force tending to
return the aeroplane to its original
attitude (Figure 3). Factors affecting the size and hence lift available
from the tailplane include the
moment through which it acts, the
amount of movement of the CP
(which varies with diff'erent airfoils) and the closeness of the centre
of gravity (CG - the point through
which the weight acts) to the CP
vertically; a CG a long way beneath
the CP will produce a greater
relative displacement. Generallyspeaking, therefore, a long and

shallow model with an airfoil
having small CP travel can use a
much smaller tailplane than a
short, deep model with a large CP
travel airfoil.
The tailplane can be used to
contribute to overall lift a 'lifting
tailplane'

so that in normal flight

the wing is contributing, say, 90%
of ^e total lift and the tailplane
the rest. This means that the CG
must be further aft to balance the
forces (Figure 4); examples are the
towline glider and free-flight power
model full-size plans in this book.
Although more efficient, there is a
danger that an increase in speed
will cause a disproportionate increase of tailplane lift, forcing the
nose down. This can be avoided by
not straying too far from the
designed rigging angles of the wing
and tail; the more similar the
angles are, the greater the chance
of diving in, and a little nose ballast
is a safer move than a large increase
in tailplane angle in trimming an
average model of this type.
All components of a model are
bound to have some resistance to
the passage of air, called drag, and
the total of all drag components
acts through a single point. Opposed to this force is the line of
thrust, so to be in equilibrium a
model must achieve a balance
between four forces, lift, weight,
thrust and drag (Figure 5). If thrust/
drag produce a nose-up couple, lift/
weight must balance it with a nosedown couple. When gliding, the
weight factor can be separated into

downward

and

forward

com-

How
ponents, and it is the forward
component which replaces thrust.
Drag is more or less fixed, so the
first aim of trimming is to balance
lift and weight to achieve a satisfactory glide. Once achieved, a
glider model is trimmed, but a
rubber or power model introduces
thrust, and trimming must con-
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tinue, to take this additional force
into account. Since a satisfactory
glide has been achieved, no change
should be made to the basic trim,
so that the only adjustment possible
is to position the line of thrust to

is applied. As a rule power (or
thrust) will create a nose-up tendency, and by angling the propeller
shaft line downward (downthrust)
the corrective nose-down force is
introduced. Figure 6 shows that
downthrust has the effect of raising
the line of thrust in relation to the
CG of the model.
Application of power also introduces torque reaction, or the tendency of the aeroplane to rotate in
the opposite direction to the air-

J

3

4

total

lift

ik

thrust

^)^^= -^

'^^g

>

^

screw, caused by the braking effect
of the air on the airscrew. Torque
will tend to make the model turn to
the left, and can be cancelled out
without affecting glide trim by
givingrightsidethrust, i.e. pointing
the propeller shaft slightly to the
right. There is also a precessional
effect from the airscrew normally
only evident in tight turns.

Stalling

1

lift

while it follows the airfoil shape,

but. as is obvious from Figure la.
Fig

Fig.

5

the flow over the upper surface has
to 'bend' to remain in contact with
the surface. Too great a bend leads
to the airflow beginning to separate
towards the trailing edge, and the
amount of bend, or change of direction of the airflow, required is
obviously influenced by the angle
at which the wing meets the airflow, the an^^/co/^a/Zac/c. The greater
the angle of attack, the more deflection is required of the airflow to
remain attached to the wing. Above

6

perhaps 6 to 7°, slight separation
begins to occur towards the trailing
edge (Figure 7a), progressing with
increasing angle of attack until at a
critical angle, the whole of the
upper airflow breaks down and
becomes detached from the after
two-thirds of the upper surface,
destroying lift. This is the slall, and
the critical angle at which it occurs,
the stalling angle, differs with different airfoil sections; perhaps 12
to 15 is average.

Confusion

is

created by mention

of stalling speed; there is a relationship between speed and angle of
attack in that the slower the aircraft flies the greater the angle of
attack needed to produce sufficient
lift

to

maintain level

flight.

A

parti-

cular speed will therefore be
registered when the critical angle
is reached and the stall occurs, and
it is easier to read or gauge airspeed than angle of attack. Because
of slight airflow differences and G
forces, incidentally, the stalling
speed is higher when the aircraft is
turning, although the loss of lift
occurs at the same stalling angle.
Since a stall is a breakaway of
airflow from the wing, a sudden
change of angle at any speed can
cause separation and hence a stall.
A R/C model with a level-flight
stalling speed of, say. 50km/h
(32mph) can quite easily be stalled
at 1 50km/h (94mph) if it is pulled too
sharply out of a dive. This is usually
called a high speed stall, but with a
sharp enough change of direction

can happen at any speed.
It is unusual for a wing to stall
simultaneously over its whole area,
it

The airflow over a wing produces

weight

to Fly

but rather for the airflow separaA sharply tapered
wing can be expected to stall at the
tips first, while one of constant
chord (width) will normally stall
at the centre, which is preferable
as the stall is gentler and the
tion to spread.

aeroplane likely to remain level.
Tip stalling can lead to dropping
one wing and thence to the machine
flicking on to its back. Wash-out.
the decrease of incidence angle
towards the tips, helps to reduce
the chances of tip-first stalling.

The photograph opposite shows World

Champion R/C aerobatic

flier

Hanno

him is the
model with which he won, for the
fifth time, the Championship of
Champions at Las Vegas, a huge scale
Dalotel DM165 with 2,700sq in of
wing area and two lOcc engines
geared together to drive a single 20m

^^^___,-^'-^]^33^__

Prettner of Austria With

(a)

^sj^oj

^

^^^^-^

_^
(b)
.

^

-__

==c:^

propeller.
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Aspect ratio
The aspect ratio,
relation, of a

or chord to span

wing has an

its efficiency. Strictly,

effect

the ratio

on
is

defined by dividing span squared
by area, but mean chord (i.e. average width) divided into span gives

an approximation. As already mentioned, the pressure beneath a wing
and that above it
is increased
decreased. At the wingtip air from
beneath flows round to the lower
pressure area above, forming a
vortex; an effect of this is to cause
the air beneath the wing to flow
slightly outward and the air above
to angle inward. Where these airstreams meet at the trailing edge
cause
directions
the
differing
further small vortices; this is
termed induced drag.
A broad, blunt wingtip will create
a bigger vortex and hence a greater
induced drag effect, which is why
high performance machines such
as soaring sailplanes have such

narrow (high aspect ratio)
wings. Tapering the wing reduces
the effect, but brings the possibility
long,

of

unwelcome

tip stalling.

At

aver-

age model flying speeds, any chord
of less than about 80mm (Sin) is
inefficient (the exceptions are small

slow-flying models) and the structural weight of high aspect ratio
wings to withstand flight loads can
bring problems so, as in all aspects
of design, compromise is necessary.

Inherent stability
Free-flight models must be able
fly stably and possess the ability

to
to

return to stable flight if disturbed,
in other words, they must possess
inherent stability. A full-size aeroplane, or an advanced radio model,
would find too much natural stability a handicap, but most incorporate the same stabilizing factors in

some degree. A machine which will
not to some extent fly itself is very
tiring to control.

required in pitch, roll
and yaw, the first of which has
already been mentioned in connection with the tailplane. Roll is to
some extent pendulum stability,
that is, the centre of gravity below
the centre of lift, but principally
dihedral effect. Dihedral angle is
the shallow V angle of the wings; it
can be polyhedral, where the outboard wing panels make a second
angle (Figure 8) or tip dihedral,
where the centre panel of the wing
is flat. If the aeroplane is tipped to
one side, the projected area of the
low wing is increased and that of
the high wing decreased, the resultant difference in lift tending to
Stability
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is

return the aeroplane to level flight.
If the model turns, slip inwards
or skid outwards is certain to occur,
and stability in yaw requires that
the fin/rudder area is sufficient to
balance out the side area of the

and produce just
the
force to return
machine to straight flight. Fin area
works with and is related to the
amount of dihedral as well as the
profile area of the fuselage and the
whole

aircraft

sufficient

moment through which it
much area may produce

acts.

Too

a diving
turn into the ground, too little a
condition known as 'Dutch Roll'
where the model wallows along in a
combination of roll and yaw recognizable by the wingtips describing
circles rather like the shoulders of
a racing walker.

Aerodynamicists

may

feel

that

some over-simplification has been
made in this outline, or that it
could have been taken further. If,
however, a novice aeromodeller
can relate the above description to
his own model, he will be less likely
to

damage

it,

will

fly

it

better

because he has some glimmering
of what is happening, and will
consequently enjoy his new hobby.

Thermals
a peculiarity of the atmosphere
that sunshine passes through it
without heating it. When the sun's
rays strike something denser, it is
warmed, and the air in contact with
it is heated by conduction. The
degree of warming is affected by the
colour and texture of the object, so
that sun striking a variety of surfaces leads to variation in the temperature of the air. If a mass of air is
heated, it expands and becomes
It is

effectively lighter than surrounding unheated air, and it will there-

fore rise. Perhaps the largest scale
illustration is the creation of onshore and off-shore winds; when
the sun heats a land mass so that
the air over it becomes warmer
than that over the sea, it rises and
air flows in from the sea to replace
it. At night, as the land cools, the
air over it becomes relatively cooler
than that over the sea. Sea air rises
and air flows off land to replace it.
On a smaller, local scale the air
surrounding a building or over a

road or runway will become warmer
than that over, say, grass and will
eventually break away and start to
rise. This is a thermal. Someone

How
standing facing a thermal source
on a flat calm day will suddenly
feel a gentle draught on the back of
his head as air moves in to replace
the rising air. It used to be thought
that thermals were continuous
streams of rising air, but subsequent experience and investigation
has shown them to be a series of
bubbles breaking away, the size
and frequency of the bubbles relating basically to the area of heating
surface and the temperature difference.

Thermals

can

wherever

form

there is a sufficient difference in
temperature, and the ideal conditions are calm or light breeze,
strong sun and a fair humidity level.
Under such circumstances, when
the thermal loses heat and pressure

water content becomes visible
in the formation of a puffy white
'fair weather' cumulus cloud. In
its

breezy conditions several ther nal
sources can produce rows of such

Below: The search
attracts

many

for the

unusual

enthusiasts. This

Firebird original design, with inverted
gull

wing and swept

practical,

if

a

little

at the wingtips.

V-tail

is

perfectly

too sharply tapered

clouds drifting

away downwind,

forming 'cloud streets'. Although a
strong breeze can reduce thermal
activity over flattish country, it
can also give rise to 'wind shadow
thermals', where a sheltered ground
depression, or a sunny area in the
lee of trees or hills, creates a warm
spot from which bubbles period-

ically

break away.

The effect of a thermal on a model
sometimes misunderstood, although it is only common sense. If
a model is gliding with a sink rate
of Im/sec (3ft per sec) and flies into
is

a thermal bubble rising at 1.5m/sec,
will be rising in relation to the
ground at 0.5m/sec, though of
it

course it is still sinking through
the thermal. How long it stays in
the thermal depends on its glide
circle diameter and sinking speed
in relation to the diameter and
depth of the thermal bubble. Ten
minutes at 0.5m/sec will take it
300m (1,000ft) higher than the point
at which it entered the lift and a
distance of one-sixth of the wind
speed (in km/h or mph) downwind.
Hence dethermalizers!
Only in conditions of complete
calm will a thermal rise vertically;
it will naturally move downwind
with any breeze as soon as it has
broken free of the ground. Since air
is

invisible,

knowing

when

a

thermal has started to rise and

estimating
difficult,

angle of ascent

its

so a

to Fly

number

is

of artificial

have been tried by competition
The most successful is a
bubble machine which emits a
stream of soap bubbles indicating,
by sudden deflections, the likelihood of a thermal. Launch of a
model within a few seconds of such
an indication gives a very good
chance of connecting with the
aids

fliers.

thermal.

Although air flowing in to replace
a thermal appears to be travelling
horizontally, it is drawn from air
displaced by the upward rise of the
thermal. In other words, when some
air is rising, air

from surrounding

areas is sinking. Avoiding areas of
sink is almost as important as
catching a thermal, since if no
competitor manages to find much
thermal assistance, the one most
successful in avoiding sink stands
a good chance of winning. The predictability of sink areas is, however, much more hit and miss
because of the space they can
cover.

Turbulence and wind gradient
be expected that turbulence
found to leeward of trees,
hedges, hills, buildings and even

It is to

will be

parked cars. Wind striking such
obstructions will roll for a considerable distance and a model
flying into such turbulence will be
thrown about, depending on wind
speed and the height and steepness
of the lee side of the obstruction.
Launching a model in the 'shelter'
of an obstruction is clearly not a
very wise procedure.

Perhaps

less

realized

is

wind

gradient effect, where the moving
air in contact with the ground is
friction. Depending on
wind strength and the roughness
of the ground, this effect can result
in a gradual decrease in wind

slowed by

strength from possibly 3m (10ft)
height to ground level. It can easily
be recognized by standing, squatting, and lying and noting the feel
of the wind at each position, and
explains why a model gliding in to
land into wind may suddenly drop
the last two or three feet.

Slope

lift

Wind blowing across reasonably
level

ground and encountering a

or slope will flow up the slope
and over the top; if the slope is
steep or the break at the top sharp
the air may separate and the flow
break up into considerable turbulence (Figure 9). The flow on the
windward slope divides into horihill
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zontal

and

if

and vertical components,
the upward component

exceeds the sinking speed of a
model, height can be maintained or
gained. This is the principle used
in slope soaring, as discussed in
Chapter 9, but it is worth remembering that the same conditions
apply on all small hills and slopes.
If a slope faces into wind, there will
be an upward component to the
wind which, if it will not sustain a
model, will delay its return to

More seriously, a slope
downwind will have a downward component affecting the
earth.

facing

flight, and any obstruction
produce a greater area of
turbulence on such a site than on
level ground.

model's
will

Flying

500m (nearly

DTs can fail and models have been
known to DT and still carry on
upwards

close all gates and walk round
crops, not through them. Take a
bearing on some distant point
beyond the model so that even when
it is down the right direction can
still

be maintained. Red, orange,

and yellow are the best colours for
visibility on the ground and are
bility.

open spaces such as parks or comare likely to have bye-laws
prohibiting or limiting model flying, and private land is just that private. Small rubber-powered and
glider models are unlikely to cause
too many problems and might reasonably be flown in a large park or
recreation ground (unless there is a
blanket ban on all model flying),
but larger models and anything
with an engine are likely to need
space or distance from houses. One
very good reason for joining a club
is that a regular flying site will have
been negotiated.
Control-line models need relatively little space but, even if

is

mons

silenced, should be flown well away
from houses. Firms' car-parks on
industrial estates at week-ends are

or school playing
are worth investigating if
they are on the outskirts of a town.
Some local authorities have an
area set aside for these models, and
a few enquiries should turn up a site
without too much difficulty. For
beginners, short grass is probably
less
model
resulting
in
best,
damage, provided the area is
possibility,

fields

(this

lines

level,

away from power

cannot be taken too

seriously) and reasonably clear of
pedestrians. Competition flying is
better on smooth asphalt or concrete favourite sites where possible
are the huge aprons in front of
;

hangars on aerodromes.
Free-flight models require a
of space with a
tions; if there

lot

minimum of obstruc-

one tree a model
it! Even a 2min
flight in a 16km/h (lOmph) breeze
will take a model downwind some
is

will unerringly find
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in a strong thermal. If a
is needed, take time to

long chase

almost the best for airborne

fields

smooth and

An upwind

possible downwind clear of woods
or standing crops are the ideals. A
short DT setting is advisable when
there is any wind, but in any event,
ensure that your name and address
are on the model, in non-fade ink;

The golden rule before flying anywhere is to secure permission from
some responsible person. Public

a

600yd).

area reasonably clear of tall trees,
to avoid turbulence, and as far as

visi-

Nowadays few FF models take
off the ground, so the field surface

not too important.

makes towing up

Rough ground

a glider in calm

conditions a little hazardous, but
long grass is kinder to models
landing. If take-offs are fancied, a
length of roofing felt or similar can
be laid on the grass and is adequate

most FF take-offs.
Radio models need a relatively
smaller area, something about foot-

for

ball pitch size often being quoted.

However, such an area must have
reasonably clear approaches and
preferably uncluttered surroundings; an expert can take-off and
land in a confined space and is
unlikely to suffer unexpected motor
failure when the model is some
distance away, but not everyone
flying radio models is expert. A site
well away from housing is desirable, since R/C models make quite
lengthy flights fairly high, so that
the cone of engine noise' covers a
wide area and can constitute a
nuisance. Also, if fast and heavy
models get out of control they can
be dangerous both to people and
property.
From a flying point of view, it is

most R/C models to
take-off rather than be handlaunched, and a suitable strip or
area is needed for this and for
landing. An aerodrome runway is
ideal, but most clubs use a grass
far safer for

field

and, with the consent of the

owner,

mow

a take-off strip.

Some-

times a footpath crossing a field or
common will provide an adequate
surface. An area of 25 x 5m, aligned
with the prevailing wind, will
suffice for most purposes.
Indoor models offer the greatest
satisfaction in the largest (es-

pecially

highest)

hall

possible.

There are few airship hangars

like

those at Akron or Cardington, with
ceilings over 40m (130ft), but models
can be flown successfully in sports
and civic halls, theatres and ballrooms. In most cases such buildings
have to be hired, though school
halls may be available providing
some of the school's pupils are
participating in the activity. Empty
aeroplane hangars on some service
aerodromes may also be worth
investigation,

and some church

halls may be large
pecially for electric

As
be

enough,

RTP

es-

flying.

often the case, activities must
tailored
to
suit
available

is

facilities.

Clubs
Emerging from the

flying site question is the clear advantage of
joining a club, or even forming one
if there are several like-minded
enthusiasts and no established club
within convenient reach. Use of a
site is often more likely to be
granted to a club, particularly when
local authorities are involved, or,
if a rental has to be paid, what
might be excessive for an individual
becomes practical when spread
among a group.
There are many other benefits of
club membership. Help is available

and learning to fly,
lessons can be learned from other
members' successes and failures,
a knowledgeable assistant is likely
to be at hand to help launch, or
start an engine, sources of supply
can be shared, and money can even
be saved by bulk purchases of items
such as fuel; many clubs carry a
stock of basic materials. Good clubs
run a year-round programme which
in constpwction

encourages members to build, perhaps, indoor or electric RTP models
in the winter. Whatever your
experience, flying with a club is
enjoyable; watching other people's
models or informal club or interclub competitions add to one's
pleasure.

To form a club notices should be
displayed in the local model shop
and library and sent to local newspapers and the model press notifying anyone interested of a meeting to be held at an easily accessible place at a convenient time.
The model press require several
weeks' notice, incidentally. At the
meeting, depending on response,
the decision to form a club will be
made. A name should be chosen,
preferably not too light-hearted a
one, as it may affect future negotiations, and the objects of the club

How
clearly defined.

A

chairman, sec-

treasurer and committee
must be elected, if only temporarily
while the club gets under way,
further elections being held when
retary,

membership has grown. Club fees
be decided, and a programme mapped out. Affiliation to
a national body is desirable as
should

soon as the club is settled, not least
because in many cases insurance
is part of the affiliation package.
Formality is not necessary, but
notes should be taken of decisions
made; experience shows that a club
with conscientious officers working
in a conventional framework will
be happier and more successful,
and hence longer lived, than too
casual a group.
Flying, whether by an individual
or a club, should always be carried
out with care and consideration for
people who may not share enthusiasm for models. Safety is a matter
of common sense and awareness
that spectators or passers-by do
not know what the models might
do; it has been known for people to
walk or cycle into the path of a
C/L model. Never show off with a
R/C model by deliberately 'buzzing'
people or houses or stunting over
spectators' heads.
Noise is the most frequent complaint, and in Britain a formal Code
of Practice has been agreed nationally. This includes such rules as no

C/L model

to be flown within

150m

of occupied dwellings if muffled,
250m unmuffled. If total engine
capacity exceeds 3.5cc these dis-

become 250m and 400m.
Unmuffled FF models are limited to
a 20sec engine run and no closer
than 150m, and all R/C models must
have effective mufflers. Ground
running of engines must be kept to
a minimum and never exceed one
minute. Operating times are also
tances

suggested. These and other simple
rules show that model fliers are
responsible people, anxious to
avoid grounds for complaint. A ban
imposed because of noise can often
include all model flying.

One man's enjoyment should not
be another's irritation. With a little
care, courtesy, consideration and
common sense we can all continue
to derive pleasure and satisfaction
from model

flying.
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Below, centre: Pulse jet engines for
nnodels have existed for over 30 years,
but suffer from noise and fire hazard.
This delta model was demonstrated at
Las Vegas by a Dutch team, flying at
over 320kph (200mph).
Bottom: There have been many models
of Concorde, but this one is unique in
having twin pulse jets and virtually
scale supersonic speed Built by the
Dutch team in the previous picture.
!

Glossary

Bearer - beam
Acetate - a heat deformable

trans-

parent material, actually cellulose acetate.
Aerodyne - an aircraft supported
dynamically by reaction of
moving surfaces to air.
Aerofoil - surface designed to pro-

aerodynamic
reaction
duce
normal to direction of motion.

Aeroplane - mechanically driven
aerodyne

supported

by

fixed

wings.

Aerostat - an

aircraft

supported

statically (e.g. balloon).

Aileron - hinged panel on fixed
airfoil near tip providing lateral

for engine or accessory mounting.
Bell-crank - triangular plate providing 90° change in direction of
motion.
Biplane - aeroplane having two
superimposed wings.
Blimp - form of frameless airship
with propulsion and control.
Body putty - plastic filler which
dries hard for filling cracks or

adding protrusions.

Boom - exposed spar, often hollow,
carrying additional structure.
- thin layer of
fluid (e.g. air) immediately adjacent to surface of a body.
Brace - subsidiary reinforcement

Boundary layer

Air brake - surface capable of presentation at 90° to motion to
increase drag.

Aircraft - any vehicle deriving
support from reaction of air.
Airfoil - alternative to 'aerofoil'.
Anhedral - inverted V angle, opposite to dihedral.
Aspect ratio - relationship of
width to length; in wings, average chord to span.

Attack, angle of -the angle at
which an airfoil meets the airflow.

Autogiro

~ aeroplane deriving lift
from freely spinning rotor.
Autorotation - condition of con-

tinual rotation created by aero-

dynamic

factors.

Bulkhead occupying

solid
total

cross-member
cross-section

area of a structure.
multiBungee - fabric-covered
strand rubber rope used for catapult, shock absorption etc.
Bunt - first half of an inverted

Cabane - pyramid

struts on fuselage for parasol or upper wing.
Camber - curvature of the surface
of an airfoil.
Cantilever - without external support.

-

flat strips

applied to the

edges of narrow members

Carburettor

- form of thin cellulose

lacquer.

Barrel-roll - complete

which axis of

roll

roll

in

describes a

circle.

Bay

space between bulkheads or
between sets of interplane struts
e.g. single bay biplane etc.
BDC bottom dead centre (of a
reciprocating piston).

Beam

mounting

method
of
engine or accessory mounting on
parallel beams.
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(e.g.

ribs).

Banana oil

- engine fitting mixing fuel spray with air.
Centre-section central part of
wing.
CG - centre of gravity, eff"ectively
the object's balance point.
Choke restriction on carburettor
intake to reduce amount of air
inducted.
Chord fore and aft length of an
airfoil, i.e. width of wing.
CL centre of lift, the single point

through which

CLA

roll - roll checked with
wings at positions corresponding
to hours on clock face.

Collet - cylindrical block capable
of being locked on rod or wire by
grub-screw etc.
ignition - sponCompression
taneous combustion engine employing heat of compression.
Condenser tissue - lightest form
of tissue, used for some indoor
models.
inContra-piston - adjustable
verted piston giving variable

compression ratio.
- covering enclosing an
engine, usually thin metal or

WBod

CP of

panels.

centre of pressure,

lift

of

i.e.

centre

an aerofoil section.

Crutch - strong centrally-placed
fuselage member round which
lighter structure

is

assembled.

Crystal - piece of ground quartz
used to control radio frequency.

loop.

Capping

B

pivot rod.

Clock

Cowling

member.

control.

Clevis - adjustable fitting on end
of control rod incorporating a

total

lift

acts.

centre of lateral area.

D

Deac

- nickel-cadmium button cell
the German company,

(after

DEAC).
Decalage
angles
wings.

Decals

diff"erence in incidence

between

superimposed

US term for slide-on paint

film transfers.
Decking - the light fairing

on the

upper side of a fuselage.

Dethermalizer - device for spoiling the trim and increasing sink
on a model.
Digital - system of coding control
pulses in radio transmissions.
Dihedral - the angle between the
two halves (or outer sections) of
a wing.

Dope

- cellulose-based

'paint'

to

tauten and airproof covering.
Dowel ~ wood or metal rod of circular cross-section.

Downthrust -

inclination of the
thrust hne to introduce a nose-

down component.

Downwash -

change of angle of
airstream as it leaves an aerofoil
or other body.
Drag - the resistance of an object
to movement through a fluid.
Dutch roll - combination of yaw

and

roll to alternate sides

due to

instability.

E
Elevator - surface hinged
plane

providing

to tail-

G
Glide - descent in a flying attitude
without applied power.
Glider - fixed wing aircraft, nonmechanically propelled.
Glow-plug - cylinder head plug
equipped with constantly glowing element.
plastic,
GRP - glass-reinforced
commonly polyester resin.
Gusset - small triangular brace
fitted in the angle between two

the

basic

frame of the undercarriage excluding wheels etc.

Epoxy

- a resin adhesive of considerable strength.

members.

H
roll - a roll

with per-

iodic pauses.
- projecting lever

Horn

on a conthrough which con-

movement

is

applied.

lock - condition
of
engine when overflooded and un-

F
Aeronautique

Internationale, world controlling
body.
Fairing light structural addition
to reduce head-resistance.
Fin - fixed vertical surface, usually
at tail of aircraft.

Firewall - strong
bulkhead
to
which engine is attached.
Flaps - surfaces at rear of wing
used to increase lift at expense of
increased drag.
Flick roll - sudden roll requiring
one wing to be stalled.
Folding propeller where the
blades fold back at end of power
run to reduce drag.
cross member giving
shape to a fuselage or nacelle.
F'our-stroke cycle in an engine
having combustion on alternate
revolutions.
Fuel-proofer type of varnish,
usually resin-based, impervious
to

fuels.

usually dry cotton lampwick used to release a mechanism
-

able to pass

TDC.

or separation.

Landing gear - normally

the comundercarriage plus noseetc.

of a

Lift - result of aerodynamic forces
acting at right angles to direction
of airflow.
Longeron - a main fore and aft
member of a fuselage or nacelle.
Loop scavenge - design of gas flow
in two-stroke engine to clear
exhaust gases.

M
Incidence - angle of aerofoil

Methanol

to

longitudinal axis of aircraft.
air or fuel
mixture in engine.
Intake tube or aperture through
which outside air is drawn.

Induction - intake of

- methyl alcohol, main
constituent of glow-plug engine
fuel.

Microfilm - cellulose preparation
used for covering indoor models.

Mid-wing - wing

mounted

ap-

proximately on fuselage centre
line.

Monocoque
in

Japanese tissue

- particular type
of lightweight tissue for light

- type of construction

which most of the load

is

taken

by the skin.

Monoplane

- aeroplane with one

main plane.

outdoor models.

Muffler - silencer, a device for
ducing emitted noise.

- a

model

flow - steady airflow
without tendency to turbulence

member.

Hesitation

trol

Fuse

Laminar

body, also the forward structural

Hydraulic

Former

lift.

wheel or tailskid

trol surface

Federation

fuselage for

Leading edge - forward edge

Empennage - strictly,

-

having a weighted movable pickup tube.
Knife-edge flight - flying aircraft
on side, wings vertical, using

plete

longitudinal

(pitch) control.

FAI

sure correct assembly and alignment.
Klunk tank - type of fuel tank

after a delay.

K
Keeper

in models, a

brace in intia spar is

mate contact where
angled.

Kerosene

paraffin,

a

petroleum

product.
Key small locating block to en-

re-

N

Nacelle - a body enclosing an
engine or, occasionally, crew.
Needle-valve - adjustable screwed
valve regulating flow of fuel to
carburettor.
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Neoprene -

a
type of plastic,
usually tubing for fuel feed.
Nitro-methane - hydrocarbon
oxygen-releasing fuel additive.
front
Nose-block - detachable
fuselage plug carrying propeller
bearing on rubber model.

monly

encountered

as

'white

glue'.

Pylon - a one-piece wing support
for a parasol wing; turning point
models in one form of R/C

for

racing; special yoke used in C/L

speed flying.

producing control movement
when switched by radio.
Sesquiplane - biplane with one
wing markedly smaller in span/
chord than the other.
Sidethrust - angular displacement
of the engine to introduce a side
(turning) force.

o
Oleo leg - undercarriage

strut in-

corporating oil dashpot for shock
absorption/damping.
Ornithopter - machine achieving
flight

by wing flapping.

Q

Quadruplane - aeroplane

with

four superimposed wings.
Quarter-grain - cut
of
balsa
giving maximum stiffness for
minimum weight.

Sideport - a two-stroke engine
where intake to crankcase is
through cylinder wall.
Slat - an auxiliary airfoil sited on
the leading edge to increase lift
or delay a

stall.

Slipstream - the wash from a

pro-

peller.

R
Pan

- cast metal fuselage shape
used in high performance C/L

and FF models.
Pants - streamlining covers over
wheels.

Parasol - layout in which fuselage
is carried beneath wing by braces.
Piano wire - (music wire) tempered spring steel wire.
Pitch - movement about lateral
axis, also distance travelled by
propeller in one revolution.
Pitot head - small twin tubes for
measuring pressures to show air
speed.
Polyhedral - form of double dihedral angle.
Pressure feed - supply of fuel to
carburettor at constant (above
atmospheric) pressure.
Pre-tensioning - method of limiting unwinding of rubber motor to
desired motor length.
Priming - injection of fuel direct
into cylinder or air intake.
Proportional - in radio, control
surface movement relating directly to transmitter stick move-

ment.

Pulse - radio signal of very short
duration.

Pusher

- aeroplane with the pro-

peller behind the

Push-rod

main

plane(s).

rigid rod transmitting

push-pull motion to a control.
- polyvinyl
alcohol,
com-

PVA
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Radial

mount - method

ing engine on

of mount-

flat firewall

with

and aft bolts.
Reed induction - type of engine
using flat sprung metal valve
intake operating on crankcase
fore

Slope lift - upward component of
wind striking rising ground.
Slope soaring - gliding along face
of hill or

cliff"

making use of slope

*

lift.

Slot - aperture through wing or

between wing and slat to improve
or delay stall.
roll - a 360° rotation about
the longitudinal axis at modest
lift

Slow

pressure.

number - ratio
of
length X velocity of a body to
kinematic viscosity of a fluid,
used to express condition for
similar motions in viscous fluids.
Rib - structural member giving required shape to covering of a
Reynolds

rate.

Snap

roll - see flick roll.

Soaring - maintenance or gain of
height by a glider in upcurrents.
- vertical or cross-strut in
basic fuselage framework.

Spacer

Spar

plane.
Riblet - short

additional rib extending over the leading 10-15%
or so of a plane.
Roll - revolution about the longitudinal axis.
Rotary induction - fuel/air intake
through a crankshaft valve or
disc driven by the crankpin.
RTP - round-the-pole, a tethered
flight about a fixed centre.

- a principal structural
ber supporting subsidiary

memmem-

bers.

Spark ignition
in

- ignition of gases

an engine by generation of

electrical spark.

Spar model - see stick model.
Spat - streamlined cover almost
totally enclosing landing wheel.
- downward spiral path with

Spin

aeroplane in stalled condition.
- streamlined central boss
cover on airscrew.
Spiral dive downward spiral path

Spinner

Sailplane - high efficiency glider.
Sanding sealer - cellulose preparation with filler (e.g. talc) for
grain-filling.

Scale effect -

effect

coefficients of a
in

on absolute

marked reduction

Reynolds number.

Servo

- electro-mechanical

relay

in unstalled condition.

Spoiler - device exposable to reduce lift and increase sink.
Spray bar drilled tube across
engine intake allowing fuel to be

drawn in as spray.
Sprue - the waste formed
feed lines of a die in
casting.

in

the

moulding or

US

Stabilizer - normal
tailplane.
Stagger - vertical

term for

Thrust peller,

difference

in

positions of superimposed wings
to reduce interference.
Stall - total loss of lift due to air-

flow breakdown over aerofoil.
Stall turn - 180' yaw at top of
vertical climb.
Standing wave - deflection of air-

stream at considerable height
above hills etc.
Stick model - model (usually rubber powered) employing a single
spar as fuselage.
Stringer - light longitudinal structural member producing required
shape.
Sweep - angle formed by a wing
etc. in plan form to longitudinal
centre line.

force created by the pro-

drawing the aeroplane

Tongue

of
and box
mounting wings etc. with box in
wing root engaging tongue on

- method

fuselage.
- reaction of whole aeroplane to rotating airscrew, in
opposite direction.
Torsion bar - use of twist resistance in steel wire etc. to provide

small plane mounted
(normally) behind main plane for
stabilizing.

Tail

springing.

Tow-launch

-

method of achieving
height before release of a glider.
Towline - line used to kite up
glider.

Townend ring -

ring placed round
radial engine to reduce drag.
Track - distance between wheels
of undercarriage, also path of

over ground.
Tractor - aeroplane with airscrew
mounted ahead of main wing.
Trailing edge - the rearmost edge,
the member forming the rearmost
edge.

inclination of tailplane
to induce a turn.
TDC top dead centre, of a recitilt

procating piston.
racer type of C/L model
raced three or four together in

Team
one

circle.

Template

size guide to

cutting or sanding.

Thermal

due to convection from unequal heat abrising air

sorption.

Thickness/chord

ratio thickness of an aerofoil as a percentage of its chord.

Thinners cellulose solvent.
Three-port type of two-stroke
engine

Transfer port - aperture through
which fresh charge enters cylinder
stroke

from crankcase

in

two-

with

intake

port

in

cylinder wall.
Throttle controllever regulating
speed of engine.

Undercarriage - structure including main landing wheels and
struts.

engine.

Transfers - paint film decoration
on gummed paper, soaked and

Trim

the balance of aerodynamic
forces leading to most efficient

performance.
Trim tab a small permanentlyadjusted surface applying a corflight

recting force.

Triplane aeroplane with three
superimposed wings.
Turtle-back light fairing structure behind cockpit.
- cycle
of

Two-stroke

V

Valve, needle - see needle-valve.
Venturi a narrow-necked tube
widening at each end employing
Bernoulli's Law.

VIT

- variable incidence tailplane,

used to balance power on/power
off trim in FF.

w

Warp

- twist or

engine

operation with one power stroke
per revolution.

change of angle

a wing panel etc.
Wash - stream of air

in

leaving a

body.

Wash-in

- increase

of

incidence

towards a wingtip.
Wash-out - decrease of incidence
towards a wingtip.

Weather-cocking
tical

slid into place.

an actual

- concavity in the
underside of an aerofoil.

Torque

flight

Tailplane

u

Under camber

forward.

- excess of ver-

area aft leading to direc-

tional over-stability.
- leading or pulling control lines to increase speed of

Whipping
model.

Wing-over
vertical

- path of C/L model in
half-circle

over

flier's

head.

Wing

section - cross-section

of
'airfoil'
called
loosely
often
wing,
or 'aerofoil'.

Yaw
its

- rotation of the aircraft about
vertical axis. i.e. directionally.
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